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Abstract

Recommender systems have become an essential tool in supporting users to find
relevant content in an overloaded information space. Be it for business, government,
or education, the utilization of recommender systems has become popular across
many application domains. It remains however an open challenge for the research
community to simultaneously deal with multiple domain-specific requirements and
information sources. In addition to that, the advent of the modern Web has posed
the need for handling frequent and diverse data updates with high scalability and
real-time processing, and thus, has brought new challenges that recommender sys-
tems need to deal with. It is therefore the aim of this thesis to investigate how
real-time recommendations can be provided within a multi-domain setting.

For this, four separate research problems are tackled. As the usage of various
information sources is nowadays a popular choice for many application domains,
the first research question investigates the impact of recommendation quality with
respect to combining different sources of data. An empirical study presented in this
thesis shows, for example, that sources like social or location data are especially
beneficial for tackling the cold-start problem. The second research question builds
upon these insights and addresses the problem of customization, scalability, and
real-time performance while supporting heterogeneous information sources across
multiple domains. This yields a methodological contribution of design principles
and aspects that such systems need to support, as well as two recommendation
frameworks that present the underlying architecture suited for a multi-domain set-
ting. The third research question focuses on how to balance the trade-off between
accuracy and runtime performance within a real-time setting. The performed scala-
bility experiments demonstrate how to achieve the desired recommendation accuracy
while guaranteeing the same runtime performance under different load peaks. More-
over, it is shown how to further speed up the generation of recommendations by, for
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example, adapting the popularly utilized Collaborative Filtering algorithm to find
neighbors in a greedy fashion or utilizing search engine technology with latent item
embeddings. The fourth research question of this thesis tackles the problem of im-
proving real-time recommendations beyond accuracy. This results in an online user
study that shows how offline experiments that focus on improving only accuracy
provide a limited perspective on the true recommendation utility. Besides, this the-
sis presents a methodological contribution in form of a novel approach that utilizes
neural autoencoders to improve the recommendation quality beyond accuracy for
anonymous session users.

Finally, the research performed in this thesis opens up a number of possible re-
search strands for future work on algorithms and systems specifically tailored for
real-time recommendations that are applied in a multi-domain setting. These, for
instance, include tackling different biases, incorporating privacy mechanisms, ap-
proximating online performance as well as providing session-aware real-time recom-
mendations.





Zusammenfassung

Empfehlungssysteme gelten als ein wesentliches Instrument, um Benutzer bei der
Suche nach relevanten Inhalten zu unterstützen. Deren Einsatz hat sich deswe-
gen in vielen Anwendungsbereichen, wie zum Beispiel im Handel, für den Staat
oder im Bildungswesen, durchgesetzt. Eine Problemstellung für die Research Com-
munity ist jedoch, wie man in einer Multistakeholder-Umgebung gleichzeitig die
verschiedenen bereichsspezifischen Anforderungen und Informationsquellen berück-
sichtigen kann. Darüber hinaus hat das modernen Web neue Herausforderungen
für Empfehlungssysteme mit sich gebracht, wie die Notwendigkeit, häufige und
vielfältige Datenupdates hoch skalierbar und in Echtzeit handzuhaben. Das Ziel
dieser Arbeit ist es, zu untersuchen, wie Empfehlungen in einer Multistakeholder-
Umgebung in Echtzeit bereitgestellt werden können.

Es werden vier Forschungsfragen untersucht. Da die Nutzung verschiedener In-
formationsquellen heutzutage in vielen Anwendungsbereichen eine beliebte Wahl ist,
untersucht die erste Forschungsfrage den Einfluss der Empfehlungsqualität in Bezug
auf das Kombinieren von mehreren solchen Datenquellen. In einer empirischen
Studie wird, zum Beispiel, festgestellt, dass Quellen, die soziale oder ortsbezogene
Daten beinhalten, besonders vorteilhaft für die Bewältigung des Cold-Start Problems
sind. Die zweite Forschungsfrage baut auf diesen Erkenntnissen auf und befasst sich
mit dem Problem der anwendungsorientierten Unterstützung heterogener Informa-
tionsquellen. Der Fokus hier liegt insbesondere in der Anpassung, Skalierbarkeit und
Echtzeitleistung innerhalb einer Multistakeholder-Umgebung. Daraus ergibt sich ein
methodischer Beitrag zu den Prinzipien und Aspekten, die bei der Gestaltung solcher
Systeme unterstützt werden müssen, sowie zwei Frameworks für Empfehlungssys-
teme, die die zugrunde liegende Architektur für eine Multistakeholder-Umgebung
darstellen. Die dritte Forschungsfrage untersucht, wie der trade-off zwischen algo-
rithmischer Genauigkeit und der Laufzeitleistung in einer Echtzeitumgebung aus-
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geglichen werden kann. Die durchgeführten Experimente bezüglich Skalierbarkeit
zeigen, wie man die gewünschte Empfehlungsgenauigkeit erreichen kann, während
eine unveränderte Laufzeitleistung unter verschiedenen load peaks garantiert wird.
Weiters wird gezeigt, wie man die Generierung von Empfehlungen weiter beschle-
unigen kann, indem man zum Beispiel den häufig genutzten Collaborative Filter-
ing Algorithmus anpasst, um Nachbarn in einer greedy Art und Weise zu finden,
oder indem man Suchmaschinentechnologie mit latenten Vektoren nutzt. Die vierte
Forschungsfrage dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit dem Problem der Verbesserung von
Echtzeitempfehlungen, die über typischerweise verwendete Genauigkeitsmaße hin-
aus geht. Das Ergebnis ist eine Onlinestudie, die zeigt, dass Offline-Experimente,
die sich nur auf die Verbesserung der Genauigkeit konzentrieren, eine limitierte Per-
spektive auf die echte Effektivität von Empfehlungssystemen bietet. Weiters wird
ein methodischer Beitrag präsentiert, der einen neuartigen Ansatz zur Nutzung
von neuronalen Autoencodern vorstellt, um die Empfehlungsqualität für anonyme
Session-Benutzer zu verbessern.

Abschließend eröffnet die in dieser Arbeit durchgeführte Forschung eine Reihe
möglicher Forschungsrichtungen für zukünftige Arbeiten, die sich an Algorithmen
und Systeme fokussieren, die speziell auf Echtzeit-Empfehlungen zugeschnitten sind
und in einer Multistakeholder-Umgebung eingesetzt werden. Dazu gehören zum
Beispiel der Umgang mit verschiedenen Daten Biases, die Einbeziehung von Mech-
anismen zum Schutz privater Daten, Online-Performance vorab zu schätzen, sowie
die Bereitstellung von Echtzeit-Empfehlungen anhand mehrerer Sessions, die für
bekannte Benutzer verfügbar sind.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the advent of the Web, the majority of our activities like shopping, socializing
or working are being performed online [Lewis, 2021]. During the past decade, the
amount, complexity and heterogeneity of information available on the Internet has
downright skyrocketed and presents a huge hurdle for the human processing capa-
bilities. For example, the e-commerce website Amazon.com provides hundreds of
millions of products [Smith and Linden, 2017] of which an average user is highly
unlikely to be able to process them all. This naturally also holds for applications in
other domains like Airbnb, YouTube, Spotify, or Netflix. It has become abundantly
clear, particularly since the hype of the social Web and platforms such as Twitter,
Facebook, and Reddit, that we now live in an age of information overload [Matthes
et al., 2020, Lewis, 2021].

This led to a tremendous increase in popularity of utilizing recommender systems
where nowadays, they are acknowledged as an essential feature to help users discover
relevant content [McNee et al., 2006]. At Neflix for example, up to 75% of what users
watch are recommendations1 and this is estimated to save the company more than $1
billion per year [Gomez-Uribe and Hunt, 2015a]. As a consequence, current research
focuses on improving the prediction task in order to deliver recommendations that
are more likely to align with people’s preferences. Thus, many well known methods
are available, such as the ones that use the textual content of recommendable items
[Balabanović and Shoham, 1997] or the historical preference of a user in form of
interactions with the online system [Sarwar et al., 2001, Koren et al., 2009].

1http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/
how-retailers-can-keep-up-with-consumers
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1.1. STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS 7

Most of the earlier work on recommender systems has focused on adapting ex-
isting algorithms for a specific application domain like movies at Netflix, music at
Spotify or products at Amazon. But in recent years, integrating data across differ-
ent domains [Im and Hars, 2007, Cantador et al., 2015] or markets [Roitero et al.,
2020, Bonab et al., 2021] is starting to gain more momentum in the research com-
munity. A common approach in such settings is to simplify the prediction task and
view it as a problem with only two dimension. That is, given a user profile and a
target item, the task at hand is to predict if there exists a link between them and
if yes, to see if that particular item should be recommended. The current challenge
here lies in fully utilizing data from auxiliary sources. This especially holds when
the aim is to support and provide recommendations to multiple domains at the same
time.

With the arrival of the Big Data era, recommender systems must now deal with
the dynamic nature of the Web, requiring them to analyze large amounts of data,
handle streams of new data, and support a range of data formats (i.e., volume, veloc-
ity, and variety which define the Big Data problem [Russom et al., 2011]). In these
situations, traditional recommender systems typically examine the data offline and
update the underlying model at regular intervals. However, a user’s choice depends
on many factors, which are susceptible to change anytime. For example, users who
physically visit a shopping mall can trigger frequent indoor location updates via a
smartphone application while moving through the mall [Lacic et al., 2015b]. An
offline model update approach that, for example, lasts hours may miss the user’s re-
cent location context and fail to give the appropriate recommendations to meet the
user’s real-time need. As such, being able to consider a user’s real-time interests is
gaining traction and is not only in high demand within the research community but
also with recommender systems’ practitioners [Huang et al., 2015, Jannach et al.,
2017, Al-Ghossein et al., 2021, Kersbergen and Schelter, 2021]. [Lacic, 2016]

Thus, the aim of this thesis is to show how real-time recommendations can be
provided within a multi-domain setting.

1.1 Structure of this thesis

This thesis is structured as follows: the current chapter continues with Section 1.2,
which defines the four research questions, the overall problem, approach, and findings
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related to each of the questions. The accompanied Section 1.3 then summarizes
the scientific contributions of this dissertation’s research. Chapter 2 presents an
overview of the state-of-the-art that is related to this dissertation. Chapter 3 lists
the publications related to this thesis and presents their corresponding contributions.
This chapter is split in two parts, the main contributions that are also included in
this thesis and additional publications, which are further strengthening the outcome
of this thesis but are only referenced. Finally, Chapter 4 concludes this thesis and
points to relevant research directions for future work.

1.2 Research Questions

This section describes the four research questions that are investigated in this the-
sis. As visualized in Figure 1.1, this thesis first investigates how combining data
sources impacts the recommendation quality (RQ1). Second, the problem of tai-
loring recommendations for a multi-domain environment is tackled (RQ2). Third,
the real-time performance of recommender algorithms is analyzed when applied in
a multi-domain environment (RQ3). Finally, this thesis studies improvements on
the quality of recommendations which go beyond the notion of standard accuracy
measures (RQ4). Summing up, in this thesis, the following research questions are
tackled:

RQ1: How does combining different data sources and recommender ap-
proaches impact the robustness of recommendations?

Problem. Personalized recommender systems commonly calculate their recommen-
dations using only one information source, namely interaction data. This can be, in
case of an e-commerce system for example, implicit user feedback like already clicked
or purchased products [Guo et al., 2011, Zhang and Pennacchiotti, 2013, Trattner
et al., 2014]. As depicted in Figure 1.2, solving the recommendation problem in
such a traditional setting would mean to predict connections in a bipartite graph.
Although there are many examples that perform reasonably good when handling
the prediction task in such way, nowadays, many platforms have the opportunity to
collect additional information about their users. As seen in Figure 1.3, where an ex-
ample of a social marketplace is depicted, this can come directly from different data
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Research Questions

RQ 1

How does combining different data sources and
recommender approaches impact the robust-
ness of recommendations?

RQ 2

How can we address customization, scalability
and real-time performance across multiple rec-
ommender systems domains?

RQ 3

How can we balance the trade-off between ac-
curacy and runtime in real-time recommender
systems?

RQ 4

How can we improve real-time recommendations
beyond accuracy?

Figure 1.1: The four research questions addressed in this thesis.
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u1 u2 u3

p1 p2 p3 p4

Figure 1.2: Traditional recommender systems consider only a bipartite network
which represents user interactions. For instance, a user (green) in an e-commerce
online system would buy products (red) and this data would be used to recommend
additional products to purchase.

sources like social and location-based data (e.g., by supporting a social login mech-
anism [Kontaxis et al., 2012]) or be inferred from the existing data (e.g., creating a
location network out of check-in data). Even though previous research has shown
that additional information can be useful in the wide field of recommender systems
(e.g., [Feng and Wang, 2012, Liu et al., 2017b, Berndsen et al., 2020, Patro et al.,
2020]), it remains an open problem to understand the impact on the robustness of
recommendations when combining different information sources.

Approach. The first research question of this thesis aims to understand how dif-
ferent information sources can help in learning a user’s preference and consequently
create more robust recommendations. To that end, in [Lacic et al., 2015a] we studied
the efficacy of utilizing social, location and marketplace data features to recommend
products and categories to users in an online social marketplace. In addition to that,
we investigated on how to efficiently combine data sources in order to further in-
crease the recommendation quality. This study was extended in [Lacic et al., 2014c]
and [Lacic et al., 2015b], where we looked at the impact of additional data sources
for users that are new to the system. In [Duricic et al., 2018] we explored how ex-
plicit trust connections between users can be leveraged to provide recommendations
when no other data is available about a user. In [Lacic et al., 2014b], we studied
social tags and how to use them by considering their temporal patterns. Finally, in
[Reiter-Haas et al., 2017] we showed how domains which do not rely on additional
data sources can be enriched with data that can serve as an information source for
the recommender.
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c1 c2 c3

Figure 1.3: Heterogeneous network representing an online social marketplace that
contains information commonly found in popular online systems like Facebook or
Amazon. A common action for users is to purchase or sell a product pi (red) that
belong to a specific category ci (orange). Users also frequently belong to a social
group gi (yellow) or have a specific interest ii (purple) denoted in their profile.
Mostly however, a user ui (green) interacts with other users via social interactions
such as likes or comments. In addition to that, users may notify their community
via a check-in when they arrive at a specific location of their interest li (blue).
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Findings and Contributions. We first introduced content and network-based
similarity features that can be applied for different data sources. By focusing on the
popular non-probabilistic user-based Collaborative Filtering [Schafer et al., 2007]
algorithm, we further showed how the use of such features in the recommendation
process helps to improve the recommendation performance. Here, for example, uti-
lizing the network structure derived from social interactions (e.g., likes) was shown
to be particularly beneficial in improving the recommendation quality. Further-
more, our experiments proved our initial assumption that combining user similarity
features of the different data sources in a hybrid manner can lead to more robust rec-
ommendations with respect to accuracy, diversity, and user coverage. [Lacic et al.,
2015a]

We also demonstrated how the recommendation quality could improve if an addi-
tional data source is provided (e.g., [Reiter-Haas et al., 2017, Duricic et al., 2018]).
In case of social data, we showed that the overall quality greatly depends on the
number of social profiles available in the system. We also extended this with a cold-
start simulation of a new system (e.g., a similar case like it was with the beginning
of Spotify) in which we assumed that all new users provide social data. In this case,
the delivered prediction quality can already be significantly increased in the early
stages of the new system. [Lacic et al., 2014c]

This was further confirmed in a similar experiment where we tackled extreme cold-
start users, but with location data. We showed that when location data is available
(e.g., generated from indoor positioning systems in shopping malls), we can greatly
improve the first recommendation to completely new users in the system by either
using the raw location traces or inferring a location network out of them. [Lacic
et al., 2015b]

Finally, we also considered social tagging systems, which are another popular data
source. We contributed with a novel algorithm called Collaborative Item Ranking
Using Tag and Time Information (CIRTT) and showed how the recommendation
performance can be improved by ranking candidate item sets using the information
of frequency and recency of tag use. [Lacic et al., 2014b]
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ITEM LEVEL SYSTEM LEVELATTRIBUTE LEVEL TYPE LEVEL

MOVIES

Comedy

MOVIES

Thriller
MOVIES BOOKS NETFLIX AMAZONMOVIES TV SERIES

Figure 1.4: Notions of a domain according to [Cantador et al., 2015]. The attribute
level contains the same type of items (e.g., movies) but has different values on
certain attributes (e.g., genre of the movie). The type level notion has similar types
of items (e.g., movies and TV series) which share some of their attributes. Individual
domains on the item level have different types of items (e.g., movies and books).
On a system level, items (e.g., movies or books) belong to distinct systems, which
are considered as different domains (e.g., Netflix and Amazon). [Cantador et al.,
2015, Lacic et al., 2017]

RQ2: How can we address customization, scalability and real-time per-
formance across multiple recommender systems domains?

Problem. Most of the literature about recommender systems focuses on developing
novel approaches that improve the accuracy for items that belong to a single domain
(e.g., movies, music, news, etc.). But focusing on multiple domains (e.g., [Roitero
et al., 2020, Bonab et al., 2021]) is gaining more traction in the research community.
The work of [Cantador et al., 2015] was the first attempt to define the concept of a
domain in the setting of recommender systems. As seen in Figure 1.4, the authors
distinguish between four different domain notations. First, there is the attribute
level, where items are of the same type (e.g., movie genres). Second, the type level,
where items are of similar types but do not necessarily share all attributes (e.g.,
movies and TV series). At the item level, items are not of the same type and differ
in most or all attributes (e.g., movies and books). Finally, at the system level, items
and users belong to completely different systems (e.g., Netflix and Amazon). [Lacic
et al., 2017]

Most work that adopt this notion focus solely on utilizing the data between
domains in order to improve the recommendation performance [Gao et al., 2013, Loni
et al., 2014, Sahebi and Walker, 2014, Elkahky et al., 2015, Sahebi and Brusilovsky,
2015, Bonab et al., 2021]. There is however still a lack of work on how to actually
simultaneously support recommendations in a multi-domain environment.
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RECOMMENDER

CUSTOMIZATION

SERVICE 

ISOLATION

DATA 

HETEROGENEITY

FAULT

TOLERANCE

MULTI-DOMAIN RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

Figure 1.5: Building a recommender system for a multi-domain environment needs
to address the aspect of (i) providing service isolation, (ii) supporting data hetero-
geneity, (iii) allowing recommender customization, and (iv) ensuring fault tolerance.

Approach. The aim of the second research question is to build upon the work
of [Cantador et al., 2015] and extend the scope of multi-domain recommender sys-
tems. In [Lacic et al., 2017] we have categorized and introduced different design
aspects that should be addressed when providing recommendations. To show the
applicability of these design aspects, we first presented a framework for providing
real-time recommendations for online marketplaces [Lacic et al., 2014c] and then
extended it to account for scalability and a multi-domain environment [Lacic et al.,
2015c]. Finally, in [Traub et al., 2015, Lacic et al., 2016, Kowald et al., 2018, Lacic
et al., 2018a, Lacic et al., 2018b] we showed how such an approach can be utilized
to customize a recommender system across multiple domains.

Findings and Contributions. As depicted in Figure 1.5, we categorized a multi-
domain recommender system into four different aspects. First, sharing hardware
resources while ensuring performance isolation and fault tolerance is required to
support different requirements in terms of recommendation request load2. Such
functionality helps, for instance, in handling unanticipated load peaks a domain may
occasionally encounter. Second, a multi-domain recommender system inherently
needs to be able to handle a diverse set of data sources and simultaneously support
an easy integration of new data types (e.g., by altering the underlying schema). Such
a need can be depicted by Listing 1.1, where two domains have a requirement of
storing user-item interactions. But as differentiated in [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin,

2The number of simultaneous recommendation requests that the system needs to process in a
timely manner.
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{
"item": "5a35c4d3−a5dc−36d4−6a8b−f543da297a7c",
"users_listened": [5506, 68107, 1000002]
"users_listened_count": 3
"domain": "LastFM"

},
{

"user": "56861",
"item": 3473,
"rating": 2.0
"domain": "MovieLens"

}

Listing 1.1: Example of different user-item interactions that need to be stored and
utilized by recommender algorithms in an multi-domain envorinment. The recom-
mender system in this case needs to support the implicit listening interactions from
the music domain (i.e., LastFM), as well as explicit movie ratings found in the movie
domain (i.e., MovieLens).

2008], a recommender algorithm employed by one domain may consider different
types of user interactions than the one used in the other domain. That is, the
underlying system would need to support every kind of interaction (e.g., implicit,
explicit or inferred ones) that could form such a two-dimensional view. Finally, a
multi-domain recommender system should support the customization of domain-
specific parameters related to the employed algorithm and unambiguously know
which source of information should be used to calculate the recommendations. [Lacic
et al., 2017]

To show that these design principles can be applied in real systems, we first con-
tributed with SocRecM, a Java-based recommender framework that is aimed to
build a scalable social recommender engine for online marketplaces. With SocRecM
we showed how search engine technology can be leveraged to build a recommender
system that supports large quantities of diverse data structures. [Lacic et al., 2014c]

We then improved on the runtime performance in a multi-domain setting and con-
tributed with ScaR (i.e., Scalable Recommendations-as-a-service), an extension that
is aimed for a multi-domain setting. To show its applicability as depicted in Fig-
ure 1.6, we customized and presented ScaR for the domains of Tourism, Music,
Movies, Venues, Social Care, E-Commerce, Technology Enhanced Learning and Job
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Matchmaking. Furthermore, we found that the domain-specific customization of
a recommender algorithm is of particular importance, as it also fosters the repro-
ducibility [Ekstrand et al., 2011] of experimental evaluations conducted within an
application domain. [Lacic et al., 2015c]

Service Provider Service Provider

Domain Z 
(Item Level)

Domain Y 
(Item Level)

Domain X
(System Level)

Recommender Customizer

Data Modification Layer

ZooKeeper

INIT A/B
TESTING

Recommender Engine

Data Modification LayerData Modification Layer

Service Provider

Recommender Engine Recommender EngineRecommender Engine
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Text

Figure 1.6: Proposed architecture for a multi-domain recommender system. Each
component is a microservice (i.e., a standalone HTTP server) that is aware of its
communicating partners’ location (i.e., the URL). If a multi-domain scenario at
the system level is not required, the same form of data storage can be used between
individual domains. The corresponding customization through recommender profiles
provides the domain-specific algorithm configuration. [Lacic et al., 2017]

RQ3: How can we balance the trade-off between accuracy and runtime
in real-time recommender systems?

Problem. In the past decade, most research on recommender systems has focused
on producing novel recommendation algorithms [Shani and Gunawardana, 2011] and
improving the prediction accuracy [Rana and Jain, 2015]. Traditional recommender
systems typically analyze data offline and generate an algorithmic model at regular
time intervals in order to be used in a dynamic environment such as the Web.
However, a user’s choice depends on a variety of factors that are subject to change
at any time. One example would be the news domain, where a majority of the
user base are short-lived session users that interact with only few news articles. An
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offline model training strategy which is updated after several hours or even days may
miss the current context of the user’s real-time demand. Hence, the interest of the
research community has shifted into balancing the open problem of showing accurate
recommendations while being able to capture and consider a user’s real-time interest
[Chandramouli et al., 2011, Huang et al., 2015, Rana and Jain, 2015].

Approach. The focus of the third research question is to investigate the impact
on the accuracy while providing recommendations in real-time. This led us to first
investigate if and how search engine technology can be adapted in order that recom-
mender algorithms exhibit a real-time performance [Lacic et al., 2014a]. In [Lacic
et al., 2015c, Lacic, 2016, Lacic, 2017], we further looked at how an increasing recom-
mendation request load can impact the runtime performance of a given algorithm.
In this study, we additionally explored how scaling the system can help to reduce
the runtime of particular algorithms and the general response time of the overall
recommendation system. In [Lacic et al., 2018a] we investigated how to speed up
the nearest neighbor approach as it is one of the most explored and utilized tech-
niques for personalized systems. Finally, in [Lacic et al., 2019b], we conducted a
user study within the job domain to uncover the applicability of user embeddings in
a real online setting while maintaining a mean runtime performance that is below
200 ms.

Findings and Contributions. We first demonstrated that by leveraging search
engine technology (e.g., Apache Solr), we can generate recommendations under real-
time constraints as well as handle data streams and frequent updates [Lacic et al.,
2014a]. We further showed that under an exponentially growing workload (i.e., a
load peak that is triggered by an increasing number of incoming recommendation
requests), the recommendation system will continue to increase the average runtime
performance of individual algorithms even though there is a maximal theoretical
limit of recommendation requests that can be handled by the underlying hardware
and software configuration. By scaling the system in a horizontal manner, it is how-
ever possible to increase this theoretical limit and therefore minimize the impact
on the runtime performance of individual algorithms. By making such scalability
experiments, it is possible to find out which algorithms should be used or combined
(e.g., in case of hybrid approaches) in order to guarantee a real-time runtime per-
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formance while maintaining the desired recommendation accuracy. [Lacic et al.,
2015c, Lacic, 2016, Lacic, 2017]

To further improve the balance between accuracy and runtime we explored the
Collaborative Filtering algorithm [Resnick et al., 1994, Sarwar et al., 2001] which
is one of the most explored and utilized approaches for providing personalization.
For this, we integrated a user pre-filtering step to build a smaller set of candidate
neighbors in a greedy manner. That is, we focused on neighboring users which have
a higher amount of overlapping items. Our experiments showed that in this way, it
is possible to greatly speed up the runtime performance and in some cases not even
sacrifice the overall accuracy. [Lacic et al., 2018a]

Finally, we also considered the utilization of latent item embeddings, as these have
recently become one of the most popular methods to use in the recommender sys-
tem’s research community. For this, we conducted an online user study in the job
domain for the scenarios of recommending similar jobs and personalizing the home-
page. We showed how to utilize embeddings in order to improve Click-Through-Rate
of the recommender while having a below 200 ms average runtime performance.
Moreover, we showed that the recommendation scenario (i.e., context where the
user sees the recommendations) in fact impacts the final online performance of a
utilized recommendation algorithm. For instance, when recommending similar jobs,
users expect to see something that is relevant to their recent interaction history.
When compared to classical approaches, utilizing embeddings that focus on recent
interactions led to both, an improved Click-Through-Rate and runtime performance.
[Lacic et al., 2019b]

RQ4: How can we improve real-time recommendations beyond accu-
racy?

Problem. The focus of research on recommender systems has been in many cases
only on assessing and improving the prediction accuracy [Jäschke et al., 2007, Shi
et al., 2010, Liang et al., 2018]. But optimizing only on accuracy and not the
human need for variety and discovery may easily lead to a lesser user experience, as
this easily results in “boring and ineffective recommendations” [Zhang et al., 2012].
The research community has therefore acknowledged that in an online, real-time
setting, factors other than accuracy may have a significant effect on the performance
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of a recommender system [McNee et al., 2006]. To assess the true utility of a
recommender algorithm, one would usually need to conduct a user study or set up
an online A/B testing experiment. The former approach requires the involvement
of active participants within a pre-defined time frame [Beel et al., 2013]. The latter
requires access to a fully functional system with existing users. Moreover, to conduct
A/B tests one would need to deal with other real-time constraints [Eksombatchai
et al., 2018], like having a response time of recommendation requests which do not
exceed a certain amount of milliseconds. As such, there is a growing trend to go
beyond accuracy. This essentially means to investigate offline metrics that provide
more in-depth insights into the quality and final utility of a recommender approach
(e.g., [Ge et al., 2010, Belém et al., 2013]).

Approach. For the fourth research question, we first explored how the recently
popularized utilization of item embeddings compares to standard recommendation
algorithms on measures which go beyond recommendation accuracy [Lacic et al.,
2018b]. For this, we looked at different strategies on how to combine embeddings in
order to balance the trade-off between accuracy, diversity and novelty. We continued
with this using an online study under real-time constraints in [Lacic et al., 2019b]
and investigated the impact of the display context (i.e., where the utilized approach
was in the end shown). In [Lacic et al., 2019a] we further investigated how mea-
suring the semantic similarity between the list of recommended and expected items
can help to better understand if a “hit” (i.e., a relevant item) has been generated.
Finally, in [Lacic et al., 2020] we focused on a special case in the domain of real-time
recommender systems, namely, recommending for anonymous session users. As re-
search on session-based recommenders with respect to beyond accuracy measures
is rather scarce, we investigated the performance of state-of-the-art session-based
approaches as well as proposed how to extract and utilize latent embeddings of a
particular session.

Findings and Contributions. We first explored how item embeddings impact
recommendation accuracy in addition to diversity and novelty. For this, we investi-
gated different strategies on how to combine embeddings that are derived from the
user’s history. We showed that the trade-off between accuracy and diversity can be
balanced by using human memory theory and proposed an approach that models
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the frequency and recency of user’s past interactions. [Lacic et al., 2018b]

Using these insights, we further conducted a variety of A/B experiments and con-
tributed to the sparse line of research on evaluating the impact of latent embeddings
under real-time constraints. Here we focused on two popular recommendation sce-
narios: (i) to provide recommendations when a user is currently at the details page
of a particular item and (ii) to personalize the items which are shown on the home-
page. In the first scenario, we found that using embeddings that are based on more
recent interactions tends to improve the online performance. In contrast, for the
scenario of personalizing the homepage, we found that the combination of embed-
dings which is based on the frequency and recency of past user interactions exhibits
the best online performance. [Lacic et al., 2019b]

We then focused on showing how measuring only accuracy may not be enough
when evaluating the quality of recommender algorithms. We contributed with an
alternative measure that measures the semantic relationship of recommended items
and showed that even if the expected item was not found, the underlying algorithm
may still have recommended an item that is relevant to the user. [Lacic et al., 2019a]

Finally, we addressed the problem of anonymous user sessions and evaluated state-of-
the-art approaches with respect to beyond-accuracy metrics (i.e., novelty, serendip-
ity, and coverage). Here, we additionally contributed with a novel approach that
utilizes autoencoders in order to extract latent embeddings of a particular session.
When compared to state-of-the-art baselines, we discovered that when we learn
session embeddings based on interaction and content data and use them in a k-
nearest neighbor manner, we can achieve the best results with respect to the beyond-
accuracy measures, as well as competitive results in terms of accuracy. [Lacic et al.,
2020]

1.3 Scientific Contributions

This section outlines the scientific contributions of this dissertation’s research. With
respect to the research questions of this thesis, the five main contributions are as
follows:

1. It is shown that utilizing additional information sources can lead to more
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robust recommenders with respect to accuracy, diversity, and user coverage
(Research Question 1). Specifically, by combining several recommender ap-
proaches that rely on heterogeneous data sources, it is possible to increase the
recommendation accuracy. Also, the use of additional data helps mitigate the
cold-start problem, i.e., when a new user comes to the system.

2. As the amount and heterogeneity of available data sources heavily differ be-
tween application domains, a scalable and customizable architecture is pro-
posed. Such an architecture is shown to be easily adapted for different rec-
ommendation scenarios and to be suited for providing recommendations in
an environment where multiple domains need to supported at the same time
(Research Question 2).

3. It is demonstrated how recommendations in a multi-domain setting can be
provided in real-time (Research Question 3). Furthermore, it is shown that
the trade-off between recommendation accuracy and runtime needs to be taken
into account when considering to apply a specific recommendation strategy.

4. By applying novel methods based on neural autoencoders, it is shown that
real-time recommendation approaches can be improved beyond the most com-
monly measured recommendation accuracy (Research Question 4). It is further
shown that this can also be applied to a special scenario of recommending for
anonymized user-sessions in real-time, where the recommendation problem is
even harder because the available data is much sparser than when the user is
known to the system.

5. Finally, two open-source Java-based frameworks are presented. With SocRecM,
this thesis first shows how real-time recommendations can be provided by uti-
lizing heterogeneous data sources in the e-commerce domain. With ScaR, this
thesis improves on the real-time performance achieved with SocRecM with
respect to an increasing number of incoming recommendation requests and
extends the framework with the proposed notations of a multi-domain recom-
mender system.

These contributions are presented in the 18 publications, which are listed in more
detail in the following Chapter 3.



Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter presents the state-of-the-art research related to the four research ques-
tions presented in the previous Chapter 1 of this thesis. This is done by first pre-
senting an overview over algorithms that are usually utilized for solving the recom-
mendation problem. Following that is a discussion on recent trends with respect
to neural recommendation approaches. The inclusion of auxiliary data is addressed
afterwards, as user-item interactions are not the only source of information that
can be used to generate recommendations. With respect to running a recommender
system in an online setting, work that is related to topics of scalability and real-
time performance are then presented. Finally, this chapter ends with an overview
of recent trends and ongoing problems the research community has in regard to
evaluating recommender systems.

2.1 Recommender Algorithms

Recommender systems typically learn a model to predict the preference for each
user-item pair. Most commonly, this is done in a nearest-neighbor fashion (i.e.,
user-based [Resnick et al., 1994] or item-based [Sarwar et al., 2001]) or by finding
similar items in a content-based manner [Balabanović and Shoham, 1997]. In this
respect, personalized recommendations using Matrix Factorization [Koren et al.,
2009, Ma et al., 2011] dominate the literature. The most popular use case here
was to formulate the problem as a rating prediction task, where the model would
attempt to minimize the difference between the predicted and the original rating

22
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value. One popular approach in this setting is, for example, Probabilistic Matrix
Factorization (PMF) by Mnih and Salakhutdinov [Mnih and Salakhutdinov, 2008].

The research community has, however, recognized that rating prediction does not
adequately depict a real-world recommendation scenario [Steck, 2013]. Thus, the
problem is rather formulated as a ranking task where, out of all possible items, only
a small number should be picked. In this scenario, approaches like Weighted Matrix
Factorization (WMF) [Hu et al., 2008], Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [Ren-
dle et al., 2009] or Sparse Linear Methods (SLIM) [Ning and Karypis, 2011], which
are based on implicit feedback (e.g., a binary signal in the form of 1 or 0 if a user
has clicked an item) are a popular choice. One caveat when adapting Matrix Fac-
torization for a real-world scenario however, is that they need to be retrained when
the data changes. Namely, this can happen to be a time-consuming task, especially
in case of frequent data updates. Furthermore, empirical studies showed that the
computational cost should not be neglected, as a large number of latent factors are
needed so that Matrix Factorization can deal with sparse data. [Salakhutdinov and
Mnih, 2008]

2.2 Neural Recommenders

Research on algorithmic advances in the recommender systems’ community has
changed in the last few years where the trend has moved more towards utilizing
deep learning techniques [Dacrema et al., 2019]. The focus of earlier work was on
explicit feedback and solving the rating prediction problem with neural networks.
For that, Restricted Boltzmann Machines were a popular choice to serve as a basis
for Collaborative Filtering [Georgiev and Nakov, 2013, Zheng et al., 2016]. With
respect to formulating the problem as a ranking task, two early methods are Collab-
orative Denoising Autoencoder (CDAE) [Wu et al., 2016] and Collaborative Deep
Learning (CDL) [Wang et al., 2015]. Both use denoising autoencoders where the for-
mer learns a latent user representation by leveraging only the user history while the
latter jointly represents the collaborative data with content information. Another
related approach is Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF) [He et al., 2017] where the
authors explore applying non-linear interactions between the latent factors of a user
and item instead of using the dot product. One problem that such methods suffer
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from is that the amount of model parameters grows linearly with the number of
users and items. As this can make the model much more prone to overfitting, Liang
et al. [Liang et al., 2018] proposed to use the generative variational autoencoder
with multinomial likelihood for collaborative filtering (Multi-VAE). Other recent
work like the one from Hidasi et al. [Hidasi et al., 2015, Hidasi and Karatzoglou,
2018] propose a recurrent neural network (RNN) based approach to model variable-
length sequential data. They showed that RNNs (e.g., Gated Recurrent Units) can
be adapted for this task. Others build on this idea and extend it by capturing
additional information like context [Twardowski, 2016] or attention [Li et al., 2017].

In summary, recent advances in neural recommenders have been heavily influenced
and inspired by natural language processing (NLP) research over the last 8 years
[de Souza Pereira Moreira et al., 2021]. A good example for this is the introduction of
transformer architectures in 2017 [Vaswani et al., 2017] which are the basis for recent
transformer-based recommender systems like SASRec [Kang and McAuley, 2018],
AttRec [Zhang et al., 2019], BERT4Rec [Sun et al., 2019] and Transformers4Rec
[de Souza Pereira Moreira et al., 2021].

2.3 Information Sources

Traditional recommender systems often consider only user-item interactions and do
not consider any additional contextual information like social connections, visited
locations, the user’s age, etc. In most cases, the available interaction data is sparse in
nature, with having, for example, less than 5% of all possible user-item interactions
[Truong et al., 2021]. In this respect, Adomavicius et al. [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin,
2008] extended the traditional user-item paradigm by representing the recommen-
dation context using information that is obtained (1) explicitly, by direct user input,
(2) implicitly, using methods to capture the information from the environment, or
(3) inferred, by analyzing interactions and building implicit connections. For exam-
ple, Jamali et al. [Jamali and Ester, 2010] tackle the rating prediction problem by
utilizing a Matrix Factorization model that includes existing social relations. In [Ma
et al., 2011], the authors introduce two social regularization methods to be applied
for Matrix Factorization in order to improve both the Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
and Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) when social information is available. The
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authors of [Diaz-Aviles et al., 2012] improve Matrix Factorization for recommending
topics in real-time by using Twitter streams. On the other hand, in [Yao et al.,
2015] the authors rely on inferred data by adapting BPR to integrate topics that
are generated using the popular LDA approach [Blei et al., 2003].

Overall, the community has acknowledged the importance of other types of infor-
mation sources, ranging from social and location data to even measuring physi-
ological signals or personality traits, in a variety of recommendation tasks [Guo
et al., 2011, Bischoff, 2012, Elahi et al., 2013, Feng and Wang, 2012, Patro et al.,
2020, Berndsen et al., 2020]. In recent years for example, simultaneously with the
advances in deep learning, even visual features extracted from images have been
shown as a strong signal in learning the fashion preference [Kang et al., 2017] and
style [Liu et al., 2017b] of a user.

2.4 Scalable Recommender Systems

Modern recommendation systems tackle a multitude of operating challenges on a
daily basis. Especially with a large user and item base, it becomes challenging to
handle the increasing complexity of models (e.g., deep neural networks) within an
easily scalable system [Saberian and Basilico, 2021]. Most of the existing work adapt
their infrastructure and use offline batch processing (e.g., with frameworks such as
Spark [Zaharia et al., 2010] or GraphLab [Low et al., 2012]) with which they gen-
erate and cache candidate recommendations before they need to be served to the
user. This is the case for many stakeholders from industry like Netflix [Amatri-
ain, 2013], Microsoft [Ronen et al., 2013], Nike [Essinger et al., 2021], among many
others [Chan et al., 2013, Walunj and Sadafale, 2013, Dai et al., 2014]. Another
recommender infrastructure is RecDB [Sarwat et al., 2013] where the authors have
taken a database-driven approach. In this case, the system is integrated in a Post-
greSQL DBMS which stores the generated recommendation scores within a set of
views which can be queried using SQL statements.

In summary, to overcome the challenges of scalability like YouTube [Davidson et al.,
2010], Twitter [Gupta et al., 2013] or Pinterest [Liu et al., 2017a], most systems com-
bine infrastructure improvements with efficient machine learning algorithms [Garcin
et al., 2014, Freno, 2017, Eksombatchai et al., 2018].
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2.5 Real-time Recommendations

When applied in an online setting, one important aspect of recommender systems
is that they need to provide recommendations in real-time while processing new
streams of data incrementally. This is for instance the case when modeling a user’s
sequence of performed actions, in order to catch the shift in interest that can happen
at any point in time [Shani et al., 2005, Smirnova and Vasile, 2017]. To capture the
change in user feedback, frameworks for processing interactive data like Apache
Tez [Saha et al., 2015] can be used to build high-performance batch processing
applications.

In this regard, the authors of [Huang et al., 2015] present TencentRec, a system
to provide real-time recommendations based on Item-Based Collaborative Filtering
that tackles the conflict that exists when supporting "real-time, accurate and big
(data) challenges". Similarly, Chandramouli et al. [Chandramouli et al., 2011]
base their Collaborative Filtering approach on a stream processing system that
utilizes explicit rating data. Gupta et al. [Gupta et al., 2014] propose a real-
time twitter recommendation system using the temporally-correlated actions of each
user’s followers. They report a measured median latency of 7 seconds from the edge
creation event to the delivery of the recommendation due to event propagation
delays. Other related work [Das et al., 2007, Rendle and Schmidt-Thieme, 2008,
Diaz-Aviles et al., 2012, Chen et al., 2013] work neglect the temporal ordering of
information and propose a fast procedure to generate recommendations by focusing
on scalability and easy parallelization. For example, to incorporate incremental
updates, [Agarwal et al., 2010] propose to learn item-specific factors through online
regression, which leads to a fast online bi-linear factor model.

2.6 Evaluating Recommendations

An offline experimental setup is to date the most popular approach to quantify the
performance of a recommender system [Jannach et al., 2012]. Even though there
is not one exact way how to measure the performance of a recommender approach,
much work in the research community has based their algorithmic comparisons on
accuracy related methods like Root Mean Squared Error or normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain [Herlocker et al., 2004, Gunawardana and Shani, 2009, Parra and
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Sahebi, 2013]. Recent work, which focused on setting up online user studies, indicate
that an improvement in the offline accuracy performance does not directly translate
to the online setting with real users under real-time constraints [Gomez-Uribe and
Hunt, 2015b, Maksai et al., 2015]. For example, there are even large differences in
how the same recommender algorithm performs in only slightly different application
scenarios [Beel et al., 2016]. Nevertheless, reports on online studies like from [Lu
et al., 2020] are rather less common as they are hard to set up. Thus, since the
argumentation from [McNee et al., 2006] that “being accurate is not enough”, the
research direction is nowadays driven toward an evaluation of recommender systems
that extends well beyond providing accurate predictions. For instance, this has led
to investigating different trade-offs and measures like diversity, coverage or bias, just
to name a few [Ge et al., 2010, Nilashi et al., 2016, Han and Yamana, 2017, Ludewig
and Jannach, 2018].

Finally, related work has shown that reproducibility of research results is a challeng-
ing issue [Dacrema et al., 2019]. Hence, toolkits such as, e.g., LensKit [Ekstrand
et al., 2011] or Rival [Said and Bellogín, 2014] have been introduced that drive the
research community into that direction.



Chapter 3

Publications

This chapter presents the 18 publications and the corresponding contributions for
this cumulative thesis. More specifically, the contributions of this thesis are divided
into two parts. Firstly, the 6 main publications for each of the research questions
are listed as well as included in this chapter. Secondly, this thesis also lists the 12
additional publications which are referenced in order to additionally strengthen the
outcomes and findings of this thesis. A short overview of these publications, as well
as their contribution to the respective research questions can be seen in Table 3.

3.1 Main Publications

This section describes the 6 main contributions of this thesis which have already
been published. In addition to being listed in Table 3, each main publication is
accompanied by a short description as well as a statement of the respective contri-
bution. The printed versions of the listed work is in addition added at the end of
this chapter.

Lacic, E., Kowald, D., Eberhard, L., Trattner, C., Parra, D., and Marinho,
L. B. (2015). Utilizing online social network and location-based data to recom-
mend products and categories in online marketplaces. In Mining, Modeling, and
Recommending’Things’ in Social Media (pp. 96-115). Springer.

MP1

28
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Notation Reference Research Questions
Main Publications

MP1 [Lacic et al., 2015a] RQ1
MP2 [Lacic et al., 2017] RQ2
MP3 [Lacic et al., 2014a] RQ3
MP4 [Lacic, 2016] RQ2, RQ3
MP5 [Lacic et al., 2019b] RQ3, RQ4
MP6 [Lacic et al., 2020] RQ4

Additional Publications
AP1 [Lacic et al., 2015b] RQ1
AP2 [Duricic et al., 2018] RQ1
AP3 [Lacic et al., 2014a] RQ1
AP4 [Reiter-Haas et al., 2017] RQ1
AP5 [Lacic et al., 2014c] RQ1, RQ2
AP6 [Traub et al., 2015] RQ2, RQ3
AP7 [Kowald et al., 2018] RQ2, RQ3
AP8 [Lacic et al., 2016] RQ2
AP9 [Lacic et al., 2015c] RQ2, RQ3
AP10 [Lacic et al., 2018a] RQ3
AP11 [Lacic et al., 2018b] RQ4
AP12 [Lacic et al., 2019a] RQ4

Table 3.1: Overview of the 6 main publications as well as the 12 additional publi-
cations made for answering all four research questions of this thesis.

About MP1. This work presents the impact of features that are obtained from
marketplace, social and location-based data, when applied to the task of producing
product and category recommendations in online marketplaces [Lacic et al., 2015a].
With respect to Research Questions 1, not only is a detailed evaluation presented
on the impact of different data sources, but also their combination with respect to
creating a hybrid recommender approach that improves the robustness of recom-
mendations in terms of accuracy, diversity and user coverage.

This work further lays the foundation for Research Question 2 and 3 as it becomes
eminent to support the utilization of additional data sources in application domains
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with different types of data as well as to answer the question on how to do that in
real-time.

Contribution. The author of this thesis designed and performed the experiments,
implemented all the source code (i.e., algorithms, evaluation measures, experimental
pipeline, etc.) and analyzed the data. Lukas Eberhard crawled the Second Life
dataset that is used in this work. Dominik Kowald and Christoph Trattner assisted
in interpreting and presenting the experimental results. The author of this thesis
took the lead in writing the manuscript. All authors discussed the results and
contributed with writing the final manuscript.

Lacic, E., Kowald, D. and Lex, E. (2017). Tailoring Recommendations for a
Multi-Domain Environment. In Workshop on Intelligent Recommender Systems
by Knowledge Transfer and Learning (RecSysKTL’17) co-located with the 11th
ACM Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys’17)

MP2

About MP2. Most recommender systems adapt their algorithms for items that
belong to one specific domain (e.g., movies, music, news, etc.). However, how to
simultaneously adapt a recommender system to a diverse set of domains, each having
their own requirements and data models, still continues to be an open challenge (i.e.,
Research Question 2).

The contribution of this paper is a unified design of a customizable and scalable rec-
ommendation system which accounts for multiple domains with diverse information
sources [Lacic et al., 2017]. To do that, it addresses the design decisions that should
be taken into account when building a multi-domain recommender system, as well
as demonstrates how the contributed ScaR framework can be adapted for different
domain experiments in an isolated manner.

Contribution. The author of this thesis implemented the ScaR recommender
framework that is presented in this work as well as conducted the reported ex-
periments. The author of this thesis also took the lead in writing the manuscript.
All authors provided critical feedback and helped in writing the final manuscript.
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Lacic, E., Kowald, D., Parra, D., Kahr, M., and Trattner, C. (2014). Towards a
scalable social recommender engine for online marketplaces: The case of apache
solr. In Proceedings of the 23rd ACM International Conference on World Wide
Web (WWW’14), pp. 817-822

MP3

About MP3. This work presents how search engines can be utilized to build a real-
time recommender system for a social marketplace. In order to address Research
Question 3, [Lacic et al., 2014a] first compares the runtime performance of different
recommendation approaches, and second, compares their mean response time in form
of a performance load test with an increasing amount of recommendation requests
with and without data updates happening simultaneously.

Thus, this work tackles the problem of providing recommendations in real-time
with the Apache Solr search engine. This forms the basis for the two open-source
frameworks (i.e., SocRecM and ScaR) which are a technical contribution of this
thesis.

Contribution. The author of this thesis designed, implemented and performed
all experiments reported in this work. Dominik Kowald, Christoph Trattner and
Denis Parra assisted in interpreting the experimental results. The author of this
thesis took the lead in writing the manuscript. All authors discussed the results and
contributed with writing the final manuscript.

Lacic, E. (2016). Real-Time Recommendations in a Multi-Domain Environment.
In Extended Proceedings at Doctoral Consortium of the 27th ACM Conference on
Hypertext and Social Media (HT’16)

MP4

About MP4. This work presents how the ScaR recommender framework can
provide a scalable and customizable architecture, which is needed when providing
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recommendations in real-times for multiple domains, In order to address both, Re-
search Question 2 and 3, [Lacic, 2016] investigates how an increasing request load
(i.e., number of incoming recommendation requests) will impact the system. It be-
comes apparent that an exponential growth in the runtime happens as the request
load increases. But, with scaling the recommender system horizontally, a significant
increase in the runtime performance can be seen. This shows that having scalability
is an important aspect when supporting multiple domains, as not every domain will
have the same request load.

Contribution. The author of this thesis implemented, configured and conducted
all the experiments which are reported in this work. This also includes setting up
the necessary server infrastructure to run the experiments. The author of this thesis
wrote the manuscript.

Lacic, E., Reiter-Haas, M., Duricic, T., Slawicek, V. and Lex, E. (2019). Should
we Embed? A Study on the Online Performance of Utilizing Embeddings for
Real-Time Job Recommendations. In Proceedings of the 13th ACM Conference
on Recommender Systems (RecSys’2019). ACM

MP5

About MP5. Learning latent item embeddings has recently become a popular
technique for recommender systems, even though many works report on state-of-
the-art performance in an offline setting, experiments on the user acceptance and
utility of embeddings under real-time constraints are scarce. As this ties to both, the
Research Question 3 and 4, [Lacic et al., 2019b] performs a multitude of A/B tests
which are evaluated with respect to the Click-Through-Rate (i.e., user acceptance)
and runtime performance. This online study is further conducted in the job domain
on two different recommendation scenarios, i.e., to recommend similar jobs and
personalizing the homepage.

This work shows that with respect to Research Question 3, certain scenarios exist
where the runtime performance can be improved alongside the final user acceptance.
Moreover, this work opens up the topic of Research Question 4 as it becomes clear
that, there exist other factors that drive the user on what kind of recommendation
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is expected in a certain scenario. This shows that only measuring accuracy in an
offline setting is not enough.

Contribution. The author of this thesis implemented the algorithms which were
used for the online study, investigated the necessary requirements for conducting it
as well as defined the scope of the experiments. Markus Reiter-Haas and Tomis-
lav Ðuričić assisted in deploying the software. Markus Reiter-Haas assisted with
preparing the graphical interpretations of the experimental results. The author of
this thesis took the lead in writing the manuscript. All authors discussed the results
and contributed with writing the final manuscript.

Lacic, E., Reiter-Haas, M., Kowald, D., Dareddy, M. R., Cho, J. and Lex, E.
(2020). Using Autoencoders for Session-based Job Recommendations. In the
Journal of User Modeling and User-Adapted Interaction (UMUAI). Springer

MP6

About MP6. This works tackles a special case of real-time recommender systems,
namely, providing recommendations to short-lived anonymous session users. Specif-
ically, [Lacic et al., 2020] presents different autoencoder architectures to encode
sessions which can be used to generate a recommendation in a k-nearest neigh-
bor manner. With respect to Research Question 4, the autoencoder architectures
together with state-of-the-art session-based approaches are evaluated on measures
which go beyond the usually utilized accuracy metric. That is, this works looks
into the impact of session-based approaches on the system-based and session-based
novelty as well as coverage. The outcome of this work shows that the proposed
autoencoder-based methods can achieve a comparable accuracy while outperform-
ing the state-of-the-art approaches with respect to beyond accuracy measures.

Contribution. The author of this thesis conceived the main idea, implemented
all the proposed algorithms, as well as prepared and run the experiments that are
reported in this work. Manoj Reddy Dareddy and Junghoo Cho assisted in framing
the scope of this work. Elisabeth Lex and Dominik Kowald aided in interpreting the
experimental results. Markus Reiter-Haas provided the proprietary dataset. The
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author of this thesis took the lead in writing the manuscript. All authors discussed
the results and contributed with writing the final manuscript.

3.2 Additional Publications

In addition to the main publications, the following 12 published papers have also
contributed to the four research questions, but their printed versions are not in the
main focus of this thesis. As such, each publication in this section is accompanied
by a short overview of its general idea whereas the contribution to the respective
research question can be seen in Table 3.

Lacic, E., Kowald, D., Traub, M., Luzhnica, G., Simon, J., and Lex, E. (2015).
Tackling Cold-Start Users in Recommender Systems with Indoor Positioning Sys-
tems. In Proceedings of the 9th ACM Conference on Recommender Systems (Rec-
Sys’15)

AP1

About AP1. This paper looks at utilizing additional data sources to tackle the
cold-start user problem (i.e., provide recommendations for new users in the system).
As such, [Lacic et al., 2015b] showed that creating a user-location network out of the
raw location data can produce even better recommendation accuracy for "extreme"
cold-start users. This demonstrates that location-based data can be a rich source of
useful for recommendations and thus, opens up potential future work on applying
it at indoor locations (see Section 4.3).

Contribution. The author of this thesis designed and conducted all the experi-
ments in this work. The author of this thesis took the lead in writing the manuscript.
All authors discussed the results and contributed with writing the final manuscript.
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Duricic, T., Lacic, E., Kowald, D., and Lex, E. (2018). Trust-Based Collabora-
tive Filtering: Tackling the Cold Start Problem Using Regular Equivalence. In
Proceedings of the 12th ACM Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys’18)

AP2

About AP2. This work continues the research on cold-start users and investigates
the usage of explicit trust relationships as an additional data source to mitigate
this problem. But as trust relationships between users are usually a sparse data
source, this paper explored the use of regular equivalence for trust propagation in a
cold-start user setting. The evaluation results suggest that trust propagation is an
important feature when using trust networks as an additional data source. Moreover,
regular equivalence was demonstrated as an effective technique for propagating trust
in a network. [Duricic et al., 2018]

Contribution. Tomislav Duricic conceived the original idea as well as conducted
all the experiments that are reported in this work. The author of this thesis assisted
in the design of the experiments, preparing the source code for the algorithmic
baselines, interpreting and reporting the results. Tomislav Duricic took the lead
in writing the manuscript. All authors discussed the results and contributed with
writing the final manuscript.

Lacic, E., Kowald, D., Seitlinger, P., Trattner, C., and Parra, D. (2014). Recom-
mending items in social tagging systems using tag and time information. In Pro-
ceedings of the 1st International Workshop on Social Personalisation co-located
with the 25th ACM Conference on Hypertext and Social Media (HT’2014)

AP3

About AP3. This publication dives further into the research on the utilization
of additional data for the recommendation task. Specifically, [Lacic et al., 2014b]
demonstrated that when social tags are additionally available in an online system,
the recommendation performance can be improved by utilizing the temporal patterns
of their usage.
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Contribution. The author of this thesis designed and conducted all the experi-
ments in this work. Dominik Kowald assisted in adapting the algorithms to utilize
temporal patterns. The author of this thesis took the lead in writing the manuscript.
All authors discussed the results and contributed with writing the final manuscript.

Reiter-Haas, M., Slawicek, V. and Lacic, E. (2017). Studo Jobs: Enriching Data
With Predicted Job Labels. In Workshop on Recommender Systems and Social
Network Analysis (RS-SNA’17) co-located with the 17th International Conference
on Knowledge Technologies and Data-driven Business (i-KNOW’17)

AP4

About AP4. This work introduces the recommendation problem within the job
domain. For this it was first needed to tackle the problem of missing job labels which
would be needed for a better navigability of job recommendations. As such, [Reiter-
Haas et al., 2017] shows that it is not necessarily needed to only rely on additional
data sources when wanting to generate recommendations. Rather, it is possible with
a high accuracy to enrich the current data with, for example, labels that in turn can
be used as an input for the recommender approach or as a navigation component
for the user when exploring at the provided recommendations.

Contribution. Markus Reiter-Haas conducted all the experiments that are re-
ported in this work. The author of this thesis supervised and guided the design of
the experiments and helped interpret the results. Markus Reiter-Haas took the lead
in writing the manuscript. All authors discussed the results and contributed with
writing the final manuscript.

Lacic, E., Kowald, D., and Trattner, C. (2014). Socrecm: A scalable social
recommender engine for online marketplaces. In Proceedings of the 25th ACM
Conference on Hypertext and Social Media (HT’14), pp. 308-310.

AP5
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About AP5. The contributions of this work are two-fold. Firstly, it is shown that
recommendation quality can be improved for cold-start users by utilizing social data
as well as the effect of sequentially increasing the amount of social data. Secondly,
this work presents the SocRecM framework which, which is one of the open-source
frameworks that is contributed with this thesis. Thus, [Lacic et al., 2014c] has
laid the foundation by providing a recommendation framework for online social
marketplaces which is then used to extend it for a multi-domain environment.

Contribution. The author of this thesis designed and conducted all the experi-
ments in this work, as well as implemented the presented SocRecM recommendation
framework. The author of this thesis also took the lead in writing the manuscript.
All authors discussed the results and contributed with writing the final manuscript.

Traub, M., Kowald, D., Lacic, E., Schoen, P., Supp, G., and Lex, E.
(2015). Smart booking without looking: providing hotel recommendations in the
TripRebel portal. ,p. 50. ACM. (best demo honourable mention) In Proceedings
of the 15th International Conference on Knowledge Technologies and Data-driven
Business (i-KNOW’15)

AP6

About AP6. This work presents a recommender framework for the hotel (i.e.,
tourism) domain where data updates and new user-hotel interactions should be
immediately taken into account for the calculation of recommendations. This is
realized by starting to work on implementing the ScaR recommender framework
out of the previously mentioned SocRecM framework in order to support the hotel
domain. That is, [Traub et al., 2015] presented an adaptation of various state-of-the-
art recommender algorithms with respect to scalability and real-time performance.
Additionally, the work explored how to apply the use-cases and requirements which
are specific for a system that recommends hotels.

Contribution. The author of this thesis implemented the recommendation algo-
rithms used in this work and assisted in setting the research experiments. Matthias
Traub took the lead in writing the manuscript. All authors discussed the results
and contributed with writing the final manuscript.
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Kowald, D., Lacic, E., Theiler, D., and Lex, E. (2018). AFEL-REC: A Rec-
ommender System for Providing Learning Resource Recommendations in Social
Learning Environments. In the Social Interaction-Based Recommender Systems
(SIR’18) Workshop co-located with the 27th International Conference on Infor-
mation and Knowledge Management (CIKM’18)

AP7

About AP7. This paper presents further adaptations of the ScaR framework
within the social learning environment. The presented AFEL-REC system shows
how to leverage the proposed software architecture in order to provide real-time
recommendations of learning resources. In addition, the AFEL-REC system is built
to handle any kind of data that is available in social learning environments like
metadata of learning resources, user interactions or social tags. As such, [Kowald
et al., 2018] provides the experimental results of three recommendation use-cases
implemented in AFEL-REC and shows that recommendation accuracy and coverage
can be improved by utilizing social data in form of tags.

Contribution. Dominik Kowald designed the experiments reported in this work.
The author of this thesis assisted with adapting the ScaR recommender framework
for the setting up the experiments as well as interpreting the results. Dominik
Kowald took the lead in writing the manuscript. All authors discussed the results
and contributed with writing the final manuscript.

Lacic, E., Traub, M., Kowald, D., Kahr, M., and Lex, E. (2016). Need Help?
Recommending Social Care Institutions. In Workshop on Recommender Systems
and Big Data Analytics (RSBDA’16) co-located with the 16th International Con-
ference on Knowledge Technologies and Data-driven Business (i-KNOW’16)

AP8

About AP8. This works demonstrates how to further adapt the ScaR framework
for the domain of Social Care Institutions. Moreover, a hybrid algorithm is proposed
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which utilizes multiple data sources. That is, it is proposed to dynamically incorpo-
rate the time context of historical search results and the gathered negative feedback
from previous recommendations [Lacic et al., 2016]. These two factors are espe-
cially important to consider in the domain of social care institutions as over time,
the locations, availability and, responsibilities of individual institutions change.

Contribution. The author of this thesis designed and implemented the recommen-
dation algorithms used in this work. Matthias Traub took the lead in writing the
manuscript. All authors discussed the results and contributed with writing the final
manuscript.

Lacic, E., Traub, M., Kowald, D., and Lex, E. (2015). ScaR: Towards a Real-
Time Recommender Framework Following the Microservices Architecture. In
Workshop on Large Scale Recommender Systems (LSRS’15) co-located with the
9th ACM Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys’15)

AP9

About AP9. This work presents ScaR, a flexible Java-based recommender frame-
work that was developed in this thesis. ScaR adopts an architecture that is based
on microservices and utilizes the Apache Solr search engine in order to (1) gener-
ate recommendations in real-time, (2) provide scalability of different recommender
algorithms, (3) support offline and online evaluations and, (4) incorporate frequent
data updates without the necessity of time-expensive model retrainings.

Contribution. The author of this thesis designed and implemented the ScaR rec-
ommender framework that is presented in this work. The author of this thesis also
conducted all the reported experiments and took the lead in writing the manuscript.
All authors provided critical feedback and helped in writing the final manuscript.
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Lacic, E., Kowald, D., and Lex, E. (2018). Neighborhood Troubles: On the Value
of User Pre-Filtering To Speed Up and Enhance Recommendations. In the Inter-
national Workshop on Entity Retrieval (EYRE’18) co-located with the 27th In-
ternational Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM’18)

AP10

About AP10. The focus of this work is on one of the most popular recommender
algorithms that is used to date, namely, Collaborative Filtering. The paper tackles
the problem of increasing the runtime performance as such can play a crucial role
in settings with a high load of recommendation requests and where scaling up the
system is not feasible. The paper thus proposes a user pre-filtering step that can
be done in a greedy fashion. This leads in a speed up with respect to the runtime
performance and in some cases can even increase the recommendation accuracy.

Contribution. The author of this thesis designed and implemented the recommen-
dation algorithms used in this work. The author of this thesis also conducted all
the reported experiments and took the lead in writing the manuscript. All authors
provided critical feedback and helped in writing the final manuscript.

Lacic, E., Kowald, D., Reiter-Haas, M., Slawicek, V. and Lex, E. (2018). Be-
yond Accuracy Optimization: On the Value of Item Embeddings for Student
Job Recommendation. In the International Workshop on Multi-dimensional In-
formation Fusion for User Modeling and Personalization (IFUP’2018) co-located
with the 11th ACM International Conference on Web Search and Data Mining
(WSDM’2018)

AP11

About AP11. This work explores how the recent popularization of learning item
embeddings can be used to improve content-based recommendation performance
beyond accuracy. For that, a model from the human memory theory was proposed
to combine item embeddings and was applied in the job domain. This led to the
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finding that modelling the frequency and recency of user-job interactions can result
in more robust recommendations with respect to not only accuracy, but also diversity
and novelty.

Contribution. The author of this thesis designed and conducted all the reported
experiments in this work. Markus Reiter-Haas and Valentin Slawicek provided the
dataset used in this work. The author of this thesis took the lead in writing the
manuscript. All authors provided critical feedback and helped in writing the final
manuscript.

Lacic, E., Kowald, D., Theiler, D., Traub, M., Kuffer, L., Lindstaedt, S., and
Lex, E. (2019). Evaluating Tag Recommendations for E-Book Annotation Us-
ing a Semantic Similarity Metric. In REVEAL Workshop co-located with ACM
Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys’2019)

AP12

About AP12. This paper presents a hybrid tag recommender system for e-books
and proposes to evaluate the system on a novel semantic similarity metric. The
paper thus shows how to validate a tag recommender on semantic matches instead of
focusing on direct "hits", where the recommendation needs to be an exact syntactical
match. Interpreting a recommender in this way can still lead to a correct accuracy
assessment but is in addition beneficial in better interpreting the recommendation
quality.

Contribution. The author of this thesis designed the evaluation measures and
algorithms, as well as conducted all the reported experiments in this work. Dominik
Kowald assisted in the design of the experiments and interpreting the results. Lucky
Kuffer provided the dataset used in this work. The author of this thesis and Dominik
Kowald took a joint lead and contributed equally in writing the manuscript. All
authors provided critical feedback and helped in writing the final manuscript.
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data sources (marketplace, social network and location-based) to assess
their performance in a barely studied domain: recommending products
and domains of interests (i.e., product categories) to people in an online
marketplace environment. To that end we defined sets of content- and
network-based user similarity features for each data source and studied
them isolated using an user-based Collaborative Filtering (CF) approach
and in combination via a hybrid recommender algorithm, to assess which
one provides the best recommendation performance. Interestingly, in our
experiments conducted on a rich dataset collected from SecondLife, a
popular online virtual world, we found that recommenders relying on
user similarity features obtained from the social network data clearly
yielded the best results in terms of accuracy in case of predicting prod-
ucts, whereas the features obtained from the marketplace and location-
based data sources also obtained very good results in case of predicting
categories. This finding indicates that all three types of data sources are
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1 Introduction

Research on recommender systems has gained tremendous popularity in recent
years. Especially since the hype of the social Web and the rise of social media and
networking platforms such as Twitter or Facebook, recommender systems are
acknowledged as an essential feature helping users to, for instance, discover new
connections between people or resources. Especially in the field of e-commerce
sites, i.e., online marketplaces, current research is dealing with the improvement
of the prediction task in order to recommend products that are more likely to
match peoples preferences.

Typically, these online systems calculate personalized recommendations using
only one data source, namely marketplace data (e.g., implicit user feedback such
as previously viewed or purchased products - see also e.g., [1–3]). Although this
approach has been well established and performs reasonably well, nowadays,
online marketplaces often also have the opportunity to leverage additional infor-
mation about the users coming from social and location-based data sources (e.g.,
via Facebook-connect). Even though previous research has shown that this kind
of data can be useful in the wide field of recommender systems (see Sect. 2),
it remains an open problem how to fully exploit these additional data sources
(social network and location-based data) to improve the recommendation task
in online marketplaces.

Moreover, it is often not the most important thing in online marketplaces
to predict the exactly right products to the users but to suggest domains of
interests (i.e., product categories) the users could like and could use for further
browsing (e.g., [1,4]). Thus, it is not only important to investigate to which
extent social and location-based data sources can be used to improve product
recommendations but also to which extent this data can also be used for the
recommendation of product categories.

To contribute to this sparse field of research, in this paper we present a first
take on this problem in form of a research project that aims at understanding
how different sources of interaction data can help in recommending products and
categories to people in an online marketplace. In this respect, we are particularly
interested in studying the efficiency of different user similarity features derived
from various dimensions, not only from the marketplace but also from online
social networks and location-based data to recommend products and categories
to people via a user-based Collaborative Filtering (CF) approach (we have chosen
a user-based CF approach since user-based CF is not only a well-established
recommender algorithm but also allows us to incorporate various user-based
similarity features coming from different data sources, which has been shown to
play an important role in making more accurate predictions [4,5]). Specifically,
we raise the following two research questions:

– RQ1 : To which extent can user similarity features derived from marketplace,
social network and location-based data sources be utilized for the recommen-
dation of products and categories in online marketplaces?
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– RQ2 : Can the different marketplace, social network and location-based user
similarity features and data sources be combined in order to create a hybrid
recommender that provides more robust recommendations in terms of predic-
tion accuracy, diversity and user coverage?

In order to address these research questions, we examined content-based and
network-based user similarity feature sets for user-based CF over three data
sources (marketplace, social and location-based data) as well as their combina-
tions using a hybrid recommender algorithm and assessed the results via a more
comprehensive set of recommender evaluation metrics than previous works. The
study was conducted using a large-scale dataset crawled from the virtual world
of SecondLife. In this way, we could study the utility of each user similarity
feature separately as well as combine them in the form of hybrid approaches to
show which combinations, per data source and globally, provide the best recom-
mendations in terms of recommendation accuracy, diversity and user coverage.
Summing this up, the contributions of this work are the following:

– Contrary to previous work in this area [1,2], we not only employ one source
of data (marketplace) for the problem of predicting product purchases but
show how data coming from three different sources (marketplace, social and
location-based data) can be exploited in this context.

– In contrast to related work in the field, we provide also an extensive evalua-
tion of various content-based and network-based user similarity features via
user-based Collaborative Filtering as well as their combinations via a hybrid
recommender approach.

– Finally, we also provide evidence to what extent top-level and sub-level pur-
chase categories can be predicted which is in contrast to previous work (e.g.,
[1]) where the authors only focused on the problem recommending top-level
categories to the users.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that offers such a compre-
hensive user similarity feature selection and evaluation for product and category
recommendation in online marketplaces.

Overall, the paper is structured as follows: we begin by discussing related
work in Sect. 2. Then we present the datasets (Sect. 3) and the feature description
(Sect. 4) used in our extensive evaluation. After that, we present our experimen-
tal setup in Sect. 5 and show the results of our experiments in Sect. 6. Finally,
on Sect. 7 we conclude the paper and discuss the outlook.

2 Related Work

Most of the literature that leverages social data for recommendations is focused
on recommending users, (e.g., [2,6]), tags (e.g., [7]) or points-of-interest (e.g., [4]),
although some works have exploited social information for item or product
recommendation, being the most important ones model-based. Jamali et al. [5]
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introduced SocialMF, a matrix factorization model that incorporates social rela-
tions into a rating prediction task, decreasing RMSE with respect to previous
work. Similarly, Ma et al. [4] incorporated social information in two models of
matrix factorization with social regularization, with improvements in both MAE
and RMSE for rating prediction. Among their evaluations, they concluded that
choosing the right similarity feature between users plays an important role in
making a more accurate prediction.

On a more general approach, Karatzoglou et al. [8] use implicit feedback and
social graph data to recommend places and items, evaluating with a ranking task
and reporting significant improvements over past related methods. Compared to
these state-of-the-art approaches, our focus on this paper is at providing a richer
analysis of feature selection (similarity features) with a more comprehensive
evaluation than previous works, and in a rarely investigates domain: product
recommendation in a social online marketplace. For instance, in Guo et al. [2]
or Trattner et al. [3] the authors leveraged social interactions between sellers
and buyers in order to predict sellers to customers. Other relevant work in this
context is the study of Zhang and Pennacchiotti [1] who showed how top-level
categories can be better predicted in a cold-start setting on eBay by exploiting
the user’s “likes” from Facebook.

3 Datasets

In our study we rely on three datasets1 obtained from the virtual world Second-
Life (SL). The main reason for choosing SL over real world sources are manifold
but mainly due to the fact that currently there are no other datasets available
that comprise marketplace, social and location data of users at the same time.
For our study we focused on users who are contained in all three sources of data,
which are 7,029 users in total. To collect the data (see Table 1) we crawled the
SL platform as described in our previous work [9,10].

3.1 Marketplace Dataset

Similar to eBay, SecondLife provides an online trading platform where users can
trade virtual goods with each other. Every seller in the SL marketplace2 owns
her own seller’s store and publicly offers all of the store’s products classified
into different categories (a hierarchy with up to a maximum of four different
categories per product). Furthermore, sellers can apply meta-data such as price,
title or description to their products. Customers in turn, are able to provide
reviews to products.

We extracted 29,802 complete store profiles, with corresponding 39,055 trad-
ing interactions, and 2,162,466 products, out of which 30,185 were purchased.

1 Note: The datasets could be obtained by contacting the fourth author of this work.
2 https://marketplace.secondlife.com/.
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Table 1. Basic statistics of the SL datasets used in our study.

Marketplace dataset (Market)

Number of products 30, 185

Number of products with categories 24, 276

Number of purchases 39, 055

Number of purchases with categories 31, 164

Mean number of purchases per user 5.56

Mean number of purchases per products 1.29

Mean number of categories per product 2.86

Number of top-level categories 23

Number of low-level categories 532

Mean number of top-level categories purchase 1, 354.96

Mean number of low-level categories purchase 58.58

Number of sellers 8, 149

Mean number of purchases per seller 3.70

Online social network dataset (Social)

Number of interactions 490, 236

Mean number of interactions 69.75

Number of groups 39, 180

Mean number of groups per user 9, 419

Number of interests 5.57

Mean number of interests per user 1.34

Location-based dataset (Location)

Number of different favorite locations 10, 538

Mean number of favorite locations per user 5.77

Number of different shared locations 5, 736

Mean number of shared locations per user 1.94

Number of different monitored locations 1, 887

Mean number of monitored locations per user 6.52

From the purchased products, 24,276 are described using categories which are dif-
ferentiated in top-level categories and low-level categories (i.e., the assigned prod-
uct categories on the lowest possible level of the category hierarchy). An example
of a product in the marketplace of SL is shown in the first image of Fig. 1.

3.2 Online Social Network Dataset

The online social network MySecondLife3 is similar to Facebook with regard
to postings: users can interact with each other by sharing text messages and

3 https://my.secondlife.com/.
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(a) SecondLife store (b) SecondLife social stream

Fig. 1. Examples for a store in the marketplace and a social stream of an user in the
online social network of the virtual world SecondLife.

commenting or loving (= liking) these messages. From the extracted 7,029 com-
plete user profiles, we gathered 39,180 different groups users belong to, 9,419
different interests users defined for themselves and 490,236 interactions between
them. The second image of Fig. 1 shows an example of an user profile in the
online social network of SL.

3.3 Location-Based Dataset

The world of Second Life is contained within regions, i.e., locations which are
independent from each other. Overall, we extracted three different sources of
location-based data in our experiments:

(a) Favored Locations: Every user of SL can specify up to 10 so-called “Picks”
in their profile representing her favorite locations that other users can view
in the user’s MySecondLife profile. We found that the extracted users picked
40,558 locations from 10,538 unique locations;

(b) Shared Locations: Users in SL can also share information about their cur-
rent in-world position through in-world pictures called “snapshots”, which
also include in-world GPS information (similar as Foursquare). Overall, we
identified 13,637 snapshots in 5,736 unique locations;

(c) Monitored Locations: As in real life, users in SL can create events in the vir-
tual world and publicly announce them in a public event calendar. We col-
lected these events, with an accurate location and start time, and extracted
157,765 user-location-time triples, with 1,887 unique locations.
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4 Feature Description

As shown in our previous work (e.g., [10]), similarities between users can be
derived in two different ways: either we calculate similarities between users on the
content (= meta-data) provided directly by the user profiles or on the network
structure of the user profiles interacting with each other. In the following sections
we present more details about these ideas.

4.1 Content-Based User Similarity Features

We define our set of content-based user similarity features based on different
types of entities or meta-data information that are directly associated with the
user profiles in our data sources. In the case of the marketplace dataset these
entities are purchased products, product categories and sellers of the products,
in the case of the social network these are groups and interests the users have
assigned, and in the case of the location-based data source these are favored
locations, shared locations and monitored locations. Formally, we define the
entities of a user u as Δ(u) in order to calculate the similarity between two
users, u and v.

The first content-based user similarity feature we induce is based on the
entities two users have in common. It is called Common Entities and is given by:

sim(u, v) = |Δ(u) ∩ Δ(v)| (1)

The second similarity feature, Total Entities, is defined as the union of two users’
entities and is calculated by:

sim(u, v) = |Δ(u) ∪ Δ(v)| (2)

These two user similarity features are combined by Jaccard’s Coefficient for Enti-
ties as the number of common entities divided by the total number of entities:

sim(u, v) =
|Δ(u) ∩ Δ(v)|
|Δ(u) ∪ Δ(v)| (3)

4.2 Network-Based User Similarity Features

In our experiments we consider all networks as an undirected graph G〈V,E〉 with
V representing the user profiles and e = (u, v) ∈ E if user u performed an action
on v (see also [10]). In the case of the social network, these actions are defined
as social interactions, which are a combination of likes, comments and wallposts.
In the case of the location-based dataset, actions between users are determined
if they have met each other in the virtual world at the same time in the same
location4. Furthermore, the weight of an edge waction(u, v) gives the frequency of

4 Note: We derived the networks in our study from the location-based dataset only
for the monitored locations, since the exact timestamps are not available for the
favored nor the shared locations in the datasets.
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a specific action between two users u and v. Finally, this network structure also
let us determine the neighbors of users in order to calculate similarities based
on this information. We define the set of neighbors of a node v ∈ G as Γ (v) =
{u | (u, v) ∈ E}.

The first network-based user similarity feature we introduce, uses the number
of Directed Interactions between two users and is given by:

sim(u, v) = waction(u, v) (4)

In contrast to Directed Interactions, the following user similarity features are
based on the neighborhood of two users: The first neighborhood similarity feature
is called Common Neighbors and represents the number of neighbors two users
have in common:

sim(u, v) = |Γ (u) ∩ Γ (v)| (5)

To also take into account the total number of neighbors of the users, we intro-
duced Jaccard’s Coefficient for Common Neighbors. It is defined as:

sim(u, v) =
|Γ (u) ∩ Γ (v)|
|Γ (u) ∪ Γ (v)| (6)

A refinement of this feature was proposed as Adamic Adar [11], which adds
weights to the links since not all neighbors in a network have the same tie
strength:

sim(u, v) =
∑

z∈Γ (u)∩Γ (v)

1

log(|Γ (z)|) (7)

Another related similarity feature introduced by Cranshaw et al. [12], called
Neighborhood Overlap, measures the structural overlap of two users. Formally,
this is written as:

sim(u, v) =
|Γ (u) ∩ Γ (v)|

|Γ (u)| + |Γ (v)| (8)

The Preferential Attachment Score, first mentioned by Barabasi et al. [13], is
another network-based similarity feature with the goal to prefer active users in
the network. This score is the product of the number of neighbors of each user
and is calculated by:

sim(u, v) = |Γ (u)| · |Γ (v)| (9)

5 Experimental Setup

In this section we provide a detailed description of our experimental setup. First,
we describe the recommender approaches we have chosen in order to evaluate our
three data sources (marketplace, social network and location-based data) as well
as our derived user similarity features for the task of recommending products and
categories. Afterwards, we describe the evaluation methodology and the metrics
used in our study.
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5.1 Recommender Approaches

In this subsection we describe the recommender approaches we have used to
tackle our research questions described in the introductory section of this paper.
All mentioned approaches have been implemented into our scalable big data
social recommender framework SocRec [9,14], an open-source framework which
can be obtained from our Github repository5.

Baseline. As baseline for our study, we used a simple MostPopular approach
recommending the most popular products or categories in terms of purchase
frequency to the users.

Recommending Products. The main approach we adopt to evaluate our
data sources and user similarity features for the task of recommending products
is a User-based Collaborative Filtering (CF) approach. The basic idea of this
approach is that users who are more similar to each other, e.g., have similar
taste, will likely agree or rate on other resources in a similar manner [15]. Out
of the different CF approaches, we used the non-probabilistic user-based nearest
neighbor algorithm where we first find the k-nearest similar users and afterwards
recommend the resources of those user as a ranked list of top-N products to the
target user that are new to her (i.e., she has not purchased those products in
the past). As outlined before, we have chosen this approach since user-based
CF is not only a well-established recommender algorithm but also allows us
to incorporate various user-based similarity features coming from different data
sources, which has been shown to play an important role in making more accurate
predictions [4,5].

The similarity values of the user pairs sim(u, v) are calculated based on the
user similarity features proposed in Sect. 4 (i.e., constructing the neighborhood).
Based on these similarity values, each item i of the k most similar users for the
target user u is ranked using the following formula [15]:

pred(u, i) =
∑

v∈neighbors(u)

sim(u, v) (10)

Recommending Categories. For the task of recommending categories and in
contrast to previous work (e.g., [1]), we are not only focusing here on the predic-
tion of top-level categories but also on the prediction of low-level categories. The
prediction of categories was implemented as an extension of product predictions.
Thus, for each product in the list of recommended products (i.e., the products
obtained from the k-nearest neighbors of user u based on a user similarity fea-
ture), we extracted the assigned category on the highest level in the case of
predicting top-level categories and the assigned category on the lowest level in
the case of predicting low-level categories. Afterwards, we assigned a score to

5 https://github.com/learning-layers/SocRec.
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each extracted category ei in the set of all extracted categories Eu for the target
user u based on a similar method as proposed in [1]:

pred(u, ei) =
purc(Eu, ei)∑

e∈Eu

purc(Eu, e)
(11)

where purc(Eu, ei) gives the number of times the category ei occurs in the set
of all extracted categories Eu for user u.

Combining User Similarity Features and Data Sources. To further
explore how to combine our data sources and features for recommendation, we
investigated different hybridization methods (see also [16]). The hybrid approach
chosen in the end is known as Weighted Sum. The score of each recommended
item in the Weighted Sum algorithm is calculated as the weighted sum of the
scores for all recommender approaches. It is given by:

Wreci
=

∑

sj∈S

(Wreci,sj
· Wsj

) (12)

where the combined weighting of the recommended item i, Wreci
, is given by the

sum of all single weightings for each recommended item in an approach Wreci,sj

multiplied by the weightings of the recommender approaches Wsj
. We weighted

each recommender approach Wsj
based on the nDCG@10 value obtained from

the individual approaches (calculated based on an additional evaluation set
where we withheld 20 purchased products - see Sect. 5.2).

We also experimented with other hybrid approaches, known as Cross-source
and Mixed Hybrid [16]. However, these approaches have not yielded better results
than the Weighted Sum algorithm.

5.2 Evaluation Method and Metrics

To evaluate the performance of each approach in a recommender setting, we
performed a number of off-line experiments. Therefore, we split the SL dataset
in two different sets (training and test set) using a method similar to the one
described in [9], i.e., for each user we withheld 10 purchased products from the
complete dataset and added them to the test set to be predicted. Since we did
not use a p-core pruning technique to prevent a biased evaluation, there are also
users with less than 10 relevant products. We did not include these users into
our evaluation since they did not have enough purchase data available that could
be used to produce reasonable recommendations based on the marketplace data,
although this data is worthwhile for our user-based CF approach to find suitable
neighbors. Thus, we used a post-filtering method, where all the recommendations
were still calculated on the whole datasets but accuracy estimates were calculated
only based on these filtered user profiles (= 959 users).
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To finally quantify the performance of each of our recommender approaches,
we used a diverse set of well-established metrics in recommender systems [17,18].
These metrics are as follows:

Recall (R@k) is calculated as the number of correctly recommended prod-
ucts divided by the number of relevant products, where rk

u denotes the top k
recommended products and Ru the list of relevant products of a user u in the
set of all users U . Recall is given by [19]:

R@k =
1

|U |
∑

u∈U

(
|rk

u ∩ Ru|
|Ru| ) (13)

Precision (P@k) is calculated as the number of correctly recommended
products divided by the number of recommended products k. Precision is defined
as [19]:

P@k =
1

|U |
∑

u∈U

(
|rk

u ∩ Ru|
k

) (14)

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG@k) is a ranking-
dependent metric that not only measures how many products can be correctly
predicted but also takes the position of the products in the recommended list
with length k into account. The nDCG metric is based on the Discounted Cum-
mulative Gain (DCG@k) which is given by [20]:

DCG@k =

|rk
u|∑

k=1

(
2B(k) − 1

log2(1 + k)
) (15)

where B(k) is a function that returns 1 if the recommended product at position
i in the recommended list is relevant. nDCG@k is calculated as DCG@k divided
by the ideal DCG value iDCG@k which is the highest possible DCG value that
can be achieved if all the relevant products would be recommended in the correct
order. Taken together, it is given by the following formula [20]:

nDCG@k =
1

|U |
∑

u∈U

(
DCG@k

iDCG@k
) (16)

Diversity (D@k), as defined in [17], can be calculated as the average dis-
similarity of all pairs of resources in the list of recommended products rk

u. Given
a distance function d(i, j) that is the distance, or the dissimilarity between two
products i and j, D is given as the average dissimilarity of all pairs of products
in the list of recommended products [17]:

D@k =
1

|U |
∑

u∈U

(
1

k · (k − 1)

∑

i∈R

∑

j∈rk
u,j �=i

d(i, j)) (17)

User Coverage (UC) is defined as the number of users for whom at least
one product recommendation could have been calculated (|Ur|) divided by total
number of users |U | [21]:
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UC =
|Ur|
|U | (18)

All mentioned performance metrics are calculated and reported based on the
top-10 recommended products.

6 Results

In this section we highlight the results of our experiments for predicting prod-
ucts, low-level and top-level categories in terms of algorithmic performance in
order to tackle our two research questions presented in Sect. 1. Our evaluation
has been conducted in two steps: in the first step we compared the different rec-
ommender approaches with the corresponding user similarity features isolated
(RQ1 ), see Table 2) and in the second step we combined these approaches in the
form of hybrid recommendations (RQ2, see Table 3). All results are presented
by recommender accuracy, given by nDCG@10, P@10 (Precision) and R@10
(Recall), D@10 (Diversity) and UC (User Coverage).

6.1 Recommendations Based on Single User Similarity Features

The results for the recommendation of products, low-level categories and top-
level categories, using content-based and network-based user similarity features
derived from our three data sources (marketplace, social and location-based
data), are shown in Table 2 in order to address our first research question (RQ1 ).
The results also include the Most Popular (MP) approach as a baseline. Addi-
tionally, the performance of the different data sources is also shown in Fig. 2 in
form of Recall/Precision plots.

Recommending Products. Regarding the task of predicting product pur-
chases (first column in Table 2), the best results in terms of recommender accu-
racy are reached by the network-based features based on interactions (e.g., loves,
comments, wallposts) between the users in the social network. Surprisingly these
approaches clearly outperform the user-based CF approaches relying on mar-
ketplace data, which implies that social interactions of the users are a better
predictor to recommend products to people than marketplace data.

Another interesting finding is that the neighborhood-based features (Com-
mon Neighbors, Jaccard, Neighborhood Overlap and Adamic/Adar) also seem to
be better indicators to determine the similarity between users than the direct
interactions between these pairs. Only the Preferential Attachment Score based
recommender approach does not perform well in this context, although it still
performs better than the features derived from the marketplace data source.
This is to some extent expected and reveals that the individual’s taste is more
driven by the user’s peers rather than by the popular users in the SecondLife
social network.

In terms of the marketplace and location-based user similarity features, the
results reveal that they do not provide high estimates of accuracy. This is
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(a) Products (b) low-level categories (c) top-level categories

(d) Products (e) low-level categories (f) top-level categories

(g) Products (h) low-level categories (i) top-level categories

Fig. 2. Recall/Precision plots for the single user similarity features derived from the
marketplace (a, b, c), social (d, e, f) and location-based (g, h, i) data sources, showing
the performance of each feature for k = 1–10 recommended items, low-level categories
or top-level categories, respectively (RQ1 ). Note: Each feature name in the legends is
derived in the following way: the first two letters describe the data source, the subscript
denotes the user similarity feature and the value in brackets defines the used data field
(e.g., SNNO(I) stands for the Social Network data source, the Neighborhood Overlap
similarity feature and Interactions data field).
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interesting since our previous work [10,22] showed that these features perform
extremely well in predicting tie strength or social interactions between users.
However, the features derived from the marketplace and the location-based data
sources provide the best results with respect to Diversity (D) and User Coverage
(UC).

Recommending Categories. Regarding the tasks of predicting low-level and
top-level categories, the second and third column of Table 2 report the accu-
racy estimates for the different user similarity features based on the extracted
categories. As expected, all user similarity features end up with a much higher
accuracy than for predicting products, especially in the case of top-level cate-
gories, because of the lower level of specialization of these recommendation tasks.
In the case of the low-level category predictions, the approaches based on social
interaction features still perform better than the approaches based on features of
the marketplace or location-based data sources. Interestingly, the content-based
user similarity features derived from the social network as well as the location-
based features, which performed the worst at product predictions, perform much
better for low-level categories, now also outperforming the MP baseline.

In the case of the top-level category recommendations, it can be seen that the
user similarity features of all three data sources provide quite similar results in
terms of recommender accuracy. The approach based on the Jaccard’s coefficient
for categories performs best in terms of nDCG@10, P@10 and R@10. This result
is very interesting since this feature is based on the marketplace data source
that provided quite bad results in the case of product predictions. Summed
up, we see that user similarity features derived from all data sources are very
useful indicators for recommendations, although they depend on the level of
specialization of the recommendation task (RQ1 ).

6.2 Recommendations Based on Combined Data Sources

The findings of the last subsection suggests that a combination of features from
all three data sources (marketplace, social network and location-based data)
should provide more robust recommendations in case of both tasks, predicting
products and categories (RQ2 ). Thus, Table 3 shows the results of the hybrid
approaches based on theses data sources in order to tackle our second research
question. As before, the first column indicates the results for the product pre-
diction, the second column for the low-level category prediction and the third
column for the top-level category prediction. Additionally, Fig. 3 shows the per-
formance of the hybrid approaches based on the three data sources for k = 1–10
recommended products, low-level categories or top-level categories, respectively,
in form of Recall/Precision plots.

Recommending Products. Regarding the product prediction task, we see
again that the recommender approaches based on the social network data source
clearly outperform the ones based on the marketplace and location-based data
sources as well as the MP baseline. Furthermore, when combining all three data
sources, not only the overall recommendation accuracy is increased with respect
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(a) Products (b) low-level categories (c) top-level categories

Fig. 3. Recall/Precision plots for the hybrid approaches showing the performance of
each data source for k = 1–10 recommended products, low-level categories or top-level
categories, respectively (RQ2 ).

to nDCG@10, P@10 and R@10, but also the User Coverage (UC) is increased
to the maximum of 100 %.

This means that the hybrid approach combines the strengths of the user
similarity features of all three data sources in order to be capable of providing
accurate recommendations for all users in the datasets. Another hybrid approach
shown in Table 3 combines only the best user similarity features from each data
source (referred to as Top 3 ) and reaches higher accuracy estimates, but lower
Diversity (D).

Recommending Categories. In contrast to the results of the product pre-
dictions, that showed that the recommender based on the social network data
source clearly outperforms the recommenders based on the marketplace and
location-based data sources, the results of the category predictions (second and
third column of Table 3) do not show that big differences between the three data
sources. With respect to the low-level category predictions, we again observe
that the recommender based on the social network data source still provides the
highest accuracy estimates.

Interestingly, in this case also the recommenders based on the other two
data sources provide reasonable results, which has not been the case of predict-
ing products, where the location-based recommender even was outperformed by
the MP baseline. Based on these results we would assume that marketplace
and location-based data sources are suitable of providing accurate predictions
in more general recommendation tasks. The results for the top-level category
predictions prove this assumption since in this case the recommenders based on
marketplace and location-based data sources even provide better results in terms
of recommender accuracy, Diversity and User Coverage than the one based on
social network data in case of the content-based features. As before, the com-
bination of all three data sources provide again the best results. Summed up,
this results prove our assumption derived from RQ1, that all three data sources
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are important for calculating recommendations, since a combination of all data
sources provided the best results in case of predicting products, low-level cate-
gories and top-level categories (RQ2 ).

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we presented first results of a recently started project that tries
to utilize various user similarity features derived from three data sources (mar-
ketplace, social network and location-based data) to recommend products and
points of interests (i.e., low-level and top-level categories) to people in an online
marketplace setting. This section concludes the paper with respect to our two
research questions and gives an outlook into the future.

The first research question of this work (RQ1 ) dealt with the question as
to which extent user similarity features derived from marketplace, social net-
work and location-based data sources can be utilized for the recommendation of
products and categories in online marketplaces. To tackle this question we imple-
mented various user-based Collaborative Filtering (CF) approaches based on the
user similarity features from the data sources and tested them isolated. As the
results have shown, the user-based CF approaches that utilize features of online
social network data to calculate the similarities between users performed best
in case of predicting products, significantly outperforming the other approaches
relying on both – marketplace and location-based user data. However, this behav-
ior changed in the case of predicting low-level and top-level categories where the
differences between the three data sources got substantially smaller. Surpris-
ingly, with respect to the top-level category predictions, the marketplace and
location-based features even reached the highest results in terms of accuracy,
Diversity (D) and User Coverage (UC).

These results showed that user similarity features of all three data sources
are important indicators for recommendations and suggests that combining them
should result into more robust recommendations, especially in cases of multiple
recommendation tasks on different levels of specialization (topics and categories).
Thus, our second research question (RQ2 ) tried to tackle the question if the dif-
ferent marketplace, social network and location-based user similarity features
and data sources can be combined in order to create a hybrid recommender that
provides more robust recommendations in terms of prediction accuracy, diversity
and user coverage. In order to address this question we implemented and evalu-
ated hybrid recommenders that combined the features of the data sources. The
results proved our assumption and showed that hybrid recommender that com-
bined user similarity features of all three data sources provided the best results
across all accuracy metrics (nDCG@10, P@10, R@10) and all settings (prod-
uct, low-level category and top-level category recommendations). Moreover, this
hybrid recommender also provided a User Coverage of 100 % and thus, is able
to provide these accurate recommendation to all users in the datasets.

Although the results of this study are based on a dataset obtained from the
virtual world SecondLife, we believe that it bears great potential to create a
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sequence of interesting studies that may have implications for the “real” world
(see e.g., [23]). For instance, one of the potential interesting issues we are cur-
rently exploring is predicting products and categories to users in a cold-start
setting (i.e., for users that only have purchases a few or even no products in
the past) by a diversity of features. Other important work we plan is the use
of state-of-the-art model-based approaches in order to assess whether the sig-
nals extracted from similarity features in the current analysis can be replicated
(in the case of social data) or improved (in the case of location data) for different
recommendation tasks.

We have also shown that using the interaction information between users
improves not only the task of product recommendation, but also the recom-
mendation of low-level and top-level categories. Thus, we are also interested in
studying the extent to which recommendations can be improved by utilizing
content-based similarity features derived from the users’ social streams.
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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems are acknowledged as an essential instru-
ment to support users in finding relevant information. However,
the adaptation of recommender systems to multiple domain-specific
requirements and data models still remains an open challenge. In
the present paper, we contribute to this sparse line of research with
guidance on how to design a customizable recommender system
that accounts for multiple domains with heterogeneous data. Us-
ing concrete showcase examples, we demonstrate how to setup a
multi-domain system on the item and system level, and we report
evaluation results for the domains of (i) LastFM, (ii) FourSquare,
and (iii) MovieLens. We believe that our findings and guidelines
can support developers and researchers of recommender systems
to easily adapt and deploy a recommender system in distributed
environments, as well as to develop and evaluate algorithms suited
for multi-domain settings.

KEYWORDS
Recommender Systems; Multi-Domain Recommendation; Hetero-
geneous Data; Customizing Recommendation Approaches

1 INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, there has been a vast amount of research in
the field of recommender systems. Most of these systems offer
recommendations adapted for items belonging to a single domain
(e.g., movies , music , news , etc.). However, supporting different
domain-specific data models is still an open challenge, which is
neglected by many recommender systems and that has just been
recently taken up by the recommender systems’ research community.

The work of [2] has actually been the first attempt to define the
concept of a domain in the context of recommender systems. The
authors distinguish between four different domain notations, namely
(i) attribute level, where items are of the same type (e.g., movie
genres), (ii) type level, where items are of similar types but share
some attributes (e.g., movies and tv shows), (iii) item level, where
items are not of the same type and differ in most or all attributes
(e.g., movies and books) and, (iv) system level, where items and
users belong to different systems (e.g., LastFM and MovieLens).
Moreover, they distinguish between the concept of multi-domain
recommendations and cross-domain recommendations. The goal of
cross-domain recommendation is to utilize the knowledge derived

RecSysKTL Workshop @ ACM RecSys ’17, August 27, 2017, Como, Italy 
© 2017 Copyright is held by the author(s). 

(a) E-commerce. (b) Hotels.

(c) Scientific talks. (d) News articles.

Figure 1: Providing recommendations in multiple domains
requires supporting heterogeneous data structures, allow for
domain-specific algorithm customization, as well as to support
service isolation and fault tolerance.

from one or more source domains in order to generate predictions
for a target domain. However, they also state that multi-domain
approaches have mainly focused on the provision of cross-domain
recommendations by jointly considering user preferences for items
in various systems.

Other related works implicitly share this definition [2] and focus
on cross-domain recommendations rather than on multi-domain ones.
Thus, the main focus has been to tackle the data sparsity problem
(e.g., via active transfer learning [14]) by utilizing Collaborative
Filtering [4, 7, 10] and Content-based Filtering approaches [3, 11].

In the present paper, we build upon these works and we extend
the scope of multi-domain recommender systems by introducing
several guidelines concerning topics such as data heterogeneity and
customization that should be taken into consideration. We base
our findings on real-world applications (e.g., e-commerce1, hotels2,
scientific talks3 or news articles4 – just to name a few) and propose a
practical approach on how to support muti-domain recommendations
on both the item and system level as described by [2].

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which ad-
dresses the question of what design decisions should be taken into
consideration when building a recommender system for a multi-
domain environment.
1http://www.mymanou.com/
2https://www.triprebel.com/
3http://uscn.me/rr220
4http://www.clef-newsreel.org/
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Figure 2: Proposed system architecture of a multi-domain recommendation environment showing how the various modules work
together. Each module is a standalone HTTP server, which is aware of the location (i.e., URL) of its communicating partners. In case
of an item level multi-domain scenario, the same data storage is shared between the domains and customization via recommender
profiles provides the domain-specific algorithm configuration.

2 A MULTI-DOMAIN RECOMMENDATION
APPROACH

In this section, we categorize and propose guidelines to extend the
notation of a multi-domain recommender system. We base our
guidelines on our previous work [5, 6, 12], which we have already
applied in live settings in various domains (e.g., e-commerce, hotels,
conference or news as shown in Figure 1).

Thus, we propose four issues that should be addressed when
providing multi-domain recommendation, i.e., (i) service isolation,
(ii) data heterogeneity, (iii) recommender customization, and (iv)
fault tolerance. While we focus on item and system level domain
notations, our findings can be adapted for both the attribute and
type level by means of additional recommender customization (e.g.,
filtering by the item category).

2.1 Service Isolation
When supporting multi-domain recommendations on the system
level, effective hardware utilization is crucial. Actually, as each
domain has different requirements with respect to the request load,
the hardware utilization rate can be improved by sharing the same
hardware resources across multiple domains. Additionally, in such
a scenario, performance isolation is crucial. Specifically, a high
request load in combination with possible performance-intensive
operations needed for one domain should not impact the performance
in another domain. For example, news recommender systems usually
have a requirement of providing session-based recommendations
within 100 milliseconds and need to cope with challenging load
peaks during morning hours and the lunch break at working days
[13]. Thus, in cases where the request load is too large for a particular
domain, it should be possible to dynamically scale the system and
handle such performance intensive load peeks.

Correspondingly, we propose to separate a recommender system’s
logic into several microservices by adopting the Microservices ar-
chitecture design pattern5. An example of such an architecture is
shown in Figure 2. Here, five different modules take care of (i) data
handling, (ii) calculating recommendations, (iii) balancing incom-
ing recommendation requests, (iv) domain-specific customization,
and (v) evaluating recommendations. To support horizontal scaling
and to coordinate all deployed modules, as well as the correspond-
ing system level domain assignments, we use Apache ZooKeeper6.
This overall approach can be extended with virtualization and con-
tainer technologies such as Docker7 or LXC8. These lightweight re-
source containers provide features such as portability, more efficient
scheduling and resource management, as well as less virtualization
overhead, which are beneficial when implementing a multi-domain
recommender on the system level.

2.2 Heterogeneous Data
As the amount of data is doubled approximately every 40 months
[8], most recommender systems migrate from traditional databases
to distributed systems that can scale more easily and handle massive
streams of heterogeneous data. As such, a multi-domain recomm-
ender system needs to handle a diverse set of data (e.g., ratings,
views, likes, check-ins, etc.), while at the same time enabling an
easy integration of new types by modifying the underlying schema.

In our case, we leverage the Apache Solr search engine and found
its schema-less mode9 to be a great fit to support multi-domain
recommendations on an item level, as it allows dynamic schema
construction by indexing data without the need to edit it manually.

5http://microservices.io/patterns/microservices.html
6http://zookeeper.apache.org/
7http://www.docker.com
8https://linuxcontainers.org/
9https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/solr/Schemaless+Mode
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{
”id”: ”e12c4fb−ba85−46d5−896d−af65d1f3b48c”,
”item”: ”5a2bc423−15dc−47d3−8a8c−f543dc267a7c”,
”users listened”: [3907, 57017]
”users listened count”: 2
”domain”: ”LastFM”

},
{

”id”: ”8fe89bab−9631−4e87−81a0−a8dd3ffba774c”,
”user”: ”23861”,
”item”: 4105,
”rating”: 1.0
”domain”: ”MovieLens”

}

Listing 1: Example of different schema strategies to
store data in the same place for item level multi-domain
recommendations.

For example, as shown in Listing 1, we could easily derive different
data structures to store and generate recommendations in the corre-
sponding music and movie domain. Moreover, we found that the
capability for horizontal scaling (i.e., creating shards and replicas) is
extremely important when integrating new domains on an item-level
(see Figure 2) as such a strategy easily increases the amount of data
that needs to be stored and processed.

2.3 Customizing Recommendation Approaches
An important aspect of a multi-domain recommender system is cus-
tomization. Typically, different application domains have different
domain-specific data features, which means that, for example, a
music recommender could solely use implicit user interactions (e.g.,
listened songs), whereas an e-commerce recommender could use
explicit ones (e.g., ratings). On top of that, one would also need
to separately determine and setup the correct algorithmic param-
eters for each domain. For example, in case of the Collaborative
Filtering algorithm, the similarity function (e.g., Cosine or Jaccard
similarity) and the neighbourhood size need to be determined for
each domain. For other domains, one may need to setup custom
filtering criteria (e.g., recommend items that are suited for minors or
are part of a specific category). Thus, a multi-domain recommenda-
tion approach should be aware of the underlying data structures and
domain-specific parameters.

As such, we propose to outsource the domain-specific algorithm
setup into so-called recommender profiles. In our applications, we
defined a customizer module (see Figure 2), which enables to set
domain-specific algorithm configurations and to transfer it to mod-
ules utilized in a specific domain environment. This way, we can
manage domain-specific configurations and dynamically integrate
additional domains. An example of such recommender profiles for
the music domain is given in Listings 2, 3 and 4.

Here, we define a configuration by a unique reference id, a ref-
erence to the algorithm implementation (e.g., class name) and the
specific domain-relevant parameters. In case a recommender profile
is created or updated for a particular domain at runtime, the changes
need to be propagated throughout the whole system to every domain-
dependant module. As such, each module from the same domain
will be informed about the changes and the updated profile will be
used as soon as a new recommendation request is received.

id: ktl mp lastfm
# reference for a MP implementation
algorithm: MostPopularGeneric

# algorithm specific parameters
parameters:

# item−level domain?
domain: lastFM
# on what do I calculate the popularity ?
count fields : [ users listened count ]
user action fields : [ users listened ]

Listing 2: A MostPopular recommender profile for the LastFM
domain.

id: ktl ub cf lastfm
# reference for a user−based−CF implementation
algorithm: GenericUBCF

# algorithm specific parameters
parameters:

# item−level domain?
domain: lastFM

# How to calculate user similarity ?
similarity function : OVERLAP # JACCARD, COSINE, etc.
neighbourhood size: 40
user action fields : [ users listened ]

Listing 3: A Collaborative Filtering recommender profile for
the LastFM domain.

id: ktl hybrid cs lastfm
# reference for a hybrid implementation
algorithm: CrossSourceHybrid

# algorithm specific parameters
parameters:

# item−level domain given by combining profiles
profile ids : [ ktl mp lastfm , ktl ub cf lastfm ]
recommender weights: [0.1, 0.9]

Listing 4: A Cross-Source Hybrid recommender profile for the
LastFM domain.

2.4 Fault Tolerance
Deploying multiple modules in a distributed manner increases the
probability of unexpected behaviour (e.g., hardware shutdown, I/O
problems, software bugs, etc.). As we have proposed to use mi-
croservices, it is not necessary to cope with central node failures as
it is the case with a master-slave architecture. In case a module fails,
ZooKeeper, or any other orchestration service like Eureka or Consul,
should remove the faulty module from its list of “live nodes” and no
further requests will be redirected to it.

Thus, the module will not necessarily cause any major problems
as long as there is another module of the same type available. When
experiencing a high request load, it should be possible to deploy and
register an additional module to ZooKeeper on the fly. To further
improve the reliability of the system, multiple ZooKeeper instances
can be used in a cluster in order to overcome the outage of single
instances. In such a way, the runtime performance can be guaranteed
for both item and system level multi-domain recommendations.
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3 DOMAIN EXPERIMENTS
In order to demonstrate the application of our guidelines for pro-
viding recommendations in multiple domains, we performed sev-
eral experiments on well-known datasets used in recommender sys-
tems research, (i.e., LastFM10, Foursquare11 and MovieLens20M12).
The LastFM dataset consists of 359,348 users, 268,736 artists and
17,559,530 implicit user interactions that denote the listening rela-
tionship between users and artists. Foursquare provides 2,809,581
ratings on a 5-star scale for different venues (i.e., restaurants) and
contains 2,153,471 users as well as 1,143,092 venues in general.
The MovieLens20M dataset has 138,493 users, 27,032 movies as
well as 19,999,603 movie reviews on a 5-star rating scale with a step
size of 0.5 (i.e., a 10-star scale).

We focused on providing recommendations for cold-start users
and as such, we removed all users that interacted with more than 20
items. Next, we split the remaining data in two different sets (i.e.,
training and test sets) using a method similar to the one described
in [9]. Thus, for each user, we withheld 10 items that were used
for testing and the rest was used for training. This has resulted
in an evaluation set of 2,409 users for LastFM, 41,628 users for
FourSquare and 4,486 users for the MovieLens20M dataset. On
these datasets, we evaluated a simple MostPopular (MP) approach
(e.g., Listing 2), a user-based Collaborative Filtering (CF) approach
(e.g., Listing 3) as well as a hybrid combination [1] of both (e.g.,
Listing 4). Additionally, we evaluated different neighborhood sizes
N for the CF approach in order to optimize the results. For reasons
of simplicity, we used a naive item overlap metric to measure the
similarity between users (i.e., OV (ut ,uc ) = |∆(ut ) ∩ ∆(uc ) |, where
∆(u) corresponds to the set of items some user u has interacted with
in the past). However, as shown in Listing 3 this is a domain-specific
parameter that could be easily adapted.

The results of our evaluation are shown in Table 1 by means of the
nDCG@10 and User Coverage (UC) metrics. The aim of this simple
experiment was to show how different parameter setups can impact
the performance in different domains. As shown, the neighbourhood
size is one example of a parameter that needs to be optimized for a
specific domain. By choosing the best parameter combination for
the hybrid approach, we can provide more robust recommendations
for all users in each domain.

4 CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented our approach on providing recommen-
dations in a multi-domain environment. Specifically, we introduced
the concept of recommender profiles in order to customize existing
algorithms with domain-specific configuration. Apart from that, we
provided guidelines with respect to service isolation, heterogeneous
data and fault tolerance. Finally, we provided customization exam-
ples as well as evaluation results for the domains of (i) LastFM, (ii)
FourSquare, and (iii) MovieLens. We believe that our findings and
proposed guidelines are of use for developers and researchers of
recommender systems to tailor and develop recommendations for
multi-domain and distributed environments.

10http://mtg.upf.edu/node/1671
11https://archive.org/details/201309 foursquare dataset umn
12https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/20m/
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Hybrid .0999 100%

Table 1: Evaluation results of our multi-domain experiment.

For future work, we plan to perform a more elaborate study using
the proposed recommender profiles to study differences in domain-
specific configurations (e.g., does a semantic relationship impact
the choice of domain-specific parameters like the similarity metric
or different filtering criteria?). Moreover, we plan to investigate
datasets with textual contents in order to further explore how hybrid
weightings may impact the performance in a specific domain with
respect of not only accuracy but also diversity.
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ABSTRACT
Recent research has unveiled the importance of online social net-
works for improving the quality of recommenders in several do-
mains, what has encouraged the research community to investigate
ways to better exploit the social information for recommendations.
However, there is a lack of work that offers details of frameworks
that allow an easy integration of social data with traditional recom-
mendation algorithms in order to yield a straight-forward and scal-
able implementation of new and existing systems. Furthermore, it
is rare to find details of performance evaluations of recommender
systems such as hardware and software specifications or bench-
marking results of server loading tests.

In this paper we intend to bridge this gap by presenting the details
of a social recommender engine for online marketplaces built upon
the well-known search engine Apache Solr. We describe our archi-
tecture and also share implementation details to facilitate the re-use
of our approach by people implementing recommender systems. In
addition, we evaluate our framework from two perspectives: (a)
recommendation algorithms and data sources, and (b) system per-
formance under server stress tests. Using a dataset from the Sec-
ondLife virtual world that has both trading and social interactions,
we contribute to research in social recommenders by showing how
certain social features allow to improve recommendations in online
marketplaces. On the platform implementation side, our evaluation
results can serve as a baseline to people searching for performance
references in terms of scalability, model training and testing trade-
offs, real-time server performance and the impact of model updates
in a production system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—Data min-
ing; H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval—Information filtering

Copyright is held by the International World Wide Web Conference Com-
mittee (IW3C2). IW3C2 reserves the right to provide a hyperlink to the
author’s site if the Material is used in electronic media.
WWW’14 Companion, April 7–11, 2014, Seoul, Korea.
ACM 978-1-4503-2745-9/14/04.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2567948.2579245 .

Keywords
social recommender engine; scalability; online marketplaces; Apache
Solr

1. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems aim at helping users to find relevant in-

formation in an overloaded information space [11]. Although there
are well known methods (Content-based [1], Collaborative Filter-
ing [16, 18], Matrix Factorization [10]) and libraries to implement,
evaluate and extend recommenders (Apache Mahout1, Graphlab2,
MyMediaLite3, among others [8]), the deployment of a real-time
recommender from scratch which considers a combination of al-
gorithms and data sources, the effect of large volumes of data and
hardware configuration, or the impact of model updates in the rec-
ommender performance remains unsolved or at least not publicly
available for the research community. In this paper, we contribute
to bridge this gap between research on recommender algorithms
and system deployment by presenting in detail our approach to im-
plement a social marketplace recommender. We describe our solu-
tion in terms of the data model that allows modularity and extensi-
bility, as well as the system architecture that relies on the Apache
Solr project to facilitate the scaling of our approach to big data.

We support our decision of using Solr on recent work that shows
the strong relation between memory-based recommendation ap-
proaches and ready-to-use text analytic techniques [3]. Since Solr
has already most of these techniques implemented, documented
and optimized by a well established open-source community, we
believe that it provides not only a good basis for a large-scale search
engine but it also provides a good foundation to implement an ef-
ficient and scalable social recommender engine for online market-
places. We appeal for Apache Solr since one might have to consider
several dimensions of the data or already existing indices based on
Apache Lucene, the kernel search engine Apache Solr is built upon.

To evaluate our implementation we consider diverse metrics –
accuracy and ranking metrics along diversity, and user coverage –
to unveil not only the performance of each recommender algorithm
isolated but also to show the importance of each single feature and
data source. In addition, a performance benchmarking experiment
was conducted to show the scalability of our approach.

1http://mahout.apache.org
2http://graphlab.org
3http://www.mymedialite.net



Figure 1: System architecture.

In detail, the paper is structured as follows: we begin by describ-
ing our system architecture and implementation details in Section
2. Section 3 describes the experimental setup we chose to evaluate
our framework, while in Section 4 we present the results in terms
of recommendation quality and also system’s performance. After
that, in Section 5, we discuss related work in the area and how it
differs from our approach. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper
and provides an outlook to future work.

2. APPROACH
In the following sections we describe the architecture and high-

light some implementation details of our approach towards a scal-
able social recommender engine for online marketplaces. The en-
gine described below was implemented in Java as a joint effort with
the Austrian start-up company Blanc Noir4 and was designed in a
modular way based on Apache Solr as an highly efficient data pro-
cessing and storing unit.

2.1 Implementation
The overall system architecture of our framework is illustrated

in Figure 1. It consists of the following four main components:
The Recommender Engine consists of the implemented recom-

mender algorithms (e.g., Most Popular, Content-based, Collabora-
tive Filtering, etc.) that can be attached to the Recommendation
Workflow component. The algorithms can be called separately, in
a specific sequence or combined (e.g., as a hybrid approach). This
design gives our framework not only the flexibility that new algo-
rithms can be easily implemented and instantiated (see Listing 1)
but also that new recommendation workflows can be defined based
on a given use case or domain.

Moreover, the Recommender Engine component contains an Eval-
uator that can can be used to test and tune the different algorithms
(and the combinations of those) based on various evaluation met-
rics (see Sections 3.2 and 4.1).

The Solr Service Container acts as an abstraction layer for the
Solr core functionalities to encapsulate the different queries and
methods (e.g., facets or MoreLikeThis) into data-driven services
(e.g., Marketplace or social services) that can be consumed by the
recommender engine. Furthermore, this modular abstraction al-

4http://blanc-noir.at/

lows the Solr backend to be replaced by another data store or search
strategy (e.g., ElasticSearch5) if needed.

The Solr Cores contain the indexed data used to generate rec-
ommendations. Each core is described by its own Solr schema that
specifies a data structure and that can be extended easily by simply
adding new data fields to it and calling Solr’s RELOAD function.
Currently, we store four types of data structures in the Solr cores:
(1) user profiles, (2) item profiles, (3) user actions (e.g., purchases)
and (4) social interactions (e.g., comments). New Solr cores can
be added if new data structures are needed in the data model. For
adding a new Solr core, a new data schema needs to be defined and
registered in the solr.xml configuration file, which can be automat-
ically done using Solr’s CREATE function.

Another major reason for using Solr is its support for horizon-
tal scaling. Since version 4.0, full automatic index distribution and
searching across multiple machines (either shards or replicas) is
supported. Under a scenario where the maximum capacity for han-
dling queries per second is reached, horizontal scaling with addi-
tional replicas can be performed. On the other hand, with sharding
on multiple machines, Solr supports the need to store large amounts
of data distributively.

The REST API is the interface to our framework that a client
can either use to request item recommendations, based on a specific
algorithm or workflow, or to update the data model (e.g., if a user
has purchased an item) via JSON messages. These JSON messages
are fully configurable and let the client, for example, define user-
specific data filters to, e.g., request only recommendations for a
given item category.

The data updates are handled by data connectors, where each
connector is responsible for a different type of data. Currently there
are two connectors in the system, one for social data (e.g., Face-
book, G+ and Twitter streams) and the other one for marketplace
data (e.g., purchases).

Listing 1: Example of how to implement and run a new recom-
mender strategy.
// Implement the recommender strategy
public interface RecommendStrategy {

public RecommendResponse recommend(RecommendQuery q,
Integer maxResults, SolrServer SolrServer);

}
// Run the new recommender strategy
RecommendStrategy strategyToUse = new MyStrategyImpl();
Filter filter = new ContentFilter(); // optional
RecommendationService.getRecommendations("some_user",

"some_product", 10, filter, strategyToUse);

2.2 Recommender Algorithms
Currently, our framework implements four algorithms types to

recommend items (in our case products) to users. This set of al-
gorithms can easily be extended or adapted as explained in Section
2.1.

MostPopular (MP): This approach recommends for any user
the same set of items, which are weighted and ranked by purchase
frequency.

Collaborative Filtering (CF): Consists of recommending items
to a target user that have been previously favorited, consumed or
liked by similar users, the neighbors. This method is also known as
K-NN because it is usually accomplished in two steps: first, find the
K nearest neighbors based on some similarity metric, and second,
recommend items that the neighbors have liked that the target user
still has not consumed [20].

5http://www.elasticsearch.org/



In our case, we construct the neighborhood of a user based on
two types of features: marketplace features (purchases and cate-
gories), and social features (interests, groups and interactions) as
shown in Table 2. As an example: In the case of purchases (CFp),
we get all purchased items of the target user and query all users that
have also bought these items through the Solr data model in order to
recommend their purchased items to the target user. The resultant
lists of users and items are ranked and weighted using Solr’s facet
queries. The necessary queries for this process are the following:

// Find similar users based on purchased items using
Solr’s facet queries

/select?q=id:("some_product_1")+OR+id:("some_product_2")&
facet=true&facet.field=my_users_field

// Find items purchased by those similar users that are
new to the target user

/select?q=my_users_field:("user_1"^5+OR+"user_2"^3)&
fq:-id:("some_product_1")+OR+-id:("some_product_2")

Content-based Recommendations (C): Content-based recom-
mendation systems analyse item meta-data to identify other items
that could be of interest for a specific user. This can be done based
on user profile data or on the meta-data of the items that the user
has liked or purchased in the past [15]. Our implementation of
a content-based recommender is based on the second method and
uses the built-in MoreLikeThis functionality of Solr that finds sim-
ilar items for one or multiple given items by matching their con-
tent. We use two different types of meta-data features, namely
the title and the description of items (see Table 2). There are sev-
eral parameters for the MoreLikeThis function that can be set, e.g.,
the minimum document frequency (mindf), the minimum term fre-
quency (mintf), minimum word length (minwl), etc. In the cur-
rent implementation, both frequency parameters are set to 1 and the
word length to 4, which gives us a good trade-off between accuracy
and scalability. However, our implementation allows the applica-
tion developer also to set the parameters herself, if needed. New
content-based recommendation algorithms with different features
can be developed by implementing the aforementioned Recommend-
Strategy Interface. The listing below shows how a content-based
recommender can be called and customized in terms of the field
(mlt.fl) used to match items with similar content:

/select?q=id:("some_product_id")&mlt=true&
mlt.fl=description

Hybrid Recommendations (CCF): All three mentioned recom-
mender algorithms have unique strengths and weaknesses, e.g., CF
suffers from sparse data and cold start problems, while content-
based approaches suffer from item meta-data to be utilized[4]. Hy-
brid recommenders combine different algorithms to tackle this is-
sue in order to produce more robust recommendations [5]. Consid-
ering that we want to favor items recommended by more than one
method, we chose to implement the hybrid approach called Cross-
Source Hybrid defined in [4]:

Wreci =
∑

sj∈S

(Wreci,sj ·Wsj ) · |Sreci | (1)

, where the combined weighting of the recommended item i,
Wreci , is given by the sum of all single weightings for each recom-
mender source Wreci,sj multiplied by the weightings of the recom-
mender sources Wsj . Furthermore, it uses the number of recom-
mender sources where i appears |Sreci | to strongly favor items that
have been identified by more than one recommender. We use this
approach to combine the different features and algorithms shown in
Table 2 where each recommender source can be weighted accord-

Marketplace (Market)
Number of users 72, 822
Number of purchases 265, 274
Mean number of purchases per user 3.64
Number of products 122, 360
Mean number of purchases per products 2.17

Online Social Network (Social)
Number of users 64, 500
Number of likes 1, 492, 028
Number of comments 347, 755
Mean number of likes per user 14.91
Mean number of comments per user 3.47
Number of groups 260, 137
Mean number of groups per user 8.91
Number of interests 88, 371
Mean number of interests per user 1.57

Table 1: Basic statistics of the SL dataset.

ing to its impact on the given data (e.g., its Mean Average Precision
value as described in Section 3.2). This hybridization approach is
just one of the many approaches of how to combine different rec-
ommender strategies as described in the aforementioned work by
Burke [5]. Hence, implementing the RecommendStrategy in-
terface can lead to other approaches also in terms of the feature
selection process, if needed (e.g., [17]).

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the following sections we describe in detail the dataset and the

evaluation method and metrics used for our evaluation.

3.1 Dataset
In order to evaluate our social recommender architecture, we

relied on two different sources of data to predict future product
purchases (see also [25]) – online Marketplace data and an online
social network data obtained from the virtual world SecondLife6

(SL). The reason for choosing SL over other real world sources is
the lack of freely available datasets that combine both social net-
work with marketplace data from the same set of users. The overall
statistics of whole dataset can be found in Table 1.

Similar to eBay, every seller in the SL marketplace7 owns her
own sub-page – called the seller’s store – where all items offered
are presented to the general public. As with other trading plat-
forms such as Amazon, sellers in the SL Marketplace have the
possibility to apply meta-data information such as price, title, or
description to their products. Customers in turn are able to pro-
vide reviews or ratings to products. In order to crawl all stores
and corresponding meta-data information as well as interactions
from the SL marketplace, we exploited the fact that every store
has a unique URI built from the URL pattern http://marketplace.
secondlife.com/stores/STORE_ID, where STORE_ID is an incre-
mental integer starting at 1. With this exploit at hand, we were
able to download 72,822 complete user profiles with correspond-
ing 265,274 purchases from the stores.

The online social network MySecondLife8 was introduced by
Linden Labs, in July 2011. It can be compared to Facebook regard-
ing postings and check-ins but aims only at residents of the vir-
tual world. Hence, users can interact with each other by sharing
text messages, and commenting or liking (= loving) these mes-
6https://secondlife.com/
7https://marketplace.secondlife.com/
8https://my.secondlife.com/



Set Name Alg. Feature nDCG MRR MAP F1 D UC

M
ar

ke
t CCFm CFp CF purchases .0812 (.0305) .1310 (.0492) .0628 (.0236) .0442 (.0166) .4404 (.1654) 37.56%

CFc CF categories .0312 (.0145) .0202 (.0094) .0226 (.0105) .0146 (.0068) .4945 (.2298) 46.47%
Ct C title .0361 (.0168) .0250 (.0116) .0267 (.0124) .0155 (.0072) .6000 (.2789) 46.30%
Cd C description .0370 (.0172) .0260 (.0121) .0280 (.0130) .0153 (.0071) .5991 (.2785) 46.61%

So
ci

al

CFs CFi CF interests .0018 (.0003) .0012 (.0002) .0012 (.0002) .0006 (.0001) .3814 (.0630) 16.52%
CFg CF groups .0257 (.0129) .0205 (.0103) .0215 (.0108) .0128 (.0064) .3816 (.1913) 50.13%
CFl CF likes .0120 (.0010) .0084 (.0007) .0096 (.0008) .0084 (.0007) .3269 (.0273) 8.35%
CFco CF comments .0112 (.0008) .0084 (.0006) .0096 (.0007) .0084 (.0006) .3147 (.0225) 7.15%
CFin CF interactions .1670 (.0192) .1174 (.0135) .1417 (.0163) .1626 (.0187) .3235 (.0372) 11.50%

Table 2: Results of the performance experiment for each recommendation approach with corresponding features (normalized to the actual
UC in the row). Values in brackets represent the results normalized to 100% UC.

sages. A user pro- file can be accessed through a unique URL,
https://my.secondlife.com/en/USER_ID, where USER_ID depicts
the user’s name. The necessary names were extracted from the SL
Marketplace dataset. In order to gather the whole network we also
extracted all interaction partners recursively until no new user could
be found. All over, 1,839,783 interactions (likes, comments) were
downloaded for 64,500 user profiles.

3.2 Evaluation Method and Metrics
To evaluate the performance of our recommendation methods in

terms of accuracy, ranking, diversity and coverage, we performed a
number of off-line experiments. Therefore, we split the SL dataset
in two different sets (training and test set) using a method similar to
the described in [14], i.e. for each user we withheld 10 purchased
items (= products) from the training set and added them to the test
set to be predicted. Since we did not use a p-core pruning tech-
nique to prevent a biased evaluation as suggested in related work
[7], there are also users with less than 10 relevant items. For these
users, we considered half of their purchased items for training and
the other half for testing. With that method at hand we are able to
simulate cold-start users for whom there is no item in the training
set and the only relevant item is used in the test set.

For the evaluation metrics we used a diverse set of well-established
measures in recommender systems. In particular, we report F1-
score (F1), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), Mean Average Preci-
sion (MAP ), Normalized Cumulative Discounted Gain (nDCG),
User Coverage (UC) [13], and Diversity (D) [21]. All performance
metrics are reported for 10 recommended items (k=10).

To assess the performance of our recommender framework in
terms of execution time and scalability we conducted two evalu-
ations. In the first one, we compared the runtime of train and test
datasets using different approaches and data sources. In the second,
we compared different stress tests within three different scenarios.
In scenario (i), we report the mean response time (in seconds) ac-
cording to an increasing number of requests, in scenario (ii), we
report the mean response time with 10% new randomly generated
data updates (i.e., purchases) during the recommendation process
and in (iii) we report the mean time needed to persist data on the
disc for a different number of updates. The experiments have been
executed on an IBM System x3550 server with two 2.0 GHz six-
core Intel Xeon E5-2620 processors, a 1TB ServeRAID M1115
SCSI Disk and 128 GB of RAM using one Apache Solr 4.3.1. in-
stance and Ubuntu 12.04.2.

4. RESULTS
In this section we present the results of our experiments in re-

spect to the recommender performance and the scalability of our
framework.

4.1 Algorithmic Performance
The evaluation of the performance of the recommender algo-

rithms and data sources has been conducted in two steps, first we
compared the different approaches and features on their own (see
Table 2) and then we compared the combinations of those (see Ta-
ble 4). The results for the different algorithms are calculated related
to their user coverage and so are based only on the users where
they were able to calculate recommendations as suggested in re-
lated work [9, 2]. Furthermore, also the values based on all users
in the datasets are shown in parenthesis.

Table 2 shows that the best results for the accuracy metrics (F1,
MRR, MAP and nDCG) are reached by CFin followed by CFp,
the CF approaches based on social interactions and purchases. How-
ever, the results also reveal that CFin only provides a small user
coverage (UC) value, where CFp performs much better and CFg

(CF based on groups) performs best. The best diversity (D) val-
ues are reached by the two content-based approaches based on title
and description (Ct and Cd). Another thing that comes apparent
is, that all shown approaches clearly outperform CFi (CF based
on interests). Although the user’s interest seems conceptually a
good metric to assess user similarity, in the SL social network it
is defined by free-written keywords and phrases of the user, which
would require additional validation or processing steps in order to
exploit it as an efficient source of similarity.

This pattern of results also shows that the different algorithms
and features have their unique strengths and weaknesses and that
a hybrid combination of those should increase the overall recom-
mender quality in terms of accuracy, diversity and user coverage
[5]. Table 4 proofs this assumption and shows the combination of
the marketplace-based approaches (CCFm = CFp + CFc + Ct +
Cd), the combination of the social based approaches (CFs = CFi +
CFg + CFl + CFco + CFin) and the combination of both together
with MP (All = CCFm + CFs + CFs) to also address the issue
of cold-start users. It can be seen that our hybrid approach not only
outperforms the other approaches on all metrics but also provides a
UC of 100% and so it can provide recommendations for all users
in the datasets.

4.2 Framework Scalability
The recommender scalability has been evaluated in two ways,

first we compared the runtime of the different approaches and fea-
tures, as well as the hybrid combinations of those, and second we
compared the mean response time of the algorithms in form of a
stress test with an increasing number of requests in three scenarios.

The results of the runtime comparison are shown in Table 3. The
table reveals the mean test time (Test) that is needed to calculate
recommendations for a user and the overall time (|Test+ Train|)
that is needed to process all the users from the test set together
with the training time (711 seconds) for building the data model



Type CFr CFc Cn Cd CFi CFg CFl CFc CFin MP CCFm CFs All

Test 0.020 0.097 0.029 0.094 0.024 0.023 0.011 0.013 0.021 0.016 0.194 0.024 0.197
|Test+ Train| 2,167 7,775 2,823 7,556 2,459 2,386 1,513 1,658 2,240 1,876 14,838 2,459 15,057

Table 3: Results of the runtime experiment (in seconds) for each single recommendation approach and feature together with the hybrid
approaches and MP as a baseline.

in Solr (i.e., indexing the data). In general these results reveal that
Solr is capable of providing real-time recommendations for users as
the maximum mean test time is only 0.197 seconds for our hybrid
approach.

Figure 2 shows the results of the stress test with an increasing
number of requests in three scenarios, first without data updates
during the recommendation process, the second one is similar but
includes a 10% rate of data updates (i.e., randomly generated pur-
chases), and the third scenario shows the time needed to update
data. It can be seen in the first plot (without data updates) that the
mean response time follows a near linear progress for our combined
hybrid approach which clearly shows the scalability of Apache Solr
and our framework. Most surprisingly this is also the case in the
second plot that also takes data updates during the recommendation
time into account and so shows the capability of Solr in maintain-
ing its data index in near real-time. The third plot shows that Solr is
also designed to handle a high number of update requests as there is
a much sharper increase in the mean update time for a small number
of update requests than for a high number.

This shows that our framework based on Solr already contains
algorithms that not only provide a good trade-off between recom-
mendation accuracy, diversity and user coverage, but also provide
and calculate recommendations in real-time and at scale. Further-
more, there are additional ways to optimize Apache Solr (e.g., soft
commits, using an SSD disk, ...) to even better tackle the perfor-
mance of committing new or existing data.

5. RELATED WORK
There are already multiple frameworks and approaches out there

that focus on scalable recommendation mechanisms. Most of these
approaches are based on Collaborative Filtering techniques to pre-
dict the user’s ratings for items, such as movies or products, based
on the user’s preferences in the past. However, the computational
complexity of these calculations is typically very high, especially
in the case of real-time streams.

To tackle this issue, previous work focused on distributed and
scalable data processing frameworks such as Apache Hadoop or
Mahout based on the map/reduce paradigm (e.g., [26] or [23]). In
contrast to our framework based on Apache Solr, these approaches
lack the mechanisms that enable near real-time updates of the data
model (data indexing) in case of new user interactions (e.g., a user
purchased an item) and updates of the data schema in case of new
data sources that have to be plugged in (e.g., data from HBase ta-
bles). Furthermore, it is not trivial to handle social- and content-
based data with these framework, whereas this functionality comes
directly out-of-the-box with Solr (e.g., with the MoreLikeThis func-
tion) together with powerful full text search functionalities. An
alternative method to improve Collaborative Filtering is based on
Matrix Factorization as for example proposed by Diaz-Aviles et
al. [6]. However, in this work the authors focus on the near real-
time processing of Twitter streams for topic recommendations and
not on item recommendations in social online marketplaces as it is
done with our framework.

Other approaches use database systems in order to "query" the
recommendations from a data model or to simply cache the already
calculated recommendations. One example for a database-driven

Measure MP CCFm CFs All
nDCG .0078 .0678 (.0316) .0182 (.0103) .0387
MRR .0054 .0420 (.0196) .0126 (.0071) .0249
MAP .0054 .0485 (.0226) .0133 (.0075) .0278
F1 .0032 .0354 (.0165) .0115 (.0065) .0188
D .3801 .4877 (.2274) .3770 (.2129) .4276
UC 100% 46.63% 56.47% 100%

Table 4: Results of the performance experiment for the hybrid ap-
proaches together with MP as a baseline (normalized to the actual
UC in the row). Values in brackets represent the results normalized
to 100% UC.

online recommender framework is the RecDB project by Sarwat et
al. [19] which is built on the basis of a PostgreSQL database with
an extended SQL statement set. The authors show that RecDB can
provide near real-time recommendations for movies, restaurants
and research papers. Although these approaches perform fairly
good, it has been shown that relational database management sys-
tems are insufficient for full text searches, that are the basis for
content-based recommendations, where information retrieval soft-
ware like Solr greatly speed up the response time of the requested
queries [24].

To date, there is only few research available that focus on the
usage of search engines and information retrieval systems to im-
plement recommendation services. In [22] a method is presented
to implement a k-nearest neighbor-based recommendation system
on top of full text search engines (MySQL and SphinxSearch) that
provides linear scalability relative to the data size. Another work in
this context is a recent contribution by Parra et al. [12] who imple-
mented a recommender system for scientific talks based on Apache
Solr. Although the latter mentioned contribution provides insights
on how to implement a near real-time recommender system based
on Apache Solr, they lack of extensive explanations and evaluations
of how such an approach performs in a big data scenario.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the implementation details and

evaluation of an online social marketplace recommender with a fo-
cus on two kind of readers: researchers and professionals in the
area of recommender systems. On the research side, we provided
results that highlight the importance of social features (interactions
in the form of likes and comments) in order to improve the accu-
racy, diversity and coverage of product recommendations. From the
side of professionals, we provided a description of our framework
based on Apache Solr with detailed results in terms of performance
and scalability in order to serve as a baseline for people interested
in implementing a recommender system, information rarely found
in current literature. Our framework evaluation considers dimen-
sions such as hardware configuration, model training and testing
trade-offs, real-time recommendation performance and the impact
of model updates over the whole system performance.

We plan different tasks to extend our current study. In terms
of algorithms, we would like to explore whether other hybridiza-
tion techniques (weighted, mixed, etc.) can provide us alternative
ways to combine methods and data sources, in order to produce
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Figure 2: Scalability tests (in seconds) for 10 to 100,000 recom-
mendation requests in three different scenarios.

an improvement in the quality of our recommendations. We also
look forward to test and integrate matrix factorization techniques
and study its impact in terms of recommendation quality and sys-
tem scalability. We also intend to run user studies to make sure
that improvements in accuracy, diversity and user coverage have a
significant positive impact on user engagement and satisfaction.

Regarding the platform, our current work proofed the feasibility
of only one well-known search engine backend to be easily utilized
and extended as a collaborative and content filtering recommender
engine. Therefore it is our aim to also investigate in depth other
popular backend search solutions such as ElasticSearch to compare
it with our current implementation based on Apache Solr. In this re-
spect, we are also interested in a comparative study that investigates
the performance of several collaborative and content filtering ap-
proaches grounded on SQL, Mahout or search engines (Solr, Elas-
ticSearch). Also, we are interested in utilizing other data sources,
in depth scalability experiments through sharding, and on testing
different feature selection methods for recommender systems.
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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems are acknowledged as an essential instru-
ment to support users in finding relevant information. However,
adapting to different domain specific data models is a challenge,
which many recommender frameworks neglect. Moreover, the ad-
vent of the big data era has posed the need for high scalability and
real-time processing of frequent data updates, and thus, has brought
new challenges for the recommender systems’ research community.
In this work, we show how different item, social and location data
features can be utilized and supported to provide real-time recom-
mendations. We further show how to process data updates online
and capture user’s real-time interest without recalculating recom-
mendations. The presented recommendation framework provides
a scalable and customizable architecture suited for providing real-
time recommendations to multiple domains. We further investigate
the impact of an increasing request load and show how the runtime
can be decreased by scaling the framework.
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1. MOTIVATION
In the past decade, there has been a vast amount of research in

the field of recommender systems. Most of that work focuses on
developing novel approaches [22] and improving accuracy [16].
Thus, many well known methods are available, such as Content-
Based Filtering [15], Collaborative Filtering [21] or Matrix Fac-
torization [13], all having their unique strengths and weaknesses.
These approaches are traditionally adapted and applied with the fo-
cus on a single domain model (e.g., marketplace, hotel, conference,
etc.). However, to support a diverse set of domains is becoming an
important issue for modern recommender systems [12].

In most domains, the prediction task is usually viewed as a two-
dimensional problem which one needs to solve (e.g., utilizing user-
item interactions). But nowadays it is not enough to support mul-
tiple domains on the basis of only one common data feature. With
the arrival of the big data era, recommender systems are expected

to analyze a lot of data, to support various data types and to han-
dle streams of new data (i.e., volume, variety and velocity defin-
ing the Big Data problem). In such large-scale settings, traditional
recommender systems usually analyze the data offline and update
the generated model in regular time intervals. However, in many
domains, choices made by users depend on factors which are sus-
ceptible to change anytime. Lets take a shopping mall for example,
where a user triggers frequent indoor location updates via a smart-
phone application while moving through the mall. Employing an
offline model update strategy that lasts hours or days may poten-
tially miss the current location context of the user and fail to pro-
vide the right recommendations to match user’s real-time demand.
As a consequence, being able to capture user’s real-time interests
is gaining momentum and is currently of high demand [5, 16, 4].

2. BACKGROUND
Most existing work, which focuses on real-time recommenda-

tions (e.g., Netflix [1], Microsoft [17], among others, e.g., [3, 23]),
use offline batch processing frameworks like Apache Hadoop, Ma-
hout or Spark. Other approaches use a relational database system
to provide near real-time recommendations by querying the recom-
mendations from a generated data model [19]. However, to capture
user’s real-time interest, streaming data needs to be processed on-
line, thus needing to tackle the conflicting accuracy, real-time and
big data requirements. For example, recent research from Huang
et al. [5] and Chandramouli et al. [4] goes into that direction by
utilizing a scalable Item-based Collaborative Filtering approach to
provide real-time recommendations.

But, by focusing on the common user-item interactions, addi-
tional contextual information is usually neglected. As such, the
research community has also looked into exploiting social or lo-
cation data (e.g., [2, 13]). In doing so, personalized recommenda-
tions using Matrix Factorization dominate the literature. Jamali et
al. [6] predicted ratings using a Matrix Factorization model that
incorporates social relations. Ma et al. [13] improved both Mean
Absolute Error and Root-Mean-Square Error by incorporating so-
cial information, using social regularization in two Matrix Factor-
ization models. In general, Matrix Factorization based approaches
need to be retrained, when the data changes. This tends to be time-
consuming, especially in case of frequent data updates where it fails
to capture user’s real-time demand. Furthermore, empirical studies
showed that a large number of factors are needed so that Matrix
Factorization based approaches can deal with sparse data [18].

3. APPROACH AND METHODS
In this work, we are interested in finding out to what extent dif-

ferent data features (i.e., item, social or location) can be utilized
or even be combined for real-time recommendation. To perform
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Figure 1: Scalability experiment with five recommendation approaches (having the hybrid run the four approaches in parallel), mak-
ing 325,005 independent recommendation requests to process. The exponentially increasing request loads (simulated by threadpools
that continuously fire requests) are handled in three scenarios: (a) localy with only 1 processing node being deployed, (b) scaling the
framework with 2 distributed nodes, and (c) having 4 distributed nodes to process the incoming recommendation requests.

this task, we rely on data crawled from the virtual world of Sec-
ondLife 1 and perform an extensive evaluation in terms of nDCG
and User Coverage [7] of the different content- and network-based
data features. The main reason for choosing SecondLife data over
other sources are manifold, but mainly due to the fact that currently
there are no other datasets available that comprise extensive item,
social and location data of users at the same time. Building up on
these results, the aim is to provide a general framework which can
(1) process streaming data online while providing real-time recom-
mendations, (2) support a multi-domain environment and the cor-
responding data features, and (3) provide a scalable architecture to
cope with increasing request loads.

Recently, search engines have gained attention in the context of
recommender systems [14]. While the results are promising, they
do not provide explanations and evaluations of how such an ap-
proach would perform in a big data, nor in a real-time multi-domain
environment. As such, the aim of this work is to proof the bene-
fits of using search engines to support different data features while
providing real-time recommendations. One issue, however, is that
in this way scalability problems are only tackled on the data side of
the domain. In order to truly be able to support multiple domains,
a recommender framework is needed which can additionally (1) be
customized with domain specific models and approaches, and (2)
cope with an increasing request load a domain could experience.
Using the already mentioned SecondLife dataset, but also a much
larger Foursquare dataset [20], we simulate an increasing recom-
mendation request load which such a framework needs to handle.

4. OUTCOMES
In [7] we showed to what extent different data features (derived

from item, social and location data) can be utilized for recom-
mending items, low-level and top-level categories. In our results,
we showed that approaches which utilize social data features can
outperform the ones based on item or location features in case of
recommending items. In case of recommending categories, these
differences get substantially smaller and even change in favor to
item and location data. Moreover, our results suggests that com-
bining the data sources should result into more robust recommen-
dations, especially in cases of recommendation tasks on different
levels of specialization (i.e., categories). In a similar fashion, we
also showed in [10] that location data can especially be helpful in
tackling cold-start users which have no interaction data whatsoever.

In [8], we proofed the benefits of using the search engine Apache
Solr 2 to provide real-time recommendations. We showed that a re-

1http://secondlife.com/
2http://lucene.apache.org/solr/

commender system is able to process data updates in real-time and
immediately consider these updates (i.e., user’s real-time interest)
in the recommendation process without the need for recalculations.
In [9] we also presented the first open-source recommender frame-
work based on the Apache Solr search engine. But as previously
mentioned, we considered the scalability issues only on the data
side of a domain, and not within the framework (e.g., handling an
increased request rate). For that purpose, we recently presented
ScaR [11]. ScaR adopts the microservices architecture and was
built with the focus on providing a scalable and customizable ar-
chitecture suited for providing real-time recommendations to mul-
tiple domains. Different domains can run (and scale) the frame-
work in isolated environments. The domain specific data features
and recommendation approaches can be dynamically customized
using a dedicated microservice which synchronizes the change to
all domain-relevant nodes.

To demonstrate ScaR’s scalability performance, Figure 1 reports
a runtime experiment on the Foursquare dataset with an increas-
ing number of request loads. As described in [11], we requested
five different recommendation approaches for 65,001 users, making
it 325,005 independent recommendations requests to process. We
performed this experiment by simulating an increasing request rate
(load) to the system, having 16, 32, 64 and 128 threads simultane-
ously requesting recommendations. These experiments were then
repeated three times: first having 1 local processing node and then,
scaling it to 2 and 4 distributed nodes. As seen, the local deploy-
ment has an exponential increase in the runtime as the load grows.
Such behaviour is somewhat expected as the number of incoming
recommendation requests cause a load spike and the processing
threads consequently cause to much context switching. But, as we
deploy additional nodes, we can see a significant decrease in the
growth of the mean processing runtime when compared to the lo-
cal deployment, which is crucial in cases when a maximal runtime
needs to be guarantied.

5. PLAN AND TIMELINE
With respect to the future research workplan, the aim is to fur-

ther look into feasible strategies to balance the trade-off between
accuracy and runtime in a multi-domain environment. For a thesis
conclusion, the idea is to find out how recent the utilized history
data and the candidate recommendations need to be (i.e., by con-
sidering the exact time or a sliding window approach) in order to
even better recommend user’s real-time interest. This would not
only lead to better accuracy but also to a better performance, as
less data will need to be processed.
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ABSTRACT
In this work, we present the findings of an online study, where
we explore the impact of utilizing embeddings to recommend job
postings under real-time constraints. On the Austrian job platform
Studo Jobs, we evaluate two popular recommendation scenarios: (i)
providing similar jobs and, (ii) personalizing the job postings that are
shown on the homepage. Our results show that for recommending
similar jobs, we achieve the best online performance in terms of
Click-Through Rate when we employ embeddings based on the most
recent interaction. To personalize the job postings shown on a user’s
homepage, however, combining embeddings based on the frequency
and recency with which a user interacts with job postings results in
the best online performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Job recommender systems have become an integral part of both
academia and industry for a few decades now [24], which is also
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illustrated by the fact that XING1 has organized two recent RecSys
Challenges [1, 2]. In the past, research on job recommendations has
mainly employed various Collaborative- and Content-Based Filter-
ing approaches or their hybrid combinations [3, 27] to improve the
recommendation accuracy. Recently, learning latent item represen-
tations (i.e., embeddings) for recommender systems has become a
popular technique and has shown state-of-the-art performance in
the job domain. For example, the authors of [26] use Doc2Vec [17]
to create job embeddings based on job-related content features. To
test their approach, they conduct an offline evaluation, where they
manually score the quality of similar jobs from a small subset of 100
randomly selected jobs. [23, 28] further propose an ability-aware
neural network to match the content of resumes with the content of
job requirements. Other works [5, 16, 22] define the task at hand as
an item-to-item recommendation problem and evaluate embedding
approaches also in offline studies.

However, whether a user indeed accepts a recommendation can
only be measured with either user studies or online evaluations. User
studies are to date rarely used as they require active participation of
users over a period of time [6] and online evaluations are expensive
to set up, as they need a fully functional system with a significant
userbase [7]. As a consequence, related work that reports on on-
line studies of job recommender systems is scarce. For example,
recent work [12] explored in an online study how to increase the
engagement toward underserved jobs. Besides, in the case of the
RecSys 2017 Challenge, the top-25 participating teams were allowed
to publish their solutions once per day to be rolled out on the XING
platform [2]. In line with recent research [8, 11], recommendation
approaches used in an online evaluation usually need to consider
real-time constraints [9, 25], such as having response times, which
are below 100-200 milliseconds or immediately considering data
updates in the next recommendation request.

The present work. In this work, we contribute to the sparse line of
research on evaluating job embeddings under real-time constraints
in an online setting. For this, we learn job embeddings using the
popular Doc2Vec approach. We obtain fixed-length vectors from
the job description text and investigate their impact on the online
performance of recommending job postings in real-time. Similarly,
as in our previous work [16], we further represent a user’s browsing
behavior by combining the extracted embeddings using a model

1https://www.xing.com
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Test Distinct Users Reco Requests Days Approach CTR ↗ Runtime (ms) ↘
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Impact of embeddings 8,576 31,968 32
CBF 0.0194

18.04%
51

23.53%
LAST 0.0229∗ 39∗∗

Influence of frequency and recency 4,715 18,464 15
LAST 0.0249∗∗

75.35%
67∗∗

28.72%
BLL 0.0142 94

Merit of recency 3,375 11,992 15
BLLd=0.6 0.0174∗

35.94%
97

2.06%
BLLd=0.4 0.0128 95

H
om

ep
ag

e Influence of frequency and recency 9,620 26,334 25
BLL 0.0671∗

15.69%
114∗∗

13.64%
CF 0.0580 132

Combining frequency and recency 9,313 24,907 19
HYBBLL 0.0471∗∗

33.05%
172

38.37%
CF 0.0354 106∗∗

Table 1: We report the mean Click-Through Rate (CTR) and the mean Runtime of the approaches utilized in the corresponding A/B
tests. The increase↗ in accuracy and decrease↘ in runtime is reported for the best performing approach. Moreover, we use the ∗
symbol to indicate it the results are significantly better with a p-value < 0.05 and the ∗∗ for results with a p-value < 0.0005.

from human memory theory, that integrates factors of frequency and
recency of job posting interactions. To measure the real impact of
such an approach, we perform several A/B tests on the Studo Jobs
platform. That is, we compare against two popular recommendation
use-cases that we tackle under the real-time constraint: (i) providing
content-based recommendations for similar job postings to the one
currently viewed by the user and, (ii) personalizing the homepage
with job postings using collaborative filtering. Our findings suggest
that in situations when we recommend similar job postings, using
embeddings based on the most recent interaction tends to improve
the online performance. In contrast, combining embeddings based
on the frequency and recency with which a user interacts with job
postings improves the online performance when we personalize the
job postings on the homepage.

2 RECOMMENDATION STUDY
Our study is carried out in the Studo Jobs2 platform. We tackle
two distinguished recommendation scenarios, which the platform
supports. First, we recommend similar jobs. Second, we personalize
the ranked list of all possible job postings in the system to improve
engagement on the homepage of Studo.

As shown in our previous offline study in [16], learning embed-
dings on the textual description of job postings can improve both
the accuracy and diversity of content-based recommendations. In
the present work, we learn embeddings of job postings by utilizing
Doc2Vec [17], a variation of the widely popular Word2Vec [19]
approach. In order to investigate the online performance of the ex-
tracted job embeddings 3 under real-time constraints, we employ
two variants for performing content-based recommendation of job
postings, which are described in this section. For evaluation, we
measure both Click Through Rate (CTR) and runtime.

Utilizing the most recent job interaction (LAST). A natural way
of using embeddings is to apply them in a content-based manner
(e.g., [20]). That is, given a reference vector representation, the task
is to find the top-k similar vectors (i.e., job postings) using the Cosine
similarity. As described in [16], to obtain this reference vector, we
use the embedding of the last (i.e., most recent) job posting with
which the user has interacted. With this recommendation strategy,
2https://studo.co/jobs , the predecessor of the Talto career platform (https://talto.com)
3We obtain the embeddings using a Doc2Vec model that we train with a window size of
20, a learning rate of 0.025 and 10 negative samples.

we can study the online performance when we recommend jobs that
are similar to the one the user is currently viewing.

Integrating interaction frequency and recency (BLL). One issue
of the previously mentioned LAST recommendation strategy is that
it solely focuses on the factors of interaction recency. However,
related work has shown that past interaction frequency and recency
are crucial factors for personalization [13, 16]. In this respect, the
cognitive architecture ACT-R defines the Base-Level Learning (BLL)
equation, which integrates these two factors to model the information
access in human memory. Thus, to simultaneously account for both
frequency and recency factors of job posting interactions, we use the
BLL equation to model a user’s browsing behavior:

BLLu,j = ln(
n∑

i=1
(TSr ef −TSj,i )−d ) (1)

where BLLu,j is the BLL value for a given user u and a given job
j, and n states the number of times u has interacted with j in the
past. Moreover, TSj,i is the timestamp (in seconds) of when u has
interacted with j for the i-th time andTSr ef is a reference timestamp
such as the time when the job recommendations are requested. The
parameter d is used to set the time-dependent decay of item exposure
in human memory and unless stated otherwise, we set it to its default
value of 0.5 (i.e., according to Anderson et al. [4]).

In this work, we use Anderson’s model of human memory the-
ory to create a reference vector representation that can be used in
a content-based manner (i.e., to find similar job postings). For that,
we first normalize the BLL values using a softmax function and
then multiply them with the vector representations assigned to the
individual job postings from a user’s browsing history. This way, we
form a weighted sum of embeddings based on how frequently and
recently the user has interacted with the particular job postings. As
shown in [16], utilizing embeddings in such a way results in a rec-
ommendation performance with a higher diversity when compared
to the previously mentioned LAST approach.

Adapting for real-time job recommendations. In practice, response
times of recommendations need to be below 100-200 milliseconds
[9, 25]. To adapt the LAST and BLL approaches for an online setting
(i.e., to provide recommendations in real-time), we further propose
to store the learned job embeddings in the form of payloads in
Apache Lucene. Payloads are a general purpose array of bytes that
are associated with a Lucene token at a particular position. Each
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Figure 1: Analysis of incorporating job embeddings to recommend similar jobs. The reported results show a daily CTR and the
distribution of the measured runtime performance.

job posting is thus annotated with multiple positions of the latent
vector dimensions. The latter positional information can be used for
fast retrieval and calculation of vector similarities (i.e., utilizing the
Cosine similarity) at runtime4. For the online study on the Studo
Jobs platform, we use Apache Solr5 to store, retrieve and calculate
the similarity of job embeddings in real-time.

Experimental setup. In our experiments, we measure the Click-
Through Rate (CTR) and the runtime performance. To obtain the
CTR, we compute the percentage of recommended job postings
with which the users have interacted. For the runtime analysis, we
measure the time it takes to generate each recommendation in mil-
liseconds. We compare two approaches at a time (i.e., conduct an
A/B test) to avoid being subject to periodical changes and other
anomalies (e.g., server load differences). For this reason, we divide
our userbase into two equal groups and assign them to one of the two
approaches that we evaluate. We further perform a chi-squared test
on the measured recommendation outcome (i.e., a user either did or
did not engage with a recommendation) and a t-test on the runtime
performance to determine if the differences in the reported results
are statistically significant. Concerning real-time constraints, all rec-
ommendation approaches in the Studo Jobs platform calculate new
recommendations for every request and filter out those job postings
that the user has already interacted with in the current session.

3 SIMILAR JOBS
When users view a particular job posting in the Studo Jobs platform,
recommendations with similar, alternative jobs are shown to them.
The location of the shown recommendations depends on the layout
of the device used. On the desktop, the recommendations appear in
the sidebar, while on a mobile device they will appear under the job
posting description. Furthermore, this type of recommendation only
suggests a short list of 3 alternative job postings and does not suffer
from a cold-start problem (i.e., users have at least one interaction).

Baseline: Content-Based Filtering (CBF). A popular method in
many systems for recommending similar items (i.e., jobs) is Content-
Based Filtering [3, 21]. This method analyses item metadata to

4An example of how to implement the retrieval of similar vectors in Elastic Search, a
search engine that is built on top of Apache Lucene can be found at the following link:
https://github.com/lior-k/fast-elasticsearch-vector-scoring.
5A search engine that, similar as Elastic Search, is built on top of Apache Lucene:
https://lucene.apache.org/solr/.

identify other items that could be of interest for a specific user. In
Studo, this is done using TF-IDF on the description text of the job
posting with which the user currently interacts. Besides being a
typical pick for recommending similar items, another reason for
using CBF is that it can easily be adapted for an online setting,
where recommendations need to be served in real-time6.

Impact of embeddings. The initial aim of this work is to investigate
if utilizing embeddings, which we learn from the textual content of
job postings, can outperform traditional content-based recommenda-
tions when used in a similar item scenario. For this, we first did a
preliminary A/B test of the LAST approach to evaluate the impact
of the embedding size. In the case of Studo, embeddings larger than
100 did not contribute to a higher CTR, but did increase the overall
runtime performance. Table 1 thus reports on all A/B tests, for which,
we use 100 as the dimension size of job embeddings.

In Figure 1a, we report the performance of the LAST approach
when compared to the CBF baseline. The CTR varies over the 32-day
testing period, but overall, using job embedding from the currently
viewed job posting leads to a significant increase of the CTR by
18.04%. Moreover, utilizing embeddings in such a way resulted in
a 23.53% lower runtime (i.e., as reported in Table 1), which is a
desirable effect when providing recommendations in real-time.

Influence of frequency and recency. Building upon the insights on
the impact of using embeddings, we evaluate the model of human
memory theory during a shorter, 15-day period. That is, we inves-
tigate if we can further enhance the recommendation performance
by using the proposed BLL equation from Section 2 to create the
reference job vector. Interestingly enough, Figure 1b clearly shows
that modeling a user’s browsing behavior in this manner did not re-
sult in better performance than the LAST approach in terms of both
CTR and runtime. As seen in Table 1, we get the highest relative
difference in CTR which did not justify the increased computational
overhead, that resulted in higher runtime performance.

Merit of recency. We hypothesize that the BLL approach did not
exhibit a better performance due to the specific recommendation
scenario where it was applied in (i.e., showing similar jobs to the
currently viewed one). This suggests that factors of recency are

6As shown in [15], we leverage the built-in functionality of the Apache Solr search
engine to recommend jobs with the most similar textual content.
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(b) Combining frequency and recency

Figure 2: Online performance of job embeddings when used to
personalize the homepage.

especially influential in this setting and as such, we perform an
additional experiment to confirm this effect.

In our previous experiment, we set the time parameter d from
the BLL equation to have the default value of 0.5. However, this
parameter changes the rate at which things will be "forgotten". Thus,
it controls the decay of the impact of consumed items at an expo-
nential rate. The question is therefore on whether a shorter memory
(i.e., higher time decay) or a long memory is better for the setting
of recommending similar job postings. For this experiment, the ex-
ponents d = 0.6 (shorter memory) and d = 0.4 (longer memory)
were compared. As seen in Figure 1c and Table 1, favoring shorter
memory (i.e., recency) when calculating the BLL equation resulted
in a significantly better CTR. Indeed, this confirms the described
effect where users expect recommendations which are similar to the
more recent browsing behavior.

4 HOMEPAGE
As in many other systems, personalization in the Studo Jobs platform
starts already on the homepage. The homepage consists of a list of
25 job postings from which the first 5 are the calculated recommen-
dations. The advantage in this setting is the seamless integration of
recommendations with the list of available jobs. Moreover, users not
only first visit the homepage when they access the Studo Jobs portal,
but also often come back to it after they stop exploring a given job
posting. Such behavior results in the homepage being responsible for
more than 80% of all recommendations that the user has interacted
with and thus suggests to be a better fit for applying the model of
human memory theory to represent the user’s browsing behavior.

Baseline: Collaborative Filtering (CF). To this day, one of the
most explored and utilized techniques for personalizing a system
in real-time is Collaborative Filtering [10, 15, 18]. The Studo Jobs
portal uses the User-Based Collaborative Filtering approach to per-
sonalize the job postings on the homepage. In that setting, a target
user will get those job postings recommended that have been previ-
ously interacted by similar users (i.e., the neighbors). As shown in
[14], to provide recommendations in real-time, the inverted-index
structure available in the Apache Solr search engine is used to find
the k-nearest neighbors using the Cosine similarity metric.

Influence of frequency and recency. As previously stated, we hy-
pothesize that by incorporating the factors of frequency and recency
from a user’s browsing behavior, we can further enhance the online
performance of recommendations on the homepage. For this, we
use the BLL equation on the extracted embeddings from the user’s

interaction history to create a reference vector representation and
recommend the top-k similar job postings. To account for cold-start
users, we utilize the most popular job postings as a fallback7.

As seen in Figure 2a and the second part of Table 1, using the
BLL equation on embeddings from the user’s job history manages
to significantly outperform the CF baseline for both, the CTR and
the runtime performance. Such results suggest that the scenario
of personalizing the homepage is indeed a setting where the user
expects the recommendations to consider both, factors of frequency
and recency of her browsing behavior.

Combining frequency and recency. Instead of replacing the CF
baseline with the BLL approach, we further explore the efficacy of
a hybrid combination which uses these two approaches in a round-
robin fashion. We assume that for the homepage, where the user
interacts most with the provided recommendations, it would make
sense to allow picking from multiple sources of relevant job postings
since such a recommendation strategy has often lead to the best
performance in offline evaluation settings (e.g., [16, 27]).

As seen in Figure 2b and the last row of Table 1, the hybrid
combination of the BLL approach and the CF baseline also per-
forms significantly better than the CF baseline concerning CTR.
The relative improvement of 33.05% for the CTR in this A/B test is
much better than in the case when we just used the BLL approach
on its own. This, however, comes with a trade-off, namely, with a
significant increase in the runtime.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we contributed to the sparse line of research on evaluat-
ing job embeddings under real-time constraints in an online setting.
We performed a variety of A/B tests on the Studo Jobs platform
and ran evaluations concerning CTR and runtime for two different
recommendation scenarios, namely, recommending similar jobs and
personalizing the job postings that are shown on the homepage.

We found that for the case of recommending similar jobs, using
embeddings based on the most recent interaction provides the best
online performance. In contrast, combining embeddings based on the
frequency and recency with which a user interacts with job postings
significantly improves the online performance when we personalize
the jobs on the homepage.

Limitations and Future Work. While Doc2Vec is a popular choice
for learning item embeddings, other deep learning methods such
as, e.g., Autoencoders or Convolutional Neural Networks might
also perform well for this task. Furthermore, we did not explore
the impact of using additional user or job-related metadata on the
quality of learned embeddings. We also did not study the effects of
the time-dependent decay parameter d from the model of human
memory theory to a greater extent for personalizing the jobs shown
on the homepage. As such, we aim to tackle these points as future
work. Finally, the data we used for this study is proprietary and we
currently cannot release it to the research community.

Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the FFG Data
Market Austria (DMA) project. The authors also thank the team of
the Talto career platform for supporting this research experiment.

7Such a fallback strategy is used for every recommendation approach on the homepage
of the Studo Jobs portal (including the CF baseline).
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Abstract
In this work, we address the problem of providing job recommendations in an online 
session setting, in which we do not have full user histories. We propose a recom-
mendation approach, which uses different autoencoder architectures to encode ses-
sions from the job domain. The inferred latent session representations are then used 
in a k-nearest neighbor manner to recommend jobs within a session. We evaluate our 
approach on three datasets, (1) a proprietary dataset we gathered from the Austrian 
student job portal Studo Jobs, (2) a dataset released by XING after the RecSys 2017 
Challenge and (3) anonymized job applications released by CareerBuilder in 2012. 
Our results show that autoencoders provide relevant job recommendations as well 
as maintain a high coverage and, at the same time, can outperform state-of-the-art 
session-based recommendation techniques in terms of system-based and session-
based novelty.

Keywords Job recommendations · Session-based recommendation · Autoencoders · 
Session embeddings · Accuracy · Novelty

1 Introduction

People increasingly use business-oriented social networks such as LinkedIn1 or 
XING2 to attract recruiters and to look for jobs (Kenthapadi et al. 2017). Users of 
such networks make an effort to create personal profiles that best describe their 
skills, interests, and previous work experience. Even with such carefully structured 
content, it remains a non-trivial task to find relevant jobs (Abel 2015). As a conse-
quence, the field of job recommender systems has gained much traction in academia 

 * Elisabeth Lex 
 elisabeth.lex@tugraz.at

Extended author information available on the last page of the article

1 http://linke din.com.
2 http://xing.com.
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and the industry (Lacic et al. 2019; Siting et al. 2012). The main challenge that job 
recommender systems tackle is to retrieve a list of jobs for a user based on her pref-
erences or to generate a list of potential candidates for recruiters based on the job’s 
requirements (Hong et al. 2013).

Besides, most online job portals offer the option to browse the available jobs 
anonymously in order to attract users to the portal. As a consequence, the only data 
a recommender system can exploit are anonymous user interactions with job post-
ings during a session. In other words, the problem of recommending jobs is a ses-
sion-based recommendation problem (Jannach and Ludewig 2017). That is, the aim 
is to recommend the next relevant job in an anonymous session.

In our ongoing work with the Austrian start-up Studo,3 we have started to address 
the problem of recommending jobs in a session-based environment. In their student 
job portal Studo Jobs,4 we have observed an increasing volume of anonymous user 
sessions that look for new jobs.5 For example, over the past six months, anonymous 
job-related browsing has doubled from approximately 30,000 to 60,000 job interac-
tions. Therefore, in this paper, we address the problem of recommending jobs in a 
session-based environment.

Recently, neural networks have gained attention in the context of session-based 
recommender systems (e.g., Hidasi et al. 2015; Li et al. 2017; Lin et al. 2018; Wu 
et al. 2018, 2019; Yuan et al. 2019). The idea is to extract latent information about a 
user’s preferences from anonymous, short-lived sessions. For example, autoencoders 
(Kramer 1991) are neural networks designed to learn meaningful representations, 
i.e., embeddings, and to reduce the dimensionality of input data. Example applica-
tions are data compression (Theis et al. 2017), clustering and dimensionality reduc-
tion (Makhzani et al. 2015) as well as recommender systems, where they have been 
used to find latent similarities between users and items and to predict user prefer-
ences (Sedhain et al. 2015; Strub et al. 2016).

Their ability to preserve the most relevant features, while reducing dimension-
ality, inspired our idea to explore the use of autoencoders to infer latent session 
representations in the form of embeddings and to use these embeddings to gener-
ate recommendations in a k-nearest-neighbor manner. To that end, in this paper, 
we introduce a recommendation approach, which employs different autoencoder 
architectures, (1) a classic autoencoder (Kramer 1991), (2) a denoising autoencoder 
(Vincent et al. 2008) and (3) a variational autoencoder (Jordan et al. 1999), to learn 
embeddings of job browsing sessions. The inferred latent session representations 
are then used in a k-nearest neighbor manner to recommend jobs within a session. 
Besides, we use two types of input data to train and test our approach, i.e., interac-
tion data from sessions and content features of job postings, for which interactions 
took place during a session. We assess the performance of our approach in the form 

3 https ://studo .co.
4 The jobs platform in Studo, which is the predecessor of the Talto career platform (https ://talto .com)
5 We observe this trend independent from the changes in authenticated sessions, which fluctuate heavily 
over the year. The cause of this trend is that both the total number of sessions and the average ratio of 
anonymous sessions to authenticated sessions are growing.
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of offline evaluations on three datasets from the job domain: firstly, a dataset col-
lected from the Austrian online student job portal Studo Jobs; secondly, the job data-
set that was provided by XING after the RecSys Challenge 2017 (Abel et al. 2017); 
and finally, a dataset from a Kaggle competition on job recommendation sponsored 
by CareerBuilder. Our approach is compared to the state-of-the-art session-based 
recommender approaches (Hidasi and Karatzoglou 2018; Hidasi et al. 2015; Jannach 
and Ludewig 2017; Ludewig and Jannach 2018; Rendle et al. 2009) not only with 
respect to accuracy but also in terms of system-based and session-based novelty as 
well as coverage (Zhang et al. 2012). This is grounded in the growing awareness that 
factors other than accuracy contribute to the quality of recommendations (Herlocker 
et al. 2004; McNee et al. 2006). Moreover, novelty is especially an important metric 
for the job domain since applying to popular jobs may decrease a user’s satisfaction 
due to high competition and less chance of getting hired (see e.g., Kenthapadi et al. 
2017).

Contributions and findings The main contributions of this paper and the cor-
responding findings are as follows:

– We present a recommendation approach, which uses different autoencoder archi-
tectures to encode sessions from the job domain. We use the inferred latent ses-
sion representations in a k-nearest neighbor manner to recommend jobs within a 
session.

– We compare our approach to methods from recent work (Hidasi and Karatzo-
glou 2018; Hidasi et al. 2015; Jannach and Ludewig 2017; Ludewig and Jannach 
2018; Rendle et al. 2009) on the state-of-the-art session-based recommendation.

– We evaluate the efficacy of our approach on three datasets: firstly, a proprietary 
dataset collected from the online student job portal Studo Jobs; secondly, a pub-
licly available job dataset that was provided by XING after the RecSys Challenge 
2017; and thirdly, a publicly available job dataset from the job platform Career-
Builder.

– We train and test the autoencoders on two sources of job-related data: (1) interac-
tion data from sessions and (2) content features of job postings, for which inter-
actions took place during a session. Our results show that variational autoencod-
ers provide competitive job recommendations in terms of accuracy compared to 
the state-of-the-art session-based recommendation algorithms.

– We additionally evaluate all session-based job recommender approaches in terms 
of the beyond-accuracy metrics with system-based and session-based novelty as 
well as coverage. We find that autoencoders can produce more novel and surpris-
ing recommendations compared to the baselines and, at the same time, provide 
relevant jobs for the user while maintaining a high coverage.

– We provide the implementation of our approach as well as a more detailed hyper-
parameter description in a public GitHub repository6 in order to foster reproduc-
ible research.

6 https ://githu b.com/lacic /sessi on-knn-ae.
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Organization of the paper The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In 
Sect. 2, we discuss related work. Section 3 outlines our approach to employ autoen-
coders for session-based job recommendation. Section  4 describes the baseline 
approaches, datasets, evaluation protocol and performance metrics. Section 5 elabo-
rates on the results of our experiments. Finally, in Sect. 6, we conclude the paper 
and provide an outlook on our plans for future work.

2  Related work

At present, we identify two lines of research that are related to our work: (1) job rec-
ommender systems and (2) session-based recommender systems.

Job recommender systems Job recommender systems address a particular rec-
ommendation problem, in that a company might want to hire only a few candidates, 
while classic recommender systems typically recommend items that are relevant for 
a large number of users (Kenthapadi et al. 2017). There are two directions of the rec-
ommendation problem: One is to recommend jobs to a user given her user profile, 
while the other is to recommend candidates for a job posting. The directions of both 
problems can even be combined using a reciprocal recommender (Mine et al. 2013).

Research on recommending jobs to users has mostly focused on improving accu-
racy with methods like collaborative- and content-based filtering or hybrid combina-
tions of both (Al-Otaibi and Ykhlef 2012; Zhang and Cheng 2016). One example 
of a hybrid job recommendation system that uses interaction data as well as content 
data is the work of Liu et al. (2017). Here, the recommendation problem corresponds 
to first searching for matching candidates for a given job and then recommending 
this job to these candidates. In another job recommender system presented in Hong 
et al. (2013), the authors propose to first cluster user profiles based on their charac-
teristics and then to design separate recommendation strategies for each cluster.

In 2016, XING (a career-oriented social networking site based in Europe) organ-
ized a challenge for the ACM RecSys conference to build a job recommendation 
system (Abel et  al. 2016) that recommends a list of job posts with which a user 
might interact in the upcoming week. The winning approach (Xiao et al. 2016) used 
a hierarchical learning-to-rank model to generate the recommendations, which cap-
tures semantic relevance, temporal characteristics of a user’s profile information, 
the content of job postings and the complete log of user activities. The anonymized 
challenge dataset has since been employed, for instance, by Mishra and Reddy 
(2016), who built a gradient boosting classifier to predict if a given user will like a 
particular job posting. In 2017, XING organized another recommender challenge for 
the ACM RecSys conference (Abel et al. 2017). Here, the recommendation problem 
was turned into a search for suitable candidates when a new job posting is added to 
the system (i.e., the task constitutes a cold-start problem (Lacic et al. 2015)). The 
winning approach (Volkovs et  al. 2017) spent considerable effort on feature engi-
neering to train a gradient boosting algorithm, which determines the probability of 
whether or not a given candidate user profile is suited for a target job posting.

In our work, we employ the most recent version of the dataset provided by XING 
after the RecSys challenge 2017 to evaluate a range of approaches to provide job 
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recommendations in anonymous sessions. Besides, in our experiments, we use a 
proprietary dataset gathered from Studo Jobs, an Austrian student job portal, as well 
as a publicly available dataset from the job portal CareerBuilder.

Since in our work, we focus on session-based job recommendations, in the next 
paragraph, we summarize related work on session-based recommender systems.

Session-based recommender systems Most recommender systems require a user 
preference history in the form of explicit or implicit user interactions. Based on the 
user preference history, a user profile is created, which is the basis for approaches 
such as matrix factorization (Koren et al. 2009). However, it is not always possible 
to create such user profiles, e.g., to protect the privacy of users or due to inadequate 
resources. As a remedy, session-based recommender systems (Hidasi et  al. 2015) 
have been proposed, which model a user’s actions within a session, i.e., a short 
period when the user is actively interacting with the system. A simple approach 
toward session-based recommendation is to recommend similar items using 
item–item similarity as proposed by Sarwar et  al. (2001). Hidasi and Tikk (2016) 
propose a general factorization framework that models a session using the average 
of the component latent item representations. Shani et al. (2005) use Markov deci-
sion processes to compute recommendations that incorporate the transition prob-
ability between items. Jannach and Ludewig (2017) use co-occurrence patterns as a 
basis for session-based recommendations. They report comparable and often even a 
superior performance of a heuristics-based nearest neighbor method (KNN) to gen-
erate recommendations in a session-based setting in comparison with competitive, 
state-of-the-art methods based on neural architectures. Hence, in our work, we also 
use two KNN-based methods, i.e., sequential session-based KNN and vector multi-
plication session-based KNN (Ludewig and Jannach 2018) as baseline algorithms 
due to their good performance and scalability as reported in related works (Jannach 
and Ludewig 2017; Kamehkhosh et al. 2017; Ludewig and Jannach 2018).

In general, applying neural networks in session-based recommendation systems 
has gained much attention in recent years. For instance, recent work (Tuan and 
Phuong 2017; Yuan et  al. 2019) uses convolutional networks to produce session-
based item recommendations. Song et al. (2016) proposed a neural architecture that 
combines both long-term and short-term temporal user preferences. They model 
these preferences through different long short-term memory (LSTM) networks in a 
stepwise manner. In this vein, Lin et al. (2018) introduce STAMP (short-term atten-
tion/memory priority) that simultaneously incorporates a user’s general interest (i.e., 
long-term memory) and current interest (i.e., short-term memory). Wu et al. (2018) 
present an architecture for session-based recommendations that is based on graph 
neural networks. Here, using an attention network, each session is also represented 
by a session user’s global preference and their current interest. The authors of Li 
et  al. (2017) propose NARM (neural attentive recommendation machine), which 
uses an attention mechanism in a hybrid encoder to model the sequential behavior 
of a user and to extract the user’s main purpose from the current session. As the 
authors show, this approach is specifically well suited to model long sessions.

Out of the different neural architectures, recurrent neural networks have 
become particularly popular for the task at hand (Chatzis et  al. 2017; Hidasi 
et al. 2015; Smirnova and Vasile 2017). In the earlier mentioned work of Hidasi 
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et  al. (2015), the authors showed that a recurrent neural network (RNN)-based 
approach can model variable-length session data. Other related papers on sequen-
tial data either improve the original algorithm (Hidasi and Karatzoglou 2018; 
Tan et  al. 2016) or extend it by capturing additional information such as con-
text (Twardowski 2016) or attention (Li et al. 2017). In later work, Hidasi et al. 
(2016) introduce an architecture (i.e., pRNN) that combines multiple RNNs to 
model sessions via clicks as well as via features of the clicked items such as con-
tent information. Here, each RNN handles a particular feature, such as the clicked 
item’s textual representation. The authors show that, given the optimal training 
strategy, pRNN architectures can result in higher performance compared to fea-
ture-less session models. Due to its ability to incorporate content features of job 
postings in its model in addition to interactions within sessions, in our work, we 
use pRNN as a baseline approach as we also take into account content features of 
job postings as well as interactions.

In our work, we employ autoencoders, a type of neural network that can reduce 
the dimensionality of data (Kramer 1991), to infer latent session representations 
and to generate recommendations. Specifically, we propose to employ a classic 
autoencoder (Kramer 1991), a denoising autoencoder (Vincent et  al. 2008) and a 
variational autoencoder (Jordan et al. 1999) to model and encode sessions. In this 
vein, we find that collaborative denoising autoencoders (CDAE) (Wu et al. 2016) are 
related to our work. CDAE utilize a denoising autoencoder (Vincent et al. 2008) by 
adding a latent factor for each user to the input. A denoising autoencoder can learn 
representations that are robust to small, irrelevant changes in the input. In CDAE, 
the number of parameters grows linearly with the number of users and items, which 
makes it prone to overfitting (Liang et al. 2018). Also related to our work is neural 
collaborative filtering (He et al. 2017), where a neural architecture, which can learn 
any function from data, replaces the dot product between the latent user and item 
features. However, this model has a similar issue as CDAE and, thus, grows linearly 
with the number of sessions and jobs as the authors of Liang et al. (2018) describe.

Finally, with respect to evaluation, to the best of our knowledge, related work on 
evaluating session-based recommender systems with beyond-accuracy metrics such 
as system-based and session-based novelty, or coverage is scarce. Only in recent 
work, Ludewig and Jannach (2018) evaluate session-based recommender systems 
in light of coverage and popularity bias. With this work, we aim to contribute to this 
sparse line of research as we evaluate all approaches in this work with respect to 
system-based and session-based novelty as well as coverage, in addition to accuracy.

3  Approach

In this section, we describe our approach toward a session-based job recommender 
system using autoencoders. In Sect. 3.1, we first describe how we encode sessions 
with autoencoders. Then, in Sect. 3.2, we outline our method to model the input ses-
sion vectors from interactions and content features. Finally, Sect. 3.3 details how we 
compute session-based job recommendations.
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3.1  Encoding sessions using autoencoders

Autoencoders are a type of neural network, which were popularized by Kramer 
(1991) as a more effective method than principal component analysis (PCA) with 
respect to describing and reducing the dimensionality of data. Autoencoders are 
trained in an unsupervised manner where the network is trying to reconstruct the 
input by passing the information to the output layer through a bottleneck architec-
ture. For our work, we employ three variants of autoencoder architectures to repre-
sent a session: (1) a classical autoencoder (AE), (2) a denoising autoencoder (DAE) 
and (3) a variational autoencoder (VAE).

Autoencoder (AE) The simplest form of an autoencoder has only one hidden 
layer (i.e., the latent layer) between the input and output (Bengio et al. 2007). The 
latent layer takes the vector xs ∈ ℝ

D , which represents the session and maps it to a 
latent representation zs ∈ ℝ

K using a mapping function:

where W is a D × K weight matrix, b ∈ � is an offset vector and � is usually a non-
linear activation function. Using zs , the network provides a reconstructed vector 
x̂s ∈ ℝ

D , which is calculated as:

By adding one or more layers between the input and latent layer, we create an 
encoder and, correspondingly, a decoder by doing the same between the latent and 
output layer, hence the name autoencoder. During inference, we use the output of the 
latent layer (i.e., the information bottleneck) to represent the latent session vector zs.

In our experiments, for � , we use rectified linear units (ReLU7) (Nair and Hinton 
2010) activation function for all layers except the final output layer, where a sigmoid 
activation function is used. Furthermore, we use a Ds − 256 − 100 − 256 − Ds net-
work architecture,8 where Ds is the dimension of the original vector representation 
of the session that is encoded using job interactions with or without the correspond-
ing job content data. To train the network, we use RMSprop (Tieleman and Hinton 
2012) and minimize the Kullback–Leibler divergence (Fischer and Igel 2012).

We also experimented with adding additional encoder/decoder layers as well as 
increasing the layer size (e.g., layers with a size of 1000) but did not see any major 
performance differences besides an increased training complexity. Both Adam and 
RMSProp are two of the most popular adaptive stochastic algorithms for training 
deep neural networks. In our work, we focused on RMSProp.

Denoising Autoencoder (DAE) As shown by Vincent et  al. (2008), extending 
autoencoders by corrupting the input can show surprising advantages. The idea of a 

zs = h(xs) = �(WTxs + b)

x̂s = 𝜎(W �zs + b�)

7 For an input x, relu(x) = max(0, x).
8 We also tested higher values for the dimension of the latent layer (e.g., layers with a size of 1000) as 
well as adding additional encoder/decoder layers, but did not find enough accuracy improvement that 
would justify the additional computation burden when calculating session similarities in real time.
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denoising autoencoder is to learn representations that are robust to small, irrelevant 
changes in the input. Corrupting the input can be done on either one or multiple lay-
ers before we calculate the final output.

In our DAE model, we get a corrupted input x̂ using the commonly employed 
additive Gaussian noise on the input layer with a probability of 0.5. Like earlier, 
we use the same Ds − 256 − 100 − 256 − Ds architecture, ReLU and sigmoid activa-
tion functions, the RMSprop optimization algorithm and the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence as loss function.

Variational Autoencoder (VAE) Another approach to extract the latent repre-
sentation zs is to use variational inference (Jordan et al. 1999). For that, we approx-
imate the intractable posterior distribution p(zs|xs) with a simpler variational dis-
tribution q�(zs|xs) , for which we assume an approximate Gaussian form with an 
approximately diagonal covariance:

where � and �2 is the encoded output given the input vector representation xs of 
a session. To be more precise, we use additional neural networks as probabilistic 
encoders and decoders. Most commonly, this is done using a multilayered percep-
tron (MLP). For the above-mentioned q�(zs|xs) , we calculate:

where {W1,W2,W3, b1, b2, b3} are weights and biases of the MLP and are part of 
variational parameters � . While decoding, we sample the latent representation and 
produce a probability distribution �(zs) over all features from the input session vec-
tor xs . As we deal with implicit data, to calculate the probabilities, we let p�(xs|zs) 
be a multivariate Bernoulli (Kingma and Welling 2013), whose probabilities in the 
MLP we calculate as:

where f� is an element-wise nonlinear activation function (i.e., in our case a sig-
moid) and � = {W4,W5, b4, b5} are weights and biases of the MLP.

The generative model parameters � are learned jointly with variational parameters 
� by optimizing the marginal likelihood of the data. The objective is thus to mini-
mize the distance between the variational lower bound L(�,�, x) and a certain prior 
(Kingma and Welling 2013; Liang et al. 2018), which in case of VAEs is the Kull-
back–Leibler divergence (Fischer and Igel 2012) of q�(zs|xs) and p(zs|xs) . As we 
are sampling zs from q� in the variational lower bound, in order to learn the model, 
we need to apply the reparametrization trick (Kingma and Welling 2013; Rezende 
et al. 2014) by sampling � ∼ N(0, IK) (also seen later in Fig. 2) and reparametrize 

log q�(zs|xs) = logN(zs;�, �
2I)

� = W2 h + b2

log �2 = W3 h + b3

h = relu (W1 xs + b1)

log p(xs|zs) =
D∑

i=1

xsi log yi + (1 − xsi) ⋅ log(1 − ysi)

ys = f�(W5 relu (W4 zs + b4) + b5 )
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zs = 𝜇𝜙(xs) + 𝜖 ⊙ 𝜎𝜙(xs) . Hence, the gradient with respect to � can be back-propa-
gated through the sampled zs.

In our experiments, we utilize the described VAE model with a similar archi-
tecture as previously mentioned: Ds − 256 − 100 − 256 − Ds (i.e., the encoder and 
decoder MLPs are symmetrical). Furthermore, for all three autoencoder architec-
tures, we experiment on additionally incorporating the self-attention mechanism 
(e.g., as Lin et al. 2017; Parikh et al. 2016; Vaswani et al. 2017 do in their work) on 
the encoder layer.

3.2  Modeling session vectors

The input for any of the three autoencoder variants is a binary-encoded representa-
tion of the session xs . As shown in Fig. 1, we propose the following two variants of 
how to train the autoencoder models that will be used to infer the latent representa-
tion zs.

Variant 1: Modeling from interactions We construct xs by only using the job 
interaction data of a given session. In the remaining paper, we denote the three 
autoencoder models, which only use job interaction data as AEInt , DAEInt and 
VAEInt . We create session vectors of size ns , where ns is the number of jobs in the 

F1
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Session Interactions

J4 J3J1

J1 1

1 0 0

J1 J2 Jn

1 1

Session Representation

0 1

J4 0 1 1

J3 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Jr  ( = J3 ) Jr-1 ( = J4 ) Jr-2  ( = J1 ) 
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Jr-2
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              interaction in the session

m =  maximal number of job 
        interactions to consider

AEComb

Jr-mJ3 J4

n =  number of jobs 
    in the dataset

Session Representation

Fig. 1  Modeling session vectors. The input of the utilized autoencoder is a session representation, which 
can be binary-encoded using job interactions with or without the corresponding job content data. For 
example, a standard autoencoder that only considers interaction data (denoted as AE

Int
 ) will expect a 

binary encoded vector with a dimension that equals the number of jobs in the underlying dataset. To 
combine this with job content data (denoted as AE

Comb
 ), we use the most recent m job interactions within 

the session and generate a binary encoding of the job content features in descending order
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underlying dataset. Each job is then assigned an index in this vector. The interac-
tions on the corresponding job indices are set to 1, while we set the rest to 0. One 
possible drawback of this approach is that due to the ephemeral nature of job post-
ings, we would need to frequently retrain the utilized model in order to consider new 
jobs coming to the system (Matuszyk et al. 2015). Moreover, this will also impact 
the size of the input vector xs , which will constantly be increasing with every new 
job.9

Variant 2: Modeling from interactions and content In order to mitigate the 
need to retrain the autoencoder models frequently, we also propose to leverage the 
content of job postings, with which anonymous users have interacted during a ses-
sion (i.e., combine interaction data with content data). Given a set of content fea-
tures F = {f1,… , fl} , we first convert each job interaction in a session to a binary 
vector of size nj =

∑l

i=1
dist(fi) , where dist(fi) gives the number of distinct values of 

a job feature fi . Each feature value is then assigned an index in this vector, and the 
existing feature values are set to 1, while the rest are 0. To create the session vector 
xs , starting from the most recent job interaction, we concatenate the last m converted 
job interactions. In case the number of job interactions is less than m, xs is right-pad-
ded with 0-filled job vectors, which results in xs being of size nj × m . We denote the 
three autoencoder models that use the content features of job interactions as AEComb , 
DAEComb and VAEComb . Note also that we introduce the parameter m to end up with 
an input vector xs that has a fixed length and a model that is less sensitive to new job 
postings that are added to the system.

3.3  Computing session‑based job recommendations

We formulate the recommendation problem as follows: Given a target session st , in 
which there was an interaction with at least one job ji from the set of available jobs 
J = {j1,… , jn} , the task is to predict the next jobs this user will likely interact with. 
In order to compute recommendations, as shown in Fig. 2, we first extract the output 
zs for the sessions that are available in the training set. During prediction time, for 
a given target session st , we proceed to infer its latent representation first to find the 
top-k similar past sessions. In order to reduce the computational burden and allow 
for efficient recommendation,10 we extract a subset of all sessions, where the users 
have interacted with the last job in st . Using zs , we compute the cosine similarity 
between the respective target and candidate session and use the top-k similar ses-
sions to recommend jobs. Jobs are then ranked based on the following score:

sKNN(st, ji) =

n∑

i=1

sim(st, si) × 1si(ji)

10 The number of stored sessions can easily pass the million mark and cause for unnecessary calcula-
tions once a recommender system is running for a longer period.

9 This effect can, however, be damped by removing obsolete job postings, but would still result in a con-
stantly changing input dimension.
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where 1si(ji) is 1 if the candidate session si contains the job ji and 0 otherwise (as in 
Bonnin and Jannach 2015; Jannach and Ludewig 2017).

4  Experimental setup

In this section, we present the baseline approaches and the datasets we used for this 
study. We outline the evaluation protocol and the performance measures, which we 
employed to compare all approaches. In our evaluation, we contribute to the limited 
amount of related work (e.g., like Ludewig and Jannach 2018) as we evaluate all 
approaches both concerning accuracy and beyond-accuracy measures (i.e., system-
based and session-based novelty as well as coverage).

4.1  Baseline approaches

We utilize well-known baselines and compare our approach to the following state-
of-the-art methods (Ludewig and Jannach 2018) for session-based recommendation:
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Fig. 2  Computing session-based job recommendations. Using the trained autoencoders, we infer latent 
representation for (1) sessions in the training data and (2) the current target session for which we recom-
mend jobs. Jobs from the top-k similar candidate sessions (filtered by the currently interacted job post-
ing) are recommended to the target session
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POP A simple and yet often strong baseline for session-based recommenda-
tion is the popularity-based approach. As in Hidasi et al. (2015), the results are 
always the same top-k popular items from the training dataset.

iKNN The item-KNN approach recommends jobs that are similar to the actual 
job that is interacted with during the session. As in Hidasi et al. (2015), we use 
the cosine similarity and include regularization to avoid coincidental high simi-
larities between rarely visited jobs.

BPR-MF One of the commonly used matrix factorization methods for implicit 
feedback is Bayesian personalized ranking (Rendle et al. 2009). As in Hidasi et al. 
(2015), we use the average of job feature vectors of the jobs that had occurred 
in the current session as the user feature vector to apply it directly to generate 
a session-based recommendation. That is, similarities of the feature vectors are 
averaged between a candidate job and the jobs of the current session.

Bayes Following the Bayesian rule, we calculate the conditional probability of 
a job xi being clicked based on the previous r interactions of the current session s:

This approach is, from a computational perspective, inexpensive to calculate and run 
in an online setting.

GRU4Rec Recently, Hidasi et  al. (2015) showed that recurrent neural net-
works are excellent models for data generated in anonymous sessions. GRU4Rec 
combines gated recurrent units with a session-parallel mini-batch training pro-
cess, and it incorporates a ranking-based loss function. For our study, we use 
the most recent improvement in GRU4Rec (Hidasi and Karatzoglou 2018). This 
GRU4Rec version employs a new class of loss functions tied together with an 
improved sampling strategy.

pRNN Another recent advancement of Hidasi et  al. (2016) shows how to 
incorporate item features into the representation of neural networks. They pro-
pose several different architectures based on GRU units and ways to train them. 
We use a parallel architecture with simultaneous training for our experiments. 
This approach utilizes both a one-hot encoding of the current item interaction and 
an item representation as inputs for the subnets. The trained model uses the TOP1 
loss function as defined in Hidasi et al. (2015).

sKNN Recent research has shown that computationally simple nearest-neigh-
bor methods can be effective for session-based recommendation Jannach and 
Ludewig (2017). The session-based KNN approach first determines the k most 
similar past sessions in the training data. Sessions are encoded as binary vectors 
of the item space, and a set of k nearest sessions is retrieved for the current ses-
sion using cosine similarity. The final job score is calculated by aggregating the 
session similarity over all the sessions that contain the candidate job.

V-sKNN Vector multiplication session-based KNN (V-sKNN) is a variant of 
sKNN that considers the order of the elements in a session. The idea here is to 
create a real-valued vector by putting more weight on recent interactions, where 

P(xi�xs1 ,… , xsr ) =

∏r

j=1
P(xsj �xi) × P(xi)
∏r

j=1
P(xsj )
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only the very last element of the session obtains a value of “1” (Ludewig and Jan-
nach 2018). For this, a linear decay function is used that depends on the position 
of an element within the session.

S-sKNN Sequential session-based KNN (S-sKNN) puts more weight on ele-
ments that appear later in the session in a similar way as V-sKNN (Ludewig and 
Jannach 2018). This effect is, however, achieved by giving more weight to neigh-
boring sessions which contain recent items of the current session.

4.2  Datasets

For this study, we employ three different datasets from the job domain. The first 
dataset, Studo, is a proprietary dataset collected from the online platform Studo 
Jobs, a job-seeking service for university students. The second dataset RecSys17 
is the latest version of the data provided by XING after the RecSys Challenge 

Table 1  Statistics of the datasets Studo, RecSys Challenge 2017 (i.e., RecSys17) and CareerBuilder12

While Studo has more sessions and job interactions, the RecSys Challenge 2017 dataset has more job 
postings that can be recommended. CareerBuilder12 is the largest dataset, but also has the highest spar-
sity

Dataset # Interactions # Sessions # Jobs Sparsity (%)

Studo 191,259 26,785 1111 99.36
RecSys17 55,380 16,322 15,686 99.98
CareerBuilder12 661,910 120,147 197,590 99.99
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Fig. 3  Number of interactions based on the interaction type (top) and the distribution of session sizes 
(bottom) is shown for the RecSys Challenge 2017 (left) and Studo (middle) and CareerBuilder12 data-
sets. Overall, the distribution of interaction types is similar between the datasets where the click, view 
and apply interactions mostly dominate
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2017 (Abel et al. 2017). The third dataset CareerBuilder12 is from an open Kag-
gle competition, called Job Recommendation Challenge,11 provided by the online 
employment Web site CareerBuilder. The statistics of all three datasets are given 
in Table 1. As seen, all datasets have a high sparsity: 99.36% for Studo, 99.98% 
for RecSys17 and 99.99% for CareerBuilder12. Studo contains a higher num-
ber of sessions when compared to RecSys17 but has a much smaller number of 
available jobs that can we can recommend. CareerBuilder12 is the largest dataset 
of the three, but only contains job applications as interactions. In the next para-
graphs, we describe the three datasets in more detail.

Studo The dataset contains job interactions from anonymous user sessions from a 
period of three months between September 2018 and December 2018. All job inter-
actions in this dataset have an anonymous session id assigned to them. As seen in 
the top row of Fig. 3, the Studo dataset contains four interaction types, i.e., job view, 
show company details, apply and share job. As shown at the bottom row of Fig. 3, 
the log histogram of session sizes follows a skewed pattern, which means that most 
sessions have a small number of interactions. In particular, every session has 6.98 
interactions on average and a median of 5 interactions.

Concerning content features reported in Table 2, in the Studo dataset, we utilize 
seven content features of job postings. The Job State determines 1 out of 9 Austrian 
federal states. Job Country indicates whether the job is in Austria or some other 
country. The Job Begins Now feature specifies whether the job candidate can start 
immediately working on the advertised position. We relate this feature to the Is 
Payed feature from the RecSys17 dataset as companies typically pay for job post-
ings to be shown if they urgently need candidates. Studo’s Job State is similar to the 
Region feature from RecSys17, the same holds true for Studo’s Employment Type, 

Table 2  Binary-encoded content features of our three datasets

For Studo, concatenating all job features results in a job vector with a dimensionality of 60. For the Rec-
Sys17 dataset, this results in a job vector with a dimension of 79. For the CareerBuilder12 dataset, this 
results in 115 dimensionality vectors. We also put the same annotation on content features, which have a 
similar meaning in both datasets. The Job Discipline feature is the only one in Studo, which represents a 
combination of the Discipline Id and Industry Id features from the RecSys17 dataset

Studo RecSys17 CareerBuilder12

Content feature Encoding Content feature Encoding Content feature Encoding

Job state† 10 Region† 17 State† 55
Job country‡ 1 Country‡ 4 Requirement topic 20
Job begins now 1 Is payed 2 Title topic 20
Job effort 1 Career level 6 Description topic 20
Job language 1 Industry Id†† 23
Job discipline†† 40 Discipline Id†† 22

Employment type‡‡ 6 Employment‡‡ 5

11 https ://www.kaggl e.com/c/job-recom menda tion.
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which can be related to the Employment feature from RecSys17. Job Effort indicates 
whether the concrete working hours are specified; otherwise, the default working 
hours are assumed. The Job Language feature specifies whether the job requires the 
usage of either the German or English language. Furthermore, a job posting can also 
be described by a subset of 40 different Job Discipline labels and a subset of 6 dif-
ferent Employment Type labels. The Job Discipline feature can actually be regarded 
as a combination of the Discipline Id and Industry Id features from the RecSys17 
dataset. As described in Sect. 3.2, we use all content features from the Studo dataset 
to create a binary-encoded job vector with a dimensionality of 60. Finally, we have 
77.7% uniquely encoded job vectors, which consist, on average, of 11.8% assigned 
feature values.

RecSys17 The dataset contains six different interaction types that were performed 
on the job items. For this study, we only keep the click, bookmark and apply inter-
actions (as seen on the top of Fig. 3). We remove the delete recommendation and 
recruiter interest interactions as these are irrelevant in our setting. Moreover, we dis-
card impression interactions as they are created when XING shows a job to a user. 
As stated by Bianchi et al. (2017), an impression does not imply that the user has 
interacted with the job. The dataset consists of interactions from a period of three 
months (from November 6, 2016, until February 3, 2017). We manually partition the 
interaction data of the RecSys dataset into sessions using a 30-minute idle threshold 
(as in Quadrana et al. 2017). The resulting sessions have, on average, 3.62 interac-
tions per session and a median of 3 interactions.

Also, the RecSys17 dataset contains content features about the job postings, such 
as career level or type of employment. From this set, we select seven features as con-
tent-based input for our approaches and discarded the numeric IDs of title and tags, 
since those would lead to very big encodings. The chosen features closely resemble 
the features that are present in the Studo dataset. More specifically, from RecSys17, 
we use the following features, as shown in Table 2: Region, Employment, Is Payed, 
Discipline Id, Career Level, Industry Id and Country. The Region content feature is 
a categorical feature with 17 possible value, like the Employment feature with 5 val-
ues. The Is Payed content feature indicates if the posting is a paid for by a company. 
The Discipline Id is a categorical feature with 22 different values that represent 
disciplines such as consulting or human resources. The categorical feature Career 
Level can take 7 values, Industry Id represents industries such as finance, and Coun-
try denotes the code of the country in which the job is offered.12 Overall, we end up 
with a job vector that has dimensionality of 79. We find that only 33.58% of the job 
vectors are unique and have on average 8.86% assigned feature values.

CareerBuilder12 The dataset contains job applications from a period of almost 
three months. No other interaction types are present in this dataset. The sessions 
are created via a time-based split of 30 min. Due to the nature of job applications, 
most sessions contain very few interactions. The interactions in the dataset happen 
over 13 weeks. Thus, similar to the other two datasets, it happens over almost three 

12 https ://www.recsy schal lenge .com/2017.
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months, i.e., from April 2012 to June 2012. The sessions have, on average, 5.64 job 
applications per session, whereas the median is 4 applications per session.

Regarding content features, the CareerBuilder12 dataset contains textual descrip-
tions of the jobs as well as categorical data for the location. From the content data, 
the 55 different states are used in the form of one-hot encodings. Since in our work, 
we utilize categorical job features as input to our models, we additionally inferred 
categorical topics for each of the 3 textual features (i.e., title, description and 
requirements). That is, for every textual feature, we trained a separate latent Dir-
ichlet allocation (LDA) model from which we extracted 20 distinct topics. This pro-
cedure resulted in every job posting having a requirement, title and description topic 
assigned to them. Thus, the resulting feature vector of a job posting is of size 115. 
For this largest dataset, 13.46% of vectors are unique, and those vectors have only 
2.58% assigned feature values.

4.3  Evaluation protocol

We employ a time-based split on all three datasets to create train and test sets. For 
this, we put the sessions from the last 14 days (i.e., 2 weeks) in the test set of the 
respective dataset and use the remaining sessions for training. For each set, we 
keep only sessions with a minimal number of 3 interactions.13 Like (Quadrana et al. 
2017), we filter items in the test set that do not belong to the train set as this ena-
bles a better comparison with model-based approaches (e.g., RNNs), which can only 
recommend items that have been used to train the model. In Studo, this procedure 
results in 23, 738 sessions to train and 3047 to test the approaches. For the RecSys17 
dataset, this results in 12, 712 sessions for training and 3610 sessions for testing. In 

Original Session

J2 J3J1 J4

R2R1  . . . R20 J3J1 J4

Input Expected

J3J1 J4

Recommended

J2

J2

J3J1 J2

R2R1  . . . R20

R2R1  . . . R20 J4

R2R1  . . . R20J1

Input Expected

J3J1

Recommended

J2

J2

J3J1 J2

R2R1  . . . R20

R2R1  . . . R20 J4

Testing for the Remaining Jobs in a Session Testing for the Next Job in a Session

Fig. 4  Our evaluation protocol for one exemplary session consisting of four jobs. We distinguish between 
(1) comparing the recommended jobs with the remainder of the interactions in a session (left) and (2) 
comparing the recommended jobs with the next job interaction (right)

13 We chose 3 for the minimum amount of interaction as it is the lowest median of interactions in a ses-
sion across all three datasets, as reported in Sect. 4.2.
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the case of the much larger CarrerBuilder12 dataset, the train set contains 108, 783 
sessions, whereas the test set has 11, 364 sessions.

Training and testing the algorithms We first train all approaches on the respec-
tive training data. In order to evaluate the performance of the utilized session-based 
recommendation algorithms, for each session in the test data, we iteratively subsam-
ple its interactions. That is, after each session interaction, we recommend 20 jobs 
for the current target session state and compare the predictions with the remaining 
interactions. We start this procedure for every session after the first interaction and 
end before the last one. In this setting, as shown in Fig. 4, we explore two evaluation 
cases: comparing the recommended jobs with (1) the remainder of the interactions 
in the session and (2) with the next job interaction (i.e., next item prediction; same 
as in Hidasi and Karatzoglou 2018; Hidasi et al. 2015).

For our proposed method, that uses content features in combination with user 
interactions to encode the input for the autoencoders (i.e., as described in Sect. 3.2), 
we use the top 25 recent job interactions to infer the session representation. That is, 
we set the parameter m = 25 as more than 98% of all sessions in Studo, and almost 
all sessions in the RecSys17 dataset do not have more than 25 job interactions (i.e., 
as shown in Fig. 3).

Hyperparameter optimization To optimize hyperparameters, we further split 
the train sets by the same time-based split to generate validation sets. Thus, we use 
the last 2 weeks of the train set as a separate validation set and the remaining ses-
sions to train our models. The resulting split for the Studo dataset is 19, 245 sessions 
in the validation train set and 3273 sessions in the validation test set. For the Rec-
Sys17 dataset, we have 8001 sessions in the validation train set and 2046 sessions in 
the validation test set. In case of CareerBuilder12, the validation train set contains 
51,  717 sessions and the validation test set 10,  574 sessions. Note that some ses-
sions did no longer have the minimal number of 3 interactions and were filtered out. 
As a consequence, the combination of the validation train and validation test set is 
smaller than the original train set. The results of the hyperparameter optimization 
step are described in Sect. 5.3.

4.4  Evaluation metrics

We quantify the recommendation performance of each approach concerning accu-
racy and beyond-accuracy metrics like system-based and session-based novelty. 
More specifically, in our study, we use the following performance measures:

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) nDCG is a ranking-depend-
ent metric that measures how many jobs are predicted correctly. Also, it takes the 
position of the jobs in the recommended list into account (Parra and Sahebi 2013). It 
is calculated by dividing the DCG of the session’s recommendations with the ideal 
DCG value, which is the highest possible DCG value that can be achieved if all 
the relevant jobs would be recommended in the correct order. The nDCG metric is 
based on the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG@k), which is given by Parra and 
Sahebi (2013):
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where rel(i) is a function that returns 1 if the recommended job at position i in the 
recommended list is relevant. nDCG@k is calculated as DCG@k divided by the 
ideal DCG value iDCG@k, which is the highest possible DCG value that can be 
achieved if all the relevant jobs would be recommended in the correct order. Over all 
the sessions, it is given by:

Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) MRR is another metric for measuring the accuracy 
of recommendations and is given as the average of the reciprocal ranks of the first 
relevant job in the list of recommended jobs, i.e., 1 for the first position, 1

2
 for the 

second position, 1
3
 for the third position and so on. This means that a high MRR is 

achieved if relevant jobs occur at the beginning of the recommended jobs list (Voor-
hees 1999). Formally, it is given by Aggarwal (2016):

Here, Hs is the history of the current session s and rank(Hj,Rk) is the position of the 
first relevant job Hj in the recommended job list Rk.

System-based novelty (EPC) System-based novelty denotes the ability of 
a recommender to introduce sessions to job postings that have not been (fre-
quently) experienced before in the system. A recommendation that is accurate but 
not novel will include items that the session user enjoys, but (probably) already 
knows. Optimizing system-based novelty has been shown to have a positive, trust-
building impact on user satisfaction (Pu et  al. 2011). Moreover, system-based 
novelty is also an important metric for the job domain since applying to popular 
jobs may decrease a user’s satisfaction due to high competition and less chance 
of getting hired (see, e.g., Kenthapadi et al. 2017). In our experiments, we meas-
ure the system-based novelty using the expected popularity complement (EPC) 
metric introduced by Vargas and Castells (2011). In contrast to solely popularity-
based metrics (e.g., Zhou et al. 2010), EPC also accounts for the recommendation 
rank and the relevance for the current session. Thus, the system-based novelty 
novsystem(Rk|s) for the recommendation list Rk of length k for session s is given by:

Here, disc(i) is a discount factor to weight the recommendation rank i [i.e., 
disc(i) = 1∕log2(i + 1) ] and p(rel|Ri, s) is 1 if the recommended job Ri is relevant for 
session s or 0 otherwise (i.e., only jobs that are in the current session history are taken 

DCG@k =

k∑

i=1

2rel(i) − 1

log(1 + i)

nDCG@k =
1

|S|
∑

s∈S

(
DCG@k

iDCG@k

)
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|S|
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s∈S

1
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1
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s∈S
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disc(i)p(rel|Ri, s)(1 − p(seen|Ri))
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into account). Finally, p(seen|Ri) defines the probability that a recommended job Ri 
was already seen in the system, i.e., p(seen|Ri) = log2(popRi

+ 1)∕log2(popMAX + 1).
Session-based novelty (EPD) In contrast to system-based novelty, session-based 

novelty incorporates the semantic content of jobs and represents how surprising 
or unexpected the recommendations are for a specific session history (Zhang et al. 
2012). Given a distance function d(Hi,Hj) that represents the dissimilarity between 
two jobs Hi and Hj , the session-based novelty is given as the average dissimilarity 
of all job pairs in the list of recommended jobs Rk and jobs in the current session 
history Hs (Zhou et al. 2010). In our experiments, we use the cosine similarity to 
measure the dissimilarity of two job postings using a raw job vector, which contains 
1 if a session interacted with it and 0 otherwise. Again, we use the definition by 
Vargas and Castells (2011) that takes the recommendation rank as well as the rel-
evance for the current session into account. Hence, we measure the session-based 
novelty novsession(Rk|s) for the recommendation list Rk of length k for session s by the 
expected profile distance (EPD) metric:

Here, Hs is the current history of a session s and disc(i) as well as p(rel|Ri, s) are 
defined as for the EPC metric for measuring the system-based novelty.

Coverage With coverage (Adomavicius and Kwon 2012; Ludewig and Jannach 
2018), we assess how many jobs a recommender approach can cover with its predic-
tions. As such, we additionally report the job coverage of each evaluated algorithm. 
We define the coverage as the ratio between the jobs that have been recommended 

EPD@k =
1

|S|
∑

s∈S

1

|Rk||Hs|
∑

Ri∈Rk

∑

Hj∈Hs

disc(i)p(rel|Ri, s)d(Ri,Hj)

(a) Studo (b) RecSys17

(c) CareerBuilder12

Fig. 5  The figures show the influence of the neighborhood size k for picking top-k similar sessions when 
comparing the three autoencoder variations on both interaction data and combined data. We find that the 
recommendation accuracy converges when k is picked to be around 60 or more
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and jobs that would be available for recommendation. Here, we make a distinction 
between coverage types and report the job coverage (1) on the full dataset, i.e., how 
many of all available jobs can we recommend, and (2) on the test dataset, i.e., how 
many of the jobs can we recommend that we expect to be interacted with during a 
session.

5  Results

In this section, we present our experimental results. We first compare the perfor-
mance of the respective models when used in a k-nearest neighbor manner and then 
analyze the embedding space of the best-performing autoencoder model. After that, 
we show the best hyperparameter configurations used for the baseline approaches 
and then discuss the performance of our approach compared to these baselines.

5.1  Comparing the recommendation performances of autoencoders

We compare the recommendation performance of all three variants of autoencoders, 
i.e., AE, DAE, VAE, trained on interactions as well as on content. This results in 
six autoencoder variants in total. We train all autoencoder models for a maximum 
of 50 epochs or until the error on the validation test set converges. We made addi-
tional experiments and incorporated the self-attention mechanism on the encoder 
layer (e.g., as in Lin et al. 2017; Parikh et al. 2016; Vaswani et al. 2017). We did not 
find any major improvements, so we do not report the results of these 6 additional 
autoencoder models.

Figure 5 shows the results of the autoencoder comparison in terms of nDCG@20. 
We compare the results across different values for the neighborhood size k, rang-
ing from 10 to 100. We find that VAEInt , which only uses interactions to encode the 
input vector, outperforms all other approaches on the Studo and RecSys17 datasets. 
When combining interaction data with content features (i.e., AEComb , DAEComb and 
VAEComb ), VAEComb performs the best on the Studo dataset and slightly worse than 
DAEComb on the RecSys17 dataset. For the CareerBuilder12 dataset, all approaches 
except the VAEInt approach have a similar performance. Such accuracy performance 
for VAEInt suggests that having a much larger item space can be problematic for 
the generative autoencoder variant. As the variational autoencoder outperforms the 
other approaches in the majority of the configurations, in the next step, we com-
pare it to the baseline methods. Furthermore, we find that for all autoencoders, accu-
racy converges after k = 60 . Thus, in Sect. 5.4, we report the results of VAEInt and 
VAEComb using top-60 similar sessions for recommendation.

5.2  Embedding analysis

To better understand the autoencoder models’ actual effectiveness, we employ the 
t-SNE algorithm (Maaten and Hinton 2008) to visualize the embedding spaces. 
The t-SNE method enables us to visualize high-dimensional data. It reduces the 
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dimensionality of the latent session representations and lets us explore embeddings 
in a 2D space. In t-SNE plots, similar items are modeled by neighboring points with 
high probability. In our case, we expect similar sessions to form clusters of neigh-
boring points in the 2D space.

Figures 6 and 7 show the variational autoencoder models as t-SNE plots for 
all three datasets, i.e., VAEInt trained on interactions and VAEComb trained on 
interactions combined with job content (see “Appendix B” for a more detailed 
embedding analysis). In the case of the smallest dataset Studo, when we train 
the autoencoder only on interactions, more clusters are produced with sessions 
of different sizes close to each other (e.g., Fig. 6a). If the variational autoencod-
ers are additionally trained on the job content, we can observe rainbow-colored 
shapes that are based on session length (e.g., as shown in Fig.  7a, b). In the 
larger CareerBuilder12 dataset, we end up with several sub-clusters that exhibit 

VAEInt

(a) Studo (b) RecSys17

(c) CareerBuilder12

Fig. 6  The plots show t-SNE embeddings for latent session representations produced with the VAE 
autoencoder models trained on all three datasets using only interaction data. The colors of the sessions 
reflect the session length, where the same red color is used for sessions with 20 or more interactions
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this rainbow pattern. In other words, when we encode the input with content fea-
tures, sessions of similar length tend to cluster. We attribute this to sessions of 
similar length having similar patterns of input vectors (e.g., many right-padded 
zeros for short sessions).

Next, we investigate the difference in recommendation accuracy between 
VAEInt and VAEComb in light of the clustering patterns. The results suggest that 
when sessions cluster by similar size in the 2D space, as in the case of VAEComb 
in the Studo and RecSys17 datasets and VAEInt in the CareerBuilder12 dataset, 
recommendation accuracy drops.

VAEComb

(a) Studo (b) RecSys17

(c) CareerBuilder12

Fig. 7  The plots show t-SNE embeddings for latent session representations produced with the VAE 
autoencoder models trained on all three datasets using interaction data combined with the job content. 
The colors of the sessions reflect the session length, where the same red color is used for sessions with 
20 or more interactions
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5.3  Hyperparameter optimization of the baseline approaches

We conducted a grid search on the hyperparameters for the baseline approaches 
using the validation set, i.e., two weeks of user interactions. As such, Table 3 reports 
on the best performing configurations for each approach and dataset in terms of rec-
ommendation accuracy (see “Appendix A” for more details).

BPR We performed a grid search that includes three different values for the reg-
ularization of session features �SESSION ∈ {0.0, 0.25, 0.5} and the regularization of 
item feature �ITEM ∈ {0.0, 0.25, 0.5}.

iKNN For the iKNN approach, we evaluated the values for regularization (i.e., to 
avoid coincidental high similarities of rarely visited items) � ∈ {20, 50, 80} and the 
normalization factor for the support between two items � ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}.

sKNN, S-sKNN and V-sKNN For all the sKNN variations that we utilize in this 
paper, we conducted a grid search for the parameter k (i.e., 100, 200, 500 or 1000), 

Table 3  Best performing hyperparameter settings for each evaluated baseline approach and dataset based 
on nDCG@20

Approach Parameter Studo RecSys17 CareerBuilder12

BPR �
SESSION

0.25 0 0
�
ITEM

0.25 0 0
iKNN � 80 50 20

� 0.75 0.75 0.75
sKNN k 100 500 1000

SAMPLING Recent Random Random
SIMILARITY Cosine Cosine Jaccard
POPULARITY BOOST No No Yes

S-sKNN k 100 500 1000
SAMPLING Recent Random Random
SIMILARITY Cosine Jaccard Cosine
POPULARITY BOOST No No Yes

V-sKNN k 100 100 100
SAMPLING Recent Random Random
SIMILARITY Cosine Cosine Cosine
POPULARITY BOOST No No No
WEIGHTING Quadratic Quadratic Logarithmic

GRU4Rec LOSS top1-max bpr-max-0.5 top1-max
LAYERS [100] [100] [1000]
DROPOUT 0.2 0.2 0.2
BATCH SIZE 32 32 32

pRNN ACTIVATION tanh tanh softmax
LAYERS [1000] [100] [1000]
� 0.001 0.01 0.001
BATCH SIZE 512 512 512
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Table 4  Prediction results ( k = 20 ) of remaining jobs that will be subject to interaction within a session. 
(Color table online)
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the sampling method of sessions (i.e., recent or random), the similarity function 
(i.e., cosine or Jaccard) and if popular items from neighboring sessions should be 
boosted. For V-sKNN, we also optimized the decay weighting function (i.e., divi-
sion, logarithmic or quadratic).

GRU4Rec In the case of GRU4Rec, we experimented with two different loss 
functions {top1-max, bpr-max-0.5} , four variations of the number of GRU layers and 
their sizes {[100], [100, 100], [1000], [1000, 1000]} , a dropout applied to the hidden 
layer of {0.0, 0.2, 0.5} and batch sizes of {32, 128, 512}.

pRNN For the pRNN approach, we explored two activation functions {softmax , 
tanh} for the output layer, two sizes for the GRU layers {[100], [1000]} , a learning 
rate � ∈ {0.01, 0.001} and batch sizes of {32, 128, 512} . With respect to the batch 
size, however, due to the computational complexity of pRNN and the size of Career-
Builder12, we were only able to tune this hyperparameter for Studo and RecSys17. 
As we received the best results for a batch size of 512 for both datasets, we also used 
a batch size of 512 in case of CareerBuilder12.

5.4  Comparison with baseline approaches

Table 4 shows the results of comparing VAEInt and VAEComb with all baseline meth-
ods when we evaluate against the remaining jobs in the session. We report recom-
mendation accuracy in terms of nDCG and MRR, as well as a system-based nov-
elty (EPC), session-based novelty (EPD) and coverage. In the case of the next job 
prediction problem, in Figs. 8 and 9, we show nDCG and EPC results for different 
values of k (i.e., number of recommended jobs).

Accuracy (nDCG & MRR) On all datasets, the sKNN-based approaches achieve 
high accuracy in terms of nDCG and MRR, as shown in Table 4. In terms of both 
nDCG and MRR, VAEInt performs second best in RecSys17, while it performs 
third best in Studo. For the Studo dataset, GRU4Rec has the highest accuracy for 
both metrics. In the RecSys17 dataset, BPR-MF performs best concerning nDCG, 
while POP performs best in terms of MRR. In CareerBuilder12, V-sKNN achieves 
the highest nDCG, while iKNN achieves the highest MRR. In this dataset, VAEInt 
achieves medium performance, which we attribute to the ample item space and spar-
sity of CareerBuilder12. The VAEComb method, however, results in a higher recom-
mendation accuracy, while training the model is much less expensive.

While the performance of sKNN-based approaches is rather stable, several base-
lines algorithms, namely POP, BPR-MF, iKNN, Bayes, GRU4Rec and pRNN, show 

Coverage is reported for the ratio of recommended jobs compared to all jobs available in the data set 
(left) and jobs expected in the test set (right)

Table 4  (continued)
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(a) Studo

(b) RecSys Challenge 2017

(c) CareerBuilder 2012

Fig. 8  nDCG results for different recommendation list sizes (i.e., values of k) when predicting the next 
job in the session. On all three datasets, both our proposed VAE approaches achieve competitive results 
concerning accuracy (i.e., nDCG) metrics
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(a) Studo

(b) RecSys Challenge 2017

(c) CareerBuilder 2012

Fig. 9  EPC results for different recommendation list sizes (i.e., values of k) when predicting the next job 
in the session. On all three datasets, both our proposed VAE approaches achieve good results concerning 
beyond-accuracy (i.e., EPC) metrics
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notable differences among the datasets. First, the Bayes approach establishes itself 
as a competitive baseline in the Studo dataset, whereas it results in a poor perfor-
mance for the two larger datasets (i.e., RecSys17 and CareerBuilder12). In fact, for 
the RecSys17 dataset, it results in the worst performance. Hence, when the domain 
has a small number of items, it can be reasonable to employ such a simple and com-
putationally inexpensive method.

Second, the accuracy of POP in the RecSys17 dataset is noteworthy.14 The rea-
son for this is that in the RecSys17 dataset, the most popular job from the train set 
was also the one with the highest number of interactions in the test set (i.e., around 
21.5% ). However, this approach will likely not result in high user satisfaction, just by 
predicting the same items repeatedly. Moreover, the BPR-MF performs best in terms 
of nDCG in the RecSys17 dataset, but it has the second worst performance in the 
other two datasets. Also, GRU4Rec performs worse for the RecSys17 dataset when 
compared to Studo and CareerBuilder12. We attribute this to bias toward popularity 
(Ludewig and Jannach 2018). The performance of GRU4Rec is low, while the per-
formance of BPR-MF is high in the RecSys17 dataset. The pRNN method performs 
low on all three datasets, but its recommendation accuracy is especially weak on 
the CareerBuilder12 dataset. Finally, the performance of the iKNN differs among 
all three datasets. While it has the highest MRR for the CareerBuilder12 dataset, the 
performance in the RecSys17 dataset is the second lowest for both accuracy metrics.

For the next job prediction problem shown in Fig.  8, in all three datasets, all 
approaches show a similar accuracy performance. The results confirm the presence 
of bias toward popular items in the RecSys17 dataset as the popularity approach 
outperforms the other algorithms until k = 3 , after which BPR-MF becomes the best 
performing approach. We also attribute the sudden increase in the nDCG values for 
BPR-MF and pRNN at the recommendation list of length 4 to this popularity bias 
in the dataset. A closer inspection revealed that both approaches often recommend 
highly popular items from the train set at the beginning of the recommendation list. 
The top-1 (i.e., most popular) item that is shared between the train and test set is 
also the one which gets recommended most frequently as the fourth item in the rec-
ommendation list of BPR-MF and pRNN. Besides that, for all values of k (i.e., the 
number of recommended jobs), the session-based KNN approaches and GRU4Rec 
achieve competitive accuracy values.

System-based novelty (EPC) As shown in Table 4, both VAE approaches achieve 
top results in terms of EPC for all three datasets. VAEInt performs best on the Rec-
Sys17 dataset, while VAEComb outperforms all approaches in the CareerBuilder12 
dataset. In the Studo dataset, VAEInt achieves second best to GRU4Rec. Especially 
in the RecSys17 dataset, the difference in novelty is considerably high when com-
pared to other baselines. For the baselines, the sKNN approaches and GRU4Rec both 
exhibit a good performance concerning the novelty of the recommended jobs. The 
pRNN method, as well as POP and BPR-MF, produces recommendations that have 
the lowest system-based novelty.

14 Quadrana et al. (2017) report that their popularity approach outperforms session-based RNN (Hidasi 
et al. 2015) in the XING dataset used in the ACM RecSys Challenge 2016.
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In Fig. 9, we see that both our proposed VAE approaches outperform all others in 
the CareerBuilder12 dataset after k = 9 . The sKNN baselines, as well as GRU4Rec, 
show a better novelty performance for a smaller number of recommended jobs.

Session-based novelty (EPD) As depicted in Table  4, both VAE approaches 
provide the best session-based novelty for the RecSys17 and CareerBuilder12 data-
sets and are competitive in the Studo dataset. The VAEComb method generates the 
most surprising recommendations in the largest dataset (i.e., CareerBuilder12) 
and GRU4Rec in the smallest dataset (i.e., Studo). In all cases, the sKNN-based 
approaches are a competitive baseline. We can observe the most notable difference 
between accuracy and EPD, however, in the CareerBuilder12 dataset, where the VAE 
approaches result in a rather average accuracy while performing very well concern-
ing session-based novelty. Overall, the results indicate that both VAE approaches are 
suitable for cases when we aim to generate novel session-based recommendations.

Coverage In Table 4, we report the percentage of jobs, which were recommended 
and are a part of (1) all jobs available in the dataset (i.e., the complete item catalog), 
and (2) the jobs that we know anonymous session users will interact within the test 
set (i.e., the expected item catalog).

In terms of the coverage of all possible job postings, VAEComb performs best in 
the Studo dataset. BPR-MF covers at the most the entire item catalog in the Rec-
Sys17 and CareerBuilder12 dataset. Concerning the coverage of items in the test 
set (i.e., expected items), the session-based KNN approaches achieve almost per-
fect coverage in the Studo dataset. Only in the case of the RecSys17 dataset, the 

Table 5  Summary of the rankings of the session-based algorithms evaluated in the job domain. (Color 
table online)

“++” indicates best, “+” good, “o” average, “-” low and “- -” the worst ranking with respect to (1) accu-
racy (i.e., nDCG and MRR), (2) beyond-accuracy (i.e., EPC and EPD) and (3) coverage
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BPR-MF baseline has an even higher coverage. As expected, the POP baseline 
results in the worst coverage. While this baseline has high accuracy values in the 
RecSys17 dataset (due to the popularity bias inherent in this dataset), it effectively 
covers only a small fraction of jobs in the system. It also has to be noted that the 
pRNN baseline always has the second-worst coverage. As the available item catalog 
grows, the coverage drops, which suggests that the trained model focuses on a spe-
cific (i.e., relatively small) set of items, which explains the worse performance in the 
largest dataset (i.e., CareerBuilder12).

5.5  Performance overview

To provide a better overview of the performance of the different session-based job 
recommendation approaches, we summarize all results in Table  5 with respect to 
three metric categories. That is, we report the performance on accuracy (i.e., nDCG 
and MRR), beyond accuracy (i.e., EPC and EPD) and coverage (of the whole dataset 
and the test set). For every approach, we assign a rank (i.e., from 1 to 11) for the par-
ticular metric in a dataset. We then aggregate these rankings across all three metric 
categories and datasets. The final rankings are then normalized and assigned into 
five performance buckets (i.e., from worst “- -” to best “++”; see “Appendix C” for 
the calculation steps).

Concerning accuracy, the best performance is achieved by V-sKNN, our VAEInt 
variant, S-sKNN and GRU4Rec. This is then followed by VAEComb and sKNN. 
All other baselines achieve worse accuracy. For the beyond accuracy metric cate-
gory, both of our VAE variants achieve the best performance. This is followed by 
GRU4Rec and the sKNN variants. A similar observation can be made for the metric 
category coverage. Here, however, BPR-MF also shows the best, iKNN good and the 
simple Bayes baseline medium coverage. Noteworthy is also the ranking score of the 
VAEComb , as with our proposed method it is possible to train the autoencoder models 
faster (i.e., even with a large item space) and without the need to frequently retrain 
the utilized model to consider new jobs coming to the system. The pRNN approach 
did not achieve a good rank in any metric category. The same is true for POP.

6  Conclusion and future work

In this work, we addressed the problem of providing job recommendations in an 
anonymous, online session setting. In three datasets, i.e., Studo, RecSys17 and 
CareerBuilder12, we evaluated the efficacy of using different autoencoder archi-
tectures to produce session-based job recommendations. Specifically, we utilized 
autoencoders to infer latent session representations, which are used in a k-nearest 
neighbor manner to recommend jobs within a session. We evaluated two types of 
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input for the autoencoders: (1) interactions with job postings within browsing ses-
sions and (2) a combination of interactions with job postings and content features 
extracted from these job postings.

We found that variational autoencoders trained on interaction and content data, 
and used in a k-nearest neighbor manner, led to very good results in terms of accu-
racy compared to other autoencoder variants. A visual analysis of the embedding 
spaces with t-SNE revealed that we could attribute a lower accuracy performance 
when similar-sized sessions form clusters in the 2D space. Although this was mostly 
the case for autoencoders trained on content features, in practice, however, such an 
approach has the advantage of fixed size vectors, which means retraining is needed 
less often. Consequently, depending on the application scenario, one can decide 
which input for the variational autoencoder to take, i.e., to balance frequent retrain-
ing and accuracy.

Furthermore, we evaluated all autoencoder and baseline approaches with respect 
to beyond-accuracy metrics, i.e., system-based and session-based novelty as well as 
coverage, in two settings: Firstly, we compared the recommendation performance of 
the approaches on all remaining interactions within a session, and secondly, we pre-
dicted the next job interaction in the session. We find that our proposed variational 
autoencoder methods can outperform state-of-the-art approaches for sessions-based 
recommender systems with respect to system-based and session-based novelty. 
Besides, the session-based KNN approaches are a competitive baseline for the vari-
ational autoencoder methods with respect to accuracy and coverage.

For future work, we aim to explore the use of generative variational autoencoder 
models to directly recommend jobs from the reconstructed session vector (e.g., in a 
similar way as in Liang et al. 2018). Other ideas for future work include investigat-
ing all approaches used in this study in an online evaluation. We plan to conduct 
an online study to ask users how satisfied and surprised they are with job recom-
mendations generated by autoencoders. Also, we plan to evaluate the accuracy in 
an A/B test to conclude whether a higher system-based and session-based novelty 
in a session-based offline setting leads to higher user satisfaction. Additionally, 
we also plan to directly optimize for the beyond-accuracy metrics by incorporat-
ing re-ranking techniques (e.g., maximum marginal relevance Carbonell and Gold-
stein 1998). These evaluations are planned to be carried out in the Talto  15 career 
platform. In summary, we hope that the approach presented in this paper will 
attract further research on the effectiveness of dimensionality reduction techniques 

15 Talto (https ://talto .com) is the successor of the jobs platform in Studo (http://www.studo ).
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for session-based job recommender systems and the effect of such methods on 
beyond-accuracy metrics such as system-based and session-based novelty as well as 
coverage.

Limitations Our work has several limitations. So far, we only focused on autoen-
coders to infer the latent representation of the anonymous user session. While 
autoencoders are a popular choice to reduce the dimensionality of data, other deep 
neural networks such as restricted Boltzmann machines (Nguyen et al. 2013), deep 
belief networks (Srivastava and Salakhutdinov 2012) or convolutional neural net-
works (Shen et al. 2014) could also serve well for this task. Furthermore, additional 
metadata information about jobs (e.g., textual content of job postings) could poten-
tially enhance recommendations, which we did not tackle due to the unavailabil-
ity of such data in all datasets. So far, we did not compare the approaches used in 
this study concerning computational performance, like the authors of (Ludewig and 
Jannach 2018) did. Moreover, in this work, we did not investigate how to model 
repeated interactions on the same job postings. Although this is implicitly consid-
ered by the autoencoder variants that combine interactions with job content features, 
such actions are not taken into account by the autoencoders that solely rely on inter-
action data. Also, in this work, we extracted the candidate sessions based on the 
last job interaction, which is a limitation of our work. For the evaluation procedure, 
we used a single time-based split for our experiments. One approach to assess the 
robustness of our results would be to apply a sliding window approach to generate 
splits with varying lengths. However, the size of the Studo and RecSys17 datasets 
is limited, which makes such an approach infeasible. For the larger CareerBuilder 
dataset, a sliding-window-based evaluation approach could be applied to test the 
robustness of the method. Due to computational constraints, for the present work, 
we used the same time-based split as for the Studo and the RecSys17 datasets. We 
leave the exploration of more splits to future work.

Another limitation is that one of the datasets we used for our study, the Studo 
dataset, is proprietary, and due to the terms of service of Moshbit, the owner of 
Studo, it cannot be made available for others at this point.
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Appendices

Fig. 10  Accuracy results for the different hyperparameters of the baseline approaches on the Studo data-
set

Fig. 11  Accuracy results for the different hyperparameters of the baseline approaches on the RecSys17 
dataset
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Hyperparameter optimization results

In this section, we report the distribution of the accuracy results achieved by opti-
mizing the hyperparameters for the baseline approaches in Sect. 5.3. For each base-
line approach, we pick those hyperparameters which showed the best performance 
with respect to nDCG@20. As such, Fig. 10 shows the differences between the eval-
uated baseline configurations on the Studo dataset. Respectively, Fig. 11 depicts the 
results for the RecSys17 and Fig. 12 for the CareerBuilder12 dataset.

Autoencoder embedding analysis

Figure  13 shows all autoencoder models as t-SNE plots for the Studo dataset, 
i.e., AEInt , DAEInt and VAEInt trained on interactions and AEComb , DAEComb and 
VAEComb trained on the combination of interactions and job content. The same is 
reported for RecSys17 in Fig. 14 and CareerBuilder12 in Fig. 15.

The results indicate that both denoising autoencoders and variational autoen-
coders tend to produce more session clusters than a classic autoencoder, which 
creates more of a linear pattern of neighboring sessions. In some cases, we can 
observe that both the classic and denoising autoencoder models produce shapes 
without clear structure and large dispersion (e.g., see Fig.  13d or  15b), which 
indicates that it is hard to find a clear neighborhood of similar sessions. For the 
smaller Studo dataset, if the autoencoders are solely trained on interactions, i.e., 
AEInt , DAEInt and VAEInt , more clusters are produced with sessions of different 

Fig. 12  Accuracy results for the different hyperparameters of the baseline approaches on the Career-
Builder12 dataset
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Studo

Int Int Int

Comb Comb

(a) AE (b)DAE (c) VAE

(d)AE (e) DAE (f) VAEComb

Fig. 13  t-SNE embeddings for latent session representations produced with the three autoencoder models 
trained on interaction and content data from the Studo dataset. Sessions are colored according to their 
length, where the same red color is used for sessions with 20 or more interactions

RecSys17

Int Int Int

Comb Comb

(a) AE (b) DAE (c) VAE

(d) AE (e) DAE (f) VAEComb

Fig. 14  t-SNE embeddings for latent session representations for the RecSys17 dataset
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sizes close to each other (e.g., Fig.  13b, c). Interestingly, if autoencoders are 
trained on content, we can observe rainbow-colored shapes that are based on ses-
sion length (e.g., as shown in Fig. 13e, f). In case of a larger dataset like Career-
Builder12, we end up with several sub-clusters that exhibit this rainbow pat-
tern. This shows that when we encode the input with content features, sessions 
of similar length tend to cluster. We attribute this to sessions of similar length 
having similar patterns of input vectors (e.g., many right-padded zeros for short 
sessions).

Aggregation of rankings

In Sect. 5.5, we report the aggregated performance of the different approaches. For 
this, in Table 6 we first rank the results from each dataset (i.e., based on Table 4). 
We then sum the rankings for each dataset (i.e., Studo, RecSys17 and Career-
Builder12) for the accuracy metrics (i.e., nDCG and MRR), the beyond-accuracy 
metrics (i.e., EPC and EPD) and both coverage, respectively. The aggregated rank-
ings are outlined in Table  7. The rankings are then normalized with the equation 

CareerBuilder12

Int Int Int

Comb Comb

(a) AE (b) DAE (c) VAE

(d) AE (e) DAE (f) VAEComb

Fig. 15  t-SNE embeddings for latent session representations for the Careerbuilder12 dataset
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Table 6  Ranking of the results per metric and dataset, which are derived from numerical results. (Color 
table online)

Coloring is according to the rank within each dataset
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Norm(x) =
x−min+1

max−min+1
 , where min is the lowest aggregated rank and max is the high-

est aggregated rank. Thus, lower results are considered better, while the worst results 
receive the value 1. The results are then put into five buckets according to their val-
ues. A double plus (i.e., ++ ) is assigned to values between 0.0 and 0.2, while values 
between 0.2 and 0.4 get assigned a single plus (i.e., + ), followed by o (i.e., 0.4 until 
0.6), − (i.e., 0.6 until 0.8) and for the worst results a −− (i.e., 0.8 until 1). 
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Outlook

This thesis investigated the impact of utilizing different information sources, as such
are nowadays available in many application domains. The gained insights have been
further utilized to develop a scalable and customizable architecture suited for pro-
viding recommendations in a multi-domain environment. Building upon this, this
thesis showed how to provide recommendations in real-time while still balancing the
trade-off between the accuracy and runtime. Finally, in order to tackle the problem
of improving on measures that go beyond accuracy, first an online user study was
conducted to investigate the user acceptance of real-time recommendations. Follow-
ing that, this thesis addressed anonymous session users and proposed a new method
for providing real-time recommendations which improve on the recommendation
performance with respect to beyond accuracy measures.

Thus, this chapter concludes this thesis by summarizing the achieved results
and scientific contributions in Section 4.1, stating the limitations in Section 4.2 and
discussing topics as well as open questions for future research in Section 4.3.

4.1 Results and Contribution

This section presents the main contributions of this thesis with respect to the re-
search questions that were introduced in Chapter 1.

122
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RQ1: How does combining different data sources and recommender ap-
proaches impact the robustness of recommendations?

Recommender systems often consider only user-item interactions and neglect to in-
corporate any additional contextual information. As such, the focus of the first
research question has been on understanding the impact of utilizing different infor-
mation sources, as well as how to combine them in order to provide more robust
recommendations. This has resulted in the introduction of different content and
network-based similarity features that can be applied to popular nearest-neighbor
based methods. Such an approach further led to a better recommendation perfor-
mance as, for example, the network structure that was derived from social inter-
actions (e.g., likes or comments) was observed as a particularly beneficial feature.
Within additional experimental setups it was presented how to combine the differ-
ent information sources (e.g., social, location, or purchase data in case of a social
e-commerce platform) and improve the quality of recommendations while being able
to cover the whole user base with respect to relevant content. Furthermore, it was
shown how such an approach can be especailly beneficial for users in a cold-start set-
ting. Finally, with respect to the first research question, this thesis also contributes
with SocRecM, a Java-based framework for providing real-time recommendations in
the e-commerce domain that exploits heterogeneous information sources.

RQ2: How can we address customization, scalability and real-time per-
formance across multiple recommender systems domains?

Most literature on applying recommender algorithms focuses only on scenarios within
one specific application domain. As such, it has often been overlooked how to simul-
taneously support a diverse set of domains within the same recommender system.
Thus, the second research question tackled the problem of building a recommender
system for a multi-domain environment. This has resulted into a categorization
of four different aspects that such a system needs to handle. First, service iso-
lation has to be provided, as possible load spikes with respect to the number of
recommendation requests of one domain should not interfere with the performance
of another one. Second, the diversity of available information sources has to be
taken into account, as these heavily differ between individual application settings.
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Third, algorithm specific parameters should be customizable between the individual
domains. This not only fosters reproducibility of the utilized approach, but also
makes it possible to use the best performing approach for each domain instead of
relying on a single suboptimal solution. Fourth, fault tolerance needs to be ensured
via mechanisms like dynamic horizontal scaling, as domains do not necessary share
the same requirements with respect to runtime, data throughput and the number
of recommendation requests. To put everything together, this thesis improved on
the previously mentioned SocRecM framework with respect to the second research
question. As such, it also contributes with ScaR, a scalable recommendation frame-
work that is applicable for a multi-domain setting. To show its applicability, this
thesis further showed how ScaR can be adapted for various domains like Tourism,
Music, Venues, E-Commerce, TEL or Jobs, just to name a few.

RQ3: How can we balance the trade-off between accuracy and runtime
in real-time recommender systems?

One important aspect of recommender systems when applied in an online setting
is to provide the recommendations in real-time. To achieve this, the most com-
mon approach is to calculate recommendations in a batch-wise offline manner and
cache the results to be fetched at a later point in time. However, such an approach
can potentially miss the current context of the user’s real-time demand. Thus, the
third research question has looked into how to balance the open problem of showing
accurate recommendations while considering a user’s real-time interest. The exper-
imental results presented in this thesis have shown that search engine technology
can be leveraged to generate recommendations under real-time constraints. More-
over, the reported scalability experiments have shown that under an exponentially
growing workload (i.e., incoming recommendation requests), the average runtime
performance of a utilized approach will continue to increase. But by adapting the
recommendation algorithms to be suited for a scalable architecture, it is possible
to counter this effect and run either the desired approaches or multiple combina-
tions of them while achieving the expected accuracy in addition to guarantying the
targeted real-time performance. In case of needing to restrict the usage of com-
puting resources, this thesis further showed that the runtime performance can be
additionally improved on an algorithmic level. For instance, this can be done via
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greedy pre-filtering in nearest-neighbor methods or by utilizing neural embeddings
that present a condensed form of a user’s preference.

RQ4: How can we improve real-time recommendations beyond accu-
racy?

Most work that focus on improving recommendation algorithms follow the assump-
tion that a higher offline accuracy performance directly translates into a better user
acceptance when applied in an online setting. But the research community has
recognized that other factors like the human need for variety and discovery may
play a crucial role in how satisfied a user will be with the displayed recommenda-
tions. As such, the fourth research question tackled the problem of going beyond
accuracy improvements in order to better understand the true utility of real-time
recommendations. For this, this thesis first contributed with an online user study
which showed how neural embeddings, which can improve the recommendation per-
formance on offline measures like diversity, serendipity, and novelty, lead to a better
user acceptance in an online setting. This, however, heavily depends on the loca-
tion context where the recommendations are displayed and further strengthens the
argument that conducting an offline experiment that focuses on improving accuracy
is not enough. After that, this thesis specifically addressed the problem of pro-
viding real-time recommendations to anonymous user sessions. This resulted in a
novel approach that utilizes different autoencoder architectures to extract the latent
representation of a particular session. In an extensive comparison study, using the
session embeddings in a nearest-neighbor manner achieved comparable accuracy re-
sults with state-of-the-art session-based recommendation approaches but managed
to provide a better performance with respect to beyond accuracy measures.

4.2 Limitations

The author of this thesis recognizes several limitations of the present work and
discusses them in this section.

Information sources. This thesis has considered various information sources in
order to improve the robustness of recommendations. However, it did not go into
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comparing a single source of information across different domains, rather it focused
on the data that is available within each domain separately. This opens the path for
future work to investigate the effectiveness of sharing the same source of information
across domains that usually do not have anything in common, especially with re-
spect to current literature on cross-domain recommender systems. Furthermore, the
gained insights mostly resulted from simulating the user behavior within an offline
experimental setup that uses only a specific snapshot of the available data. This
could be alleviated with multiple data snapshots or by conducting an online user
study. The later approach is usually much harder to set up, but tracking the user
acceptance within a longer timeframe would result in a better understanding of the
true impact of utilizing different information sources.

Comparison with other frameworks. Over the past decade, there have been
several recommender frameworks reported in the literature. These include LensKit,
LightFM, MyMediaLite, LibRec, RankSys or Cornac, just to name a few. To ex-
tend this list, one of the contributions of this thesis are two different recommender
frameworks, namely SocRecM and ScaR. Although this was not the focus of the
thesis, one limitation is that a comparison with other recommender frameworks was
not done. This inherently lies in the fact that the presented research insights are
more related to SaaS-based recommender systems (e.g., like the one from IBM Wat-
son) which are close-sourced with respect to handling challenges like scalability or
real-time recommendation performance. Nevertheless, this paves the way for fu-
ture work to focus on adapting and extending the existing literature on framework
comparisons with respect to requirements that need to considered while providing
recommendations that are in an online real-time setting.

Architectural choice. While this thesis did investigate how to address the design
decisions of customization, scalability and real-time performance, it did so by propos-
ing only a single architectural solution. For instance, the Apache Solr search engine
has been leveraged to ensure the real-time performance of the implemented recom-
mendation algorithms. But one could, for instance, use other software technologies
suited for handling data in real-time, like Elasticsearch or Sphinx. Moreover, this
thesis proposed an architecture that is based on microservices. For future work,
one could for example look into making a more in depth comparison with other
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architectural design decisions, like the ones in a lambda architecture.

Algorithmic comparisons. Almost simultaneously with the evolution of the field
of NLP, the research interest in recommender systems seems to have significantly in-
creased over the past eight years. Although within this thesis, extensive algorithmic
experiments were conducted, one limitation could be the choice of algorithms that
were compared against in the reported research results. Even though this always
depends on the specific research question and experimental scenario that is tackled,
nowadays, there are a multitude of different recommendation algorithms that report
state-of-the-art performance. Be it simple neighborhood based methods, computa-
tionally intensive matrix factorization algorithms or even more complex deep and
wide neural network architectures, the choice of algorithms is abundant. This also
reflects the current trend of revisiting the impact of recommendation algorithms.
Correspondingly, the research community has identified important topics like the
reproducibility of research results or algorithmic performance on measures other
than accuracy.

4.3 Topics for Future Research

To conclude, this thesis states some additional potential topics for future work and
open questions that could be a natural extension of the presented contributions.

Tackling biases. One important topic that future work on recommender systems
in general need to focus on is how to handle biases. For example, polarization in
online information [Kopeinik et al., 2019] is something that a recommender system
could easily reinforce. This is in accordance to recent work [Baeza-Yates, 2020, Ab-
dollahpouri et al., 2021] which looks into the impact of different biases like activity,
algorithmic, cognitive or popularity bias. As all of them actually form a vicious
cycle, further research can be directed into extending the notion of beyond accu-
racy evaluation with different methods on identifying and removing biases from the
utilized information sources.

Incorporating privacy. Another possible extension of this thesis is to focus on
topics related to recommender privacy. With the rise of different legal frameworks
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like the GDPR [Krebs et al., 2019], recommender systems that are applied in various
domains need to ensure that a user’s personal information is not exposed. Especially
in a multi-domain setting, this would result in severe privacy issues. Recent work
has started to go into that direction with approaches like meta-learning [Finn et al.,
2017] or privacy budgets [Muellner et al., 2021] and show that the topic of privacy
will need to be investigated in much more detail.

Approximating online performance. For most researchers, the gold standard
to evaluate the true utility of a recommender system is by conducting an AB test.
As setting this up is hard, recent work goes into the direction of utilizing counter-
factual estimators to estimate how a new recommendation policy for bandits would
perform [Saito and Joachims, 2021] or model online interaction patterns by using
simulators [McInerney et al., 2021]. Overall, the problems of approximating the
online performance (e.g., CTR) of a recommender algorithm is still something the
research community struggles with and would need to be investigated further.

Providing session-aware real-time recommendations. Session-aware recom-
mendations, which leverage information about past user sessions, have recently
gained increased interest. This opens up further research possibilities on how to
efficiently adapt them for online recommendations which need to be provided in
real-time. To build up on this, topics on how to handle shifts in a user’s short-term
interest with respect to, for example, providing reminders or considering popularity
trends come into play [Jannach et al., 2017]. Actually, as stated by Latifi et al. [Lat-
ifi et al., 2021], there is a huge potential for more sophisticated approaches which
combine both, the short-term and long-term preferences of a given user.

The incorporation of additional information sources, providing real-time recom-
mendations as well as improving their prediction quality beyond just accuracy, will
continue to be the focus of future research. Especially by considering the nowa-
days increased adoption of content personalization in a myriad of different domains
and application scenarios. The author of this thesis hopes that the research com-
munity will benefit from the presented contributions and believes that the above-
mentioned open questions incentivize future research on real-time recommenders in
multi-domain settings.
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